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Preface
Before you lies my graduation thesis that has been written in fulfillment of the master’s course
Construction Management and Engineering at the Eindhoven University of Technology, in
collaboration with Arcadis. This study explores the important role of integrating Building
Information Modeling (BIM) and Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) at the early stages of design to
evaluate the embodied impact of building elements.
The past six months have been quite a journey, both in terms of academic and personal
growth. I immersed myself into two promising fields of research in the construction industry,
being BIM and LCA. The almost endless possibilities of BIM to automate processes have always
fascinated me throughout my academic as well as professional career in the construction
industry. I took on the challenge of learning how to program with Python and delved into the
possibilities of the IFC schema. Two areas of expertise that I had no real prior experience with
but wanted to familiarize myself with for a long time. The application of LCA in the
construction industry on the other hand has become increasingly important due to
environmental considerations emerging as a criterion in both consumer markets and
government regulations in recent years. The gained knowledge on LCA and its application in
the built environment will therefore surely help me in my future endeavors.
Of course, I could have never completed this thesis without the help and support of several
individuals. First, I would like to thank my university supervisors Bauke de Vries, Jakko Heinen
and Aant van der Zee for their insights during the entire graduation process. Second, I would
also like to thank Leandra Rodenhuis and Rense Gmelig from Arcadis for their continued
guidance. Last but not least, a special thank you goes out to Simone who was always prepared
to read through the often-random gibberish I put onto paper.
I hope you will enjoy reading this thesis.
Sander van Gemert

Eindhoven, February 2019
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Abstract
Purpose – Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) currently acts as the construction industry standard
method for assessing the potential environmental impacts of buildings throughout their life
cycle. The importance of evaluating the embodied impacts of buildings in the early design
stages is widely acknowledged, but the uptake of the LCA methodology in design practice by
non-LCA experts remains limited. The integration of BIM with LCA appears to be a way to
entrench the application of LCA in early design practice. The primary objective of this study
therefore is to show that a BIM-based assessment of embodied impacts can give designers
the freedom to focus on conceptual design while at the same time keeping track of the
potential effects of material and design decisions.
Methodology – To enhance the application of LCA in the early design stages, a user-friendly
application was developed that enables designers to quickly comprehend the embodied
impacts of their designs. The BIM-based LCA tool presented in this thesis, dubbed MPG-ENVIE,
enables an automated environmental impact assessment of the embodied effects of building
elements during the early design stages. Its functional requirements were established by a
combination of literature study and interviews with experts in the field of BIM and LCA. A case
study of a simple building design was presented in a way to apprise designers about the
workflow of the proposed BIM-LCA integration.
Findings – The application of the proposed BIM-based LCA approach to a case study showed
that it is possible to assess the embodied impacts of an early stage schematic design and
subsequently improve the building design based on the building elements contributing highest
to the total embodied impacts of the building. IFC extracts generated by Revit and SketchUp
could be interpreted and results were presented through an intuitive user interface in the
form of comprehensive tabular, graphical and plotted outputs.
Research limitations – Given the time frame of six months for completion of this thesis, it was
found to not be feasible to develop an application that could perform an environmental
impact assessment of a complete building. It was therefore decided to build the application
around two walling element typologies: (i) exterior load-bearing walls and (ii) interior nonload-bearing walls.
Originality – The novelty of the work presented in this thesis is to illustrate the important role
of integrating BIM and LCA at the early stages of design to evaluate the embodied impact of
building elements. MPG-ENVIE differs from earlier BIM-LCA integrated solutions in that its
workflow incorporates the IFC schema to extract BIM model input. At the same time, MPGENVIE provides visual guidance in the form of an intuitive interface which allows for
environmental hotspots to be identified by the user.
Key words: Building Information Modeling (BIM), Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), BIM-based LCA,
early design stages, embodied impacts, Milieuprestatie Gebouwen (MPG)
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Summary
The increasing strain on the earth's finite resources and natural environment over the last
half-century has resulted in Life Cycle Thinking (LCT) gaining increasing prominence in
governmental policy around the globe, as well as in the day-to-day operations of the private
sector. It is well acknowledged that a major contributor towards current environmental
problems is the construction industry. The multitude and duration of construction activities
are straining the limits of the earth’s carrying capacity. To reduce its pressure on the natural
environment, it is essential that the construction industry adopts a multi-disciplinary approach
covering several features such as reuse and recycling of materials, improved use of materials,
emissions control and energy saving. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) currently acts as the
construction industry standard method to operationalize LCT. It is globally recognized as the
de-facto framework for assessing the potential environmental impacts of buildings
throughout their life cycle. The focus in buildings LCA research has generally been energy
efficiency and associated emissions of the use phase, which led to intensive research and
development in the area of energy efficient operation of buildings. However, the increase of
energy efficient appliances and equipment, along with regulations on the energy performance
of buildings, has significantly reduced the energy demand for operation and as such less
environmental benefits can be realized with only energy savings during the operational phase
of the building. Systematic analysis as well as optimization of the embodied life cycle-related
impacts of building materials has therefore become imperative in recent years.
The wide application of LCA in the construction industry, however, is restrained by the timeconsuming nature of LCA studies and the high knowledge-level of the LCA methodology that
is often required to perform a LCA study. LCA studies are therefore mostly performed once
the building is built and all information is clear, limiting the application of the LCA
methodology to being only descriptive, rather than providing feedback to improve the
building design. This practice often results in an inefficient way of backtracking to modify the
design in order to achieve a set of environmental performance criteria. In this context, the
role of Building Information Modeling (BIM) appears as a tool that has the potential to improve
and simplify the application of LCA in the construction industry, especially in the early design
stages where there is most potential for studying different alternatives, implementing
changes and improving environmental performance. BIM has been identified as a helpful tool
that can facilitate establishing a bill-of-quantities (BoQ), provide timely information about
whole life environmental issues as design develops and aid in the decision-making process at
the early stages of design. Hence, BIM is increasingly used to explore design solutions to
improve the environmental performance of buildings.
To enhance the application of LCA in the early design stages, a user-friendly application has
been developed that enables designers to quickly comprehend the embodied impacts of their
design decisions. The application is named MPG-ENVIE, short for Milieuprestatie Gebouwen
Environmental Impact Estimator. MPG-ENVIE automatically obtains a BoQ of all building
elements present in a BIM model, links these to an external LCA database of building products
and their predefined material composition and calculates the whole life embodied impact of
the proposed design. MPG-ENVIE is intended for use specifically during the early design
stages, when the design is typically not well defined, the number of design alternatives is large,
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and the potential to reduce environmental impacts is greatest. Based on simple geometric
representations of building elements, designers can explore the embodied impacts of their
designs during the early stages of design, rather than in late or post-design where options for
improvement are more restricted. MPG-ENVIE differs from earlier BIM-LCA integrated
solutions in that its workflow incorporates the IFC schema to extract BIM model input. At the
same time, MPG-ENVIE provides visual guidance in the form of an intuitive interface which
allows for environmental hotspots to be identified by the user.
MPG-ENVIE's functional requirements were established by a combination of literature study
and interviews with experts in the field of BIM and LCA. The application of MPG-ENVIE to a
case study showed that it is possible to assess the embodied impacts of an early stage
schematic design and subsequently improve the building design based on the building
elements contributing highest to the total embodied impacts of the building. IFC extracts
generated by Revit and SketchUp could be interpreted and results were presented through an
intuitive user interface in the form of comprehensive tabular, graphical and plotted outputs.
Color-coding the geometry of BIM model objects provides an intuitive way to communicate
the embodied impact of individual building elements. Thus, MPG-ENVIE addresses several
important requirements formulated in literature regarding the application of BIM-based LCA
in the early stages of design.
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Samenvatting
In de afgelopen halve eeuw heeft de toenemende druk op de eindige hulpbronnen en het
milieu ertoe geleid dat Life Cycle Thinking (LCT) een steeds prominentere plaats inneemt in
overheidsbeleid overal ter wereld, evenals in de dagelijkse activiteiten van de particuliere
sector. Het wordt algemeen erkend dat de bouwsector een grote bijdrage levert aan de
huidige milieuproblematiek. Bouwactiviteiten rekken de grenzen van het draagvermogen van
de aarde, grotendeels vanwege diens veelvoud en duur. Om de druk op de natuurlijke
omgeving te verminderen is het van essentieel belang dat de bouwsector een
multidisciplinaire aanpak hanteert die de nadruk legt op energiebesparing, het hergebruiken
en recyclen van materialen, verbeterd materiaalgebruik en het beperken van emissies. Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA) fungeert momenteel als de standaardmethodiek in de bouw voor het
operationaliseren van LCT. LCA wordt wereldwijd erkend als het de-facto methodisch kader
voor het beoordelen van de potentiële milieueffecten van gebouwen gedurende de gehele
levenscyclus. De focus van LCA onderzoek in de bouwsector lag in het verleden voornamelijk
op energie efficiëntie en aanverwante emissies voortkomend uit de gebruiksfase, wat heeft
geleid tot vergaande ontwikkelingen op het gebied van energie efficiënte exploitatie van
gebouwen. Echter, de toename in energiezuinige installaties en apparatuur tezamen met
wetgeving op het gebied van de energieprestaties van gebouwen heeft de energievraag voor
gebruik aanzienlijk verminderd, waardoor er minder milieuvoordelen kunnen worden
gerealiseerd met enkel energiebesparingen tijdens de gebruiksfase van een gebouw.
Systematische analyse en optimalisatie van de belichaamde levenscyclus gerelateerde
milieueffecten van bouwmaterialen is daarom noodzakelijk geworden de afgelopen jaren.
De brede toepassing van LCA in de bouwsector wordt echter beperkt door het tijdrovende
karakter van LCA studies en het hoge kennisniveau van de LCA methodologie dat vaak vereist
is voor het uitvoeren van een LCA. LCA studies worden daarom meestal uitgevoerd zodra het
bouwwerk is gebouwd en alle informatie definitief is, wat betekent dat de toepassing van de
LCA methodologie enkel van beschrijvende aard is, in plaats van dat deze feedback geeft
tijdens het ontwerpproces om het gebouwontwerp te verbeteren. Deze manier van werken
resulteert vaak in een inefficiënte manier van het aanpassen van het ontwerp om een reeks
milieuprestatiecriteria te bereiken. In deze context verschijnt de rol van Building Information
Modeling (BIM) als een tool die de toepassing van LCA in de bouwsector kan verbeteren en
vereenvoudigen. De toepassing van BIM in combinatie met LCA is vooral belangrijk in de
vroege ontwerpstadia, daar waar de meeste mogelijkheden bestaan om verschillende
alternatieven te bestuderen, veranderingen door te voeren en dus de milieuprestaties van
een gebouw te verbeteren. BIM wordt gezien als een hulpmiddel dat het opstellen van
hoeveelhedenstaten kan vergemakkelijken, tijdig inzicht kan verschaffen in potentiële
milieuknelpunten naarmate het ontwerpproces zich ontwikkelt en heeft dus de potentie een
bijdrage te leveren aan het besluitvormingsproces in de vroege ontwerpstadia. BIM wordt
daarom steeds meer gebruikt om ontwerpoplossingen te verkennen waarmee de
milieuprestaties van gebouwen verbeterd kunnen worden.
Om de toepassing van LCA in de vroege ontwerpstadia te verbeteren is een
gebruiksvriendelijke applicatie ontwikkeld waarmee ontwerpers de belichaamde effecten van
hun ontwerpbeslissingen beter kunnen begrijpen. De applicatie heet MPG-ENVIE, een
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afkorting voor Milieuprestatie Gebouwen Environmental Impact Estimator. MPG-ENVIE
genereert automatisch een hoeveelhedenstaat van alle bouwelementen die aanwezig zijn in
een BIM model, koppelt deze hoeveelheden aan een externe LCA database van
bouwproducten en hun vooraf gedefinieerde materiaalsamenstelling en berekent vervolgens
de materiaal-gerelateerde belichaamde effecten van het ontwerp. MPG-ENVIE is specifiek
bedoeld voor gebruik tijdens de vroege ontwerpstadia, wanneer het ontwerp doorgaans niet
goed gedefinieerd is, het aantal ontwerpalternatieven aanzienlijk en de potentie om
milieueffecten te verminderen het grootst. Op basis van eenvoudige geometrische weergaven
van bouwelementen kunnen ontwerpers de belichaamde effecten van hun ontwerpen
verkennen in de vroege ontwerpstadia, in plaats van in de latere stadia van ontwerp waar de
opties voor verbetering beperkter zijn. MPG-ENVIE onderscheidt zich van de meeste eerdere
BIM-LCA geïntegreerde oplossingen doordat het IFC schema wordt gebruikt voor het
extraheren van BIM model input. Tegelijkertijd biedt MPG-ENVIE visuele begeleiding in de
vorm van een intuïtieve interface die het de gebruiker mogelijk maakt om milieuknelpunten
in het ontwerp te identificeren.
De functionele vereisten van MPG-ENVIE zijn vastgesteld door middel van een combinatie van
literatuurstudie en interviews met experts op het gebied van BIM en LCA. De toepassing van
MPG-ENVIE op een casestudie toonde aan dat het mogelijk is om de belichaamde effecten van
een schematisch ontwerp in een vroeg stadium te beoordelen en vervolgens het
gebouwontwerp te verbeteren op basis van de bouwelementen die de grootste bijdrage
leveren aan de totale belichaamde impact van het gebouw. IFC extracten gegenereerd door
Revit en SketchUp konden worden geïnterpreteerd via een gebruikersinterface in de vorm van
uitgebreide tabulaire, grafische en geplotte output. Het kleur coderen van de geometrie van
BIM model objecten biedt een intuïtieve manier om de belichaamde impact van afzonderlijke
bouwelementen te communiceren. MPG-ENVIE behandelt daarmee verschillende belangrijke
vereisten geformuleerd in de literatuur met betrekking tot de toepassing van BIM-gebaseerde
LCA in de vroege ontwerpstadia.
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1. Introduction
Carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions have rapidly increased since large-scale industrialization
began in the mid-1800s, disrupting the planetary carbon cycle and leading to global warming
(Ritchie & Roser, 2018). Over the last 45 years, the earth’s surface temperature has increased
by approximately 0.90 °C due to global warming and it is expected that this trend continues
the upcoming decades (NASA, 2018). In addition to global warming, environmental problems
such as waste accumulation, excessive land-use, and water, air and soil pollution are all
increasingly jeopardizing the earth’s life-support systems (USGCRP, 2017). Moreover, during
the past century the world population has started using 34 times more materials, 27 times
more minerals, 12 times more fossil fuels and 3.6 times more biomass (SER, 2016). Demand
for raw materials is expected to further increase as a result of global population growth, the
fast-growing middle class in emerging economies and the application of new technologies that
require specific raw materials. The extraction and consumption of raw materials not only has
a negative impact on the environment and its natural resources, but also makes a significant
contribution towards energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions (Rijksoverheid,
2016). As such, there is an urgent need to mitigate these undesirable problems, arising from
our modern way of living, to preserve and prolong the earth’s life support systems (Markard,
Raven, & Truffer, 2012).
In this chapter the research setup will be set out, starting with a description of the research
context. Then, the research objective, research questions, research design as well as expected
results will be further elaborated upon. This chapter will be concluded with a reading guide
that explains the structure of this thesis.
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Research context
It is well acknowledged that a major contributor towards current environmental problems is
the construction industry (European Commission, 2014; Rijksoverheid, 2016; WEF, 2016).
Construction activities are straining the limits of the earth’s carrying capacity, largely due to
their multitude and duration (Hong, Shen, Feng, Lau, & Mao, 2015). Worldwide, nearly 40
percent of the total energy consumption and one third of greenhouse gas emissions are
attributable to the construction industry. The construction industry is also a highly materialintensive sector – around half of all non-renewable resources mankind consumes are utilized
in construction-related activities, making it one of the least sustainable industries in the world.
In addition to the pressure on new raw materials, the construction industry impacts the
environment through its production of large quantities of waste, especially at the end of a
building’s life (WEF, 2016). As the construction industry still puts major pressure on the natural
environment, it is essential that the construction sector adopts a multi-disciplinary approach
covering a number of features such as reuse and recycling of materials, improved use of
materials, emissions control and energy saving (Ramesh, Prakash, & Shukla, 2010).
The increasing strain on the earth's finite resources and natural environment over the last
half-century has resulted in Life Cycle Thinking (LCT) gaining increasing prominence in
governmental policy around the globe (Jackson, 2009), as well as in the day-to-day operations
of the private sector. LCT means accounting for the range of environmental impacts of a
material or product throughout its whole life cycle – from the extraction of the raw materials
used to make the product, through the product’s manufacture, use and end-of-life activities.
It looks at a range of inputs (e.g. energy and materials) and environmental effects (e.g.
emissions) for each of these life cycle phases. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), the study of
resource consumption, emissions and their impacts, is one of the methodologies that makes
LCT operational. LCA is seen as “a reliable, scientifically-grounded support tool for
environmental management and decision-making across different sectors of the global
economy” (Filimonau, 2016, p. 12). More specifically, LCA is globally recognized as the defacto framework for assessing the potential environmental impacts of products and materials
throughout their life cycle (European Commission, 2003).
The potential of LCT and the key role of LCA to address environmental issues is demonstrated
by the initiatives put in place at the international and European level (Sala, Reale, CristobalGarcia, & Pant, 2016). Internationally, the United Nations Environment Programme (UN
Environment) launched the Life Cycle Initiative to disseminate and implement LCT and LCA
worldwide (UN Environment, 2017). On a European level, the European Commission
established the European Platform on Life Cycle Assessment (EPLCA) to support business and
government needs for the availability, interoperability, and quality of life cycle data and
studies (EPLCA, 2017). Furthermore, environmental considerations have emerged as a
criterion in both government procurement guidelines and consumer markets (Alberg
Mosgaard, 2015; Igarashi, De Boer, & Michelsen, 2015; Varnäs, Balfors, & Faith-Ell, 2009; J. K.
W. Wong, Chan, & Wadu, 2016). Together these developments have placed LCA in a central
role as a decision-support tool for both policymakers and industry in assessing the
environmental impacts of products and the materials from which they are made.
The application of LCA, as a strategy to reduce the environmental impacts of the construction
industry, has been proposed and examined by many (Abd Rashid & Yusoff, 2015; Buyle, Braet,
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& Audenaert, 2013; Ibn-Mohammed, Greenough, Taylor, Ozawa-Meida, & Acquaye, 2013;
Malmqvist et al., 2011; Ortiz, Castells, & Sonnemann, 2009). For several decades, the focus in
buildings LCA research has been energy efficiency and associated emissions of the use phase,
which led to intensive research and development in the area of energy efficient operation of
buildings (Anand & Amor, 2017). However, the increase of energy efficient appliances and
equipment, along with regulations on the energy performance of buildings, has significantly
reduced the energy demand for operation and as such the environmental impacts of the other
life cycle phases have grown in relative importance (Shrivastava & Chini, 2011). As the other
life cycle phases become more important, the need for systematic analysis as well as
optimization of the hidden ‘indirect’ or embodied, life cycle-related, impacts from building
materials has become imperative (Ajayi, Oyedele, Ceranic, Gallanagh, & Kadiri, 2015;
Filimonau, 2016).
Despite the accuracy and rigor of the LCA methodology, direct application of this technique
can be laborious and not always economically viable (Filimonau, 2016). Expertise and
extensive analysis is required for its execution as LCA operates a broad range of environmental
impact categories (Díaz & Antón, 2014). Moreover, LCA studies require a high level of
information (Díaz & Antón, 2014), especially for the assessment of building materials’
embodied impacts (Soust-Verdaguer, Llatas, & García-Martínez, 2016). As a result, LCA studies
are mostly performed once the building is built and all information is clear, limiting the
application of the LCA methodology to being only descriptive, rather than providing feedback
to improve the building design (Häkkinen, Kuittinen, Ruuska, & Jung, 2015; Jalaei & Jrade,
2014; Soust-Verdaguer, Llatas, & García-Martínez, 2017; Zanni, Soetanto, & Ruikar, 2017). This
practice often results in an inefficient way of backtracking to modify the design in order to
achieve a set of environmental performance criteria (Schlueter & Thesseling, 2009).
Several studies have therefore highlighted the importance of improving and simplifying LCA
application in general and, more specifically, to buildings (Kellenberger & Althaus, 2009;
Malmqvist et al., 2011; Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2016). In this context, the role of Building
Information Modeling (BIM) appears as a tool that facilitates the application of LCA in the
construction industry, especially in the early design stages where there is most potential for
studying different alternatives, implementing changes and improving environmental
performance (Anand & Amor, 2017; Burke, 2013; Cavalliere, Habert, Dell’Osso, & Hollberg,
2019; Eleftheriadis, Mumovic, & Greening, 2017; Menoufi, 2011). BIM has been identified as
a helpful tool that can facilitate establishing a bill-of-quantities (BoQ), provide timely
information about whole life environmental issues as design develops and aid in the decisionmaking process at the early stages of design (Ajayi et al., 2015; Anand & Amor, 2017; Antón &
Díaz, 2014; Azhar & Brown, 2009; Basbagill, Flager, Lepech, & Fischer, 2013; Kreiner, Passer,
& Wallbaum, 2015; S. Lee, Tae, Roh, & Kim, 2015; Rebitzer et al., 2004; Shadram, Johansson,
Lu, Schade, & Olofsson, 2016). As BIM allows for multi-disciplinary information to be
superimposed through one model, it creates an opportunity for environmental assessment
techniques, such as LCA, to be incorporated throughout the design process (Jrade & Jalaei,
2013). Hence, BIM is increasingly used to explore design solutions to improve environmental
performance (Cavalliere et al., 2019).
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Problem statement
Promoting the decision-making process at the early design stages necessitates a solid
combination between BIM and LCA in order to evaluate the various environmental impacts of
design and material decisions (Bank, Mccarthy, Thompson, & Menassa, 2010). Such a
combination could be facilitated in the form of an integrated process between BIM and LCA,
thereby achieving a more holistic approach to assessing the embodied impact of building
materials. At the early stages of design, the designer must be able to acquire, store and
organize LCA data of building elements in such a way that it can generate feedback during the
design process (Ries & Mahdavi, 2001). While various approaches towards the effective
integration of LCA and BIM have been developed (Houlihan Wiberg et al., 2014), it is
recognized by several authors that further development in this field is required (Cavalliere et
al., 2019; Díaz & Antón, 2014; Najjar, Figueiredo, Palumbo, & Haddad, 2017; Röck, Hollberg,
Habert, & Passer, 2018a; Shadram et al., 2016). Integrated BIM-LCA applications developed
by software companies have long been criticized for only addressing interoperability among
their own products (Jardim-Goncalves & Grilo, 2010). They often serve as plugins for specific
software applications, rather than being compatible with software packages from other
vendors. This fact provides evidence of the need to develop new applications based on open
BIM schemas and especially with the use of the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) (SoustVerdaguer et al., 2017). Thus, applications should be developed that are compatible with open
file formats, such as IFC, rather than as plugins for specific software applications.

1.3.

Research objective
Based on the societal developments and identified gap in knowledge, the work in this thesis
explores how the integration of LCA with BIM can enable an automated environmental impact
assessment of the whole life embodied impacts of building elements during the early design
stages1. The primary objective of this study is to show that a BIM-based assessment of
embodied impacts can give designers the freedom to focus on conceptual design while at the
same time keeping track of the potential effects of material and design decisions. Application
of such an approach will emphasize the importance of integrating BIM and LCA at the early
stages of design to evaluate the embodied impacts of building elements.

1.4.

Research questions
To achieve the desired objective, the following main question was drawn up:

How can the integration of LCA with BIM enable an automated
environmental impact assessment of the whole life embodied impacts of
building elements during the early design stages?

1

The design process always has a phased structure. In a Dutch context, the design process generally involves the
following five stages of design: Schetsontwerp (SO), Voorlopig Ontwerp (VO), Definitief Ontwerp (DO), Technisch
Ontwerp (TO) and Uitvoeringsontwerp (UO). When reference is made to the ‘early design stages’, this refers to
the SO and VO stages of design.
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The following sub-questions will aid in answering the main research question:
SQ1.
SQ2.
SQ3.
SQ4.

1.5.

How can the environmental impact of building elements be quantified and evaluated
by means of the LCA methodology?
How is LCA currently applied in the construction industry?
How can BIM and LCA be combined to facilitate the environmental impact assessment
of early schematic building designs?
How can a BIM-based LCA application facilitate more efficient decision-making in the
early design stages?

Research design
This research study is divided into four different stages as illustrated in Figure 1: (i) explorative
research, (ii) application design, (iii) verification and (iv) reporting. The following four sections
will provide a more in-depth discussion of the four research stages.
RESEARCH QUESTION

RESEARCH STAGE

Unstructured
interviews

Sub-question 1
START

Explorative
research

Literature
study

Sub-question 2

GRADUATION PERIOD

ACTIVITIES

Sub-question 3

Application
design

Developing
MPG-ENVIE

Questionnaire
Sub-question 4

Verification
Case
study

Reporting

Conclusions, discussion
and recommendations

END

Figure 1: Research model

1.5.1. Explorative research
The explorative research stage consists of two parts: (i) unstructured interviews and (ii) a
literature study. Unstructured interviews were held with 22 experts in the field of BIM and
LCA. The objective of these interviews is to gain insight into the current situation surrounding
BIM-LCA integration as well as to establish the functional requirements a BIM-based LCA
application should incorporate. The second part is a literature study, where three main topics
were explored. First, the general concept of LCA is investigated. Main aims, a brief history as
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well as procedural steps, based on the ISO 14040 series of standards, are examined. Second,
the application of the LCA methodology in the construction industry is explored. The shift of
focus in buildings LCA research from energy efficiency and associated emissions of the use
phase to energy embodied in materials and environmental burdens related to other life cycle
phases are the topics of interest. Additionally, the findings of several studies related to the life
cycle impacts of building materials are further examined. Hereafter, the focus is redirected
towards LCA applications employed in the construction industry. Existing applications are
analyzed and classified, and the differences and similarities between the individual
applications discussed. Lastly, the application of BIM-based LCA in the construction industry
is reviewed, focusing on the way that BIM can contribute to simplifying data input and
optimizing data output.
1.5.2. Application design
The application design stage entails the development process of an application that can
quantify the embodied environmental impact of building elements. MPG-ENVIE incorporates
the Milieprestatie Gebouwen (MPG) methodology to allow for the uniform calculation of the
material-related environmental performance of building elements over their entire life cycle.
The MPG methodology is an objective design process instrument that incorporates the ideas
behind LCT and LCA and can be used to record the material-related environmental
performance of the design process. In the Netherlands the MPG methodology is an important
instrument to quantify the embodied impact of building elements considering Article 5.9 of
the Dutch Building Decree 2012 stipulates that the material-related environmental
performance of newly built residential and office buildings with a surface area in excess of 100
m2 must be quantified by means of the MPG methodology (BRIS Bouwbesluit Online, 2012).
As this study has been performed in a Dutch context, the MPG methodology was the most
practical LCA instrument to include in an application.
The system surrounding the MPG methodology consists of three interlinked components.
First, the ‘Bepalingsmethode milieuprestatie gebouwen en GWW-werken’ (SBK, 2014a)
provides the general methodological framework based on the NEN-EN 15804 (2012) and the
NEN-EN 15978 (2011). Second, the 2011 report ‘Harmonisatie rekenregels materiaalgebonden
milieuprestatie gebouwen’ (DGMR, 2011) and its amendments from 2014, 2015 and 2016
(SBK, 2014b, 2015, 2016) explain the calculation rules to calculate the environmental impacts
of individual building elements. Lastly, the Nationale Milieudatabase (NMD) provides the
necessary LCA data to calculate the environmental performance of these building elements.
The NMD contains aggregated data on the whole life embodied impacts of building elements
(i.e. collections of materials), as well as data on the whole life embodied impacts of individual
materials. These three interlinked components formed the basis for developing MPG-ENVIE.
Given the time frame of six months for completion of this thesis, it was found to not be feasible
to develop an application that could perform an environmental impact assessment of a
complete building. It was therefore decided to build MPG-ENVIE around two walling element
typologies: (i) exterior load-bearing walls and (ii) interior non-load-bearing walls. In
comparison to many other building elements, the embodied impacts of wall elements are
more straightforward to calculate, making these building elements the most logical choice to
incorporate in a proof-of-concept.
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1.5.3. Verification
The verification stage consists of two parts: (i) a questionnaire and (ii) a case study. Regarding
the first part, MPG-ENVIE is presented to three experts in the field of construction
consultancy. The main objective of this questionnaire is to ascertain the added value of using
an application like MPG-ENVIE during the early design stages and to discover any other
functionalities that should be added to future versions of the application. The second part is
a case study. The features of MPG-ENVIE are demonstrated via its application to a case study
of an early schematic design of the ground floor level of a residential building. The objective
of this case study is to demonstrate how a BIM-based LCA application like MPG-ENVIE can be
used in the environmental impact assessment of the whole life embodied impacts of building
elements during the early design stages. The results generated by MPG-ENVIE are verified by
means of a comparison to two already existing applications that incorporate the MPG
methodology.
1.5.4. Reporting
The reporting stage entails the finalization of the research report. In this stage conclusions are
drawn, the individual research questions answered, the overall research discussed and
recommendations for further research given.

1.6.

Expected results
The expected results can be approached from a theoretical and practical point of view. From
a theoretical point of view this research is expected to provide well-grounded answers to the
formulated research questions and extend the existing literature available. This research will
contribute towards current developments by exploring the potential of BIM-LCA integration
during the early stages of design and presenting the ability of such integration in evaluating
the embodied impact of building elements. From a practical point of view this research is
expected to provide an application with whom the whole life embodied impacts of building
elements can be quantified. By performing the environmental impact calculation in a BIM
environment, new opportunities arise. First, the proposed application enables designers to
better understand the relative environmental impact implications of design decisions as it
becomes an integral part of the design process. As such, designers are provided with the
means to make more informative decisions regarding design and material options that have
the least end of life impact on the environment. Furthermore, the number of design iterations
and probability of errors in the environmental impact calculations is expected to decrease by
creating an automated process that provides environmental impact feedback on different
building designs, giving the design process a faster lead time.

1.7.

Reading guide
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter two presents a literature review,
which is organized around the general methodological framework of LCA and the application
of LCA and BIM-based LCA in the construction industry. In chapter three, the three essential
steps of the development process of MPG-ENVIE will be elaborated upon. The features of
MPG-ENVIE are demonstrated by means of a case study of a residential building, described in
the fourth chapter. Finally, conclusions will be drawn and recommendations for further
research will be given in chapter five.
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2. Life Cycle Assessment
The heightened awareness of the importance of environmental protection, and the possible
environmental impacts emanating from the construction industry, has increased the interest
in the development of methods to better comprehend and reduce these environmental
impacts (ISO, 1997). One of the techniques that has been developed for this purpose is LCA.
LCA is defined somewhat differently by each of those individuals or groups urging its
application, but it is perhaps best described by the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) as a “compilation and evaluation of the inputs, outputs and the potential
environmental impacts of a product system2 throughout its life cycle” (ISO, 1997, p. 2). LCA
can be seen as a process whereby the energy and material flows of a product system are
quantified and evaluated (Ramesh et al., 2010). It allows for an evaluation of the impacts of
different processes and life cycle stages on the environment, including raw material
extraction, manufacturing, distribution, use, maintenance and end-of-life activities, i.e. the
whole life cycle. Hence, LCA is often considered a ‘cradle-to-grave’ approach to the evaluation
of environmental impacts of products (Cabeza, Rincón, Vilariño, Pérez, & Castell, 2014).
Depending on the scope of a LCA, the LCA methodology can be customized to exclude or
include specific life cycle phases, or specific types of environmental impact categories (Level,
2017). Figure 2 illustrates the basic concept behind LCA.
INPUTS

Raw materials

Energy

PROCESSES

OUTPUTS

Raw material
acquisition

Emissions

Material
processing

Waterborne waste

Product
manufacture

Solid wastes

Use

Main product

End-of-life

Co-products

Figure 2: Main life cycle stages and typical in- and outputs considered in LCA (adapted from Vigon et al. (1993))

In this chapter the theoretical framework will be set out. This chapter’s layout revolves around
a review of three components. First, the general concept of LCA will be examined. Second, the
application of the LCA methodology in the construction industry will be explored. Lastly, the
application of BIM-based LCA in the construction industry will be reviewed.
2

As defined in ISO 14040:1997 (ISO, 1997) product system refers to a collection of materially and energetically
connected unit processes which performs one or more defined functions.
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A brief history
The idea of LCA had its beginnings in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, a period in which
environmental issues like pollution control, waste accumulation, resource depletion and
energy efficiency became issues of broad public concern (Jensen & Postlethwaite, 2008). LCA
methods during this period were predominantly used for the environmental evaluation of
product development processes in such industries as consumer product design, equipment
manufacturing and automotive design (Basbagill et al., 2013). One of the first environmental
impact assessment studies, that laid the foundation for the LCA methodology as we know it
today, was conducted by the Midwest Research Institute (MRI) for the Coca-Cola Company in
1969 (Guinee et al., 2011). They compared different beverage containers to determine which
container least affected the supply of natural resources and had the lowest releases to the
environment. This process of quantifying resource use and environmental releases of products
became known as Resource and Environmental Profile Analysis (REPA) in the United States
and Ecobalance in Europe (Curran, 2006).
From 1975 through the early 1980’s, public interest in LCA waned due to the fading influence
of the 1973 oil crisis (Guinee et al., 2011). It was not until the mid-1980’s and early 1990’s that
a real wave of interest in LCA swept over a much broader range of industries (Buonocore et
al., 2009), including the construction industry. Driven by the release of the Brundtland report
(WCED, 1987) in 1987 and solid waste becoming a worldwide issue in 1988, LCA again emerged
as a tool for analyzing environmental problems (Curran, 2006). However, LCA studies were
often performed using different methods and without a common theoretical framework,
which prevented LCA from becoming a generally accepted and applied analytical tool. In
response to the lack of standardization, the Society of Environmental Toxicology and
Chemistry (SETAC) took on a leading role in the harmonization of LCA methods. One of the key
results of their efforts was the SETAC ‘Code of Practice’ (Consoli et al., 1994), which provided
a conceptual framework for LCA studies. ISO further formalized the different LCA methods
and procedures into a global standard, resulting in the ISO 14040 series, first published in 1997
(Guinee et al., 2011). This general methodological framework stands today as the de facto
standard for conducting a LCA study. The ISO 14040 series of standards on LCA consists of the
following standards:
• ISO 14040:1997/2006 on principles and framework for LCA;
• ISO 14041:1998 on goal and scope definition and inventory analysis;
• ISO 14042:2000 on impact assessment;
• ISO 14043:2000 on interpretation;
• ISO 14044:2006 on requirements and guidelines.

2.2.

Attributional and consequential modeling
It must first be made clear that two approaches to LCA can be distinguished: consequential
LCA and attributional LCA. Consequential LCA attempts to provide information on the
environmental burdens that occur because of a change in demand for the functional unit of a
product system. Attributional LCA attempts to provide information on what portion of
environmental burdens can be attributed to the functional unit of the product system (UNEP,
2011). Of the two, the more commonly used modeling approach is consequential LCA. The
conceptual difference is illustrated in Figure 3. The total environmental burdens at any time
are represented by the circle in both diagrams. In the left circle, consequential LCA seeks to
capture the change in environmental burdens that occur as a consequence of removing or
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adding a specific product system. In the right circle, attributional LCA aims to impute a share
of the total burdens to a specific product system (Weidema, 2003).
The ISO 14040 series provide the basic requirements for consequential LCA. As such, the
general steps for consequential LCA will be discussed. This does not imply that attributional
LCA is of less importance than consequential LCA, its discussion merely lies beyond the scope
of this thesis. The interested reader would be referred to Rebitzer et al. (2004) in which the
differences between consequential and attributional LCA are discussed. From this point on
there will be made no more distinction between attributional and consequential LCA. When
referred to a LCA study, it indirectly refers to a consequential modeling approach.

Consequential

Attributional

Figure 3: Conceptual difference between consequential and attributional modelling (Weidema, 2003)

2.3.

Methodological framework
LCA studies, as standardized in the ISO 14040 series, generally follow four interrelated phases
as shown in Figure 4: (i) goal and scope definition, (ii) inventory analysis, (iii) impact
assessment and (iv) interpretation of results (ISO, 1997). Definition of goal and scope entails
defining the purposes, audiences and system boundaries of the specific LCA study (Ramesh et
al., 2010). Inventory analysis involves the process of collecting and synthesizing data on energy
flows and physical material flows in various stages of the product systems life cycle (ISO, 1997).
The impact assessment phase of a LCA is aimed at evaluating the significance of potential
environmental impacts of the various flows of energy and material and assigning them to
different environmental impact categories such as ozone depletion, climate change,
acidification, ecotoxicity and resource depletion (Cabeza et al., 2014). Interpretation of results
entails that the findings from the inventory analysis and the impact assessment are combined
in order to reach conclusions and recommendations (ISO, 1997). The double arrows between
the individual phases indicate the iterative nature of LCA. For instance, the goal and scope
might need adjusting when inventory data is lacking. Thus, none of the phases are truly
complete until the entire LCA study is complete (Matthews, Hendrickson, & Matthews, 2014).
It will now be briefly explained how these four stages are carried out.
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Figure 4: LCA methodological framework (adapted from ISO (1997))

2.3.1. Goal and scope definition
The goal and scope definition is the first phase of any LCA study. The goal of an LCA study
describes the reasons for undertaking the LCA study, application areas of results and intended
audience. In defining the scope of the study, the functional unit, system boundaries and data
quality criteria are established. The functional unit is a measure of the performance of the
outputs of the product system being studied (ISO, 1997). Its primary purpose is to assure
comparability of the overall environmental performance of inherently different product
systems that fulfill a similar function (e.g. a light bulb and a LED-downlight). A functional unit
generally comprises a function, a quantity, a duration and a quality. For example, a functional
unit for a light bulb could be to provide lighting (function) for 10 m2 with 3,000 lux (quantity)
for 50,000 hours (duration) with daylight spectrum at 5,600 K (quality) (Weidema, Wenzel,
Petersen, & Hansen, 2004).
The system boundaries determine which unit processes3 are included within the LCA and
should be consistent with the goal of the study (ISO, 1997). One main element of boundary
setting is deciding which life cycle phases should be included in the LCA study (Figure 5).
Typical types of system boundaries are from one defined point along the life cycle to a second
point further along the life cycle (‘gate-to-gate’), from raw material extraction to factory gate
(‘cradle-to-gate’) or from raw material extraction through product use and disposal (‘cradleto-grave’) (ICCA, 2013). Temporal and spatial system boundaries can also be considered,
acting as a research demarcation and possible benchmark for future research (Abd Rashid &
Yusoff, 2015), as well as specific modeling approaches (Section 2.3.3). The setting of system
boundaries is however not limited to these aforementioned boundaries. It is at the discretion
of the LCA practitioner which boundaries are to be included and which ones are not.
Data quality criteria specify the characteristics of the data needed for the LCA study (ISO,
1997). The ISO 14044:2006 defines ten key categories4 that should be considered when
assessing data quality (ISO, 2006). For example, LCA practitioners should consider the age of
the data (time related coverage) and the geographical area from which data for unit processes
are collected (geographic coverage) (Edelen & Ingwersen, 2016). How one should address
these categories is however not specified and left to the interpretation of the practitioner.

3

As defined in in ISO 14040:1997 (ISO, 1997) unit process refers to the smallest element of a product system for
which data are collected during the inventory analysis.
4
The data quality requirements should address (i) time related coverage, geographical coverage, (iii) technology
coverage, (iv) precision, (v) completeness, (vi) representativeness, (vii) consistency, (viii) reproducibility, (ix)
sources of the data and (x) uncertainty of the information (ISO, 2006).
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Figure 5: Typical system boundaries (adapted from Gyetvai (2012))

2.3.2. Inventory analysis
The second phase of a LCA study is called an inventory analysis. An inventory analysis is a
process of quantifying input and output flows for the entire or partial life cycle of a product
system (Curran, 2006). Input flows are all physical flows that enter the system boundary from
nature (e.g. materials and energy) and output flows are all physical flows that leave the system
boundary to nature (e.g. products, co-products, waste and emissions to air, water and land)
(Pinto, 2013). Simply put, inventory analysis is the accounting of everything involved in the
product system of interest (ASMI, 2018). An inventory analysis typically follows four steps: (i)
develop a flow diagram of the processes being evaluated, (ii) develop a data collection plan,
(iii) collect data and (iv) evaluate and report results. The first step in an inventory analysis is
to map all input and output data of the system of interest in a flow diagram. Next, a data
collection plan is developed. A data collection plan is an extension of the data quality criteria
specified in the goal and scope definition phase. It ensures that the quality of data meets
expectations of the practitioner. Key elements of a data collection plan include: define data
quality goals, identify data sources and types, identify data quality indicators and develop a
data collection worksheet and checklist (Curran, 2006). Data collection is often found to be
the most resource consuming part of a LCA (European Commission, 2010b). Data collection
efforts involve a combination of collecting primary and secondary data. Primary data are data
determined by direct measurement, estimation or calculation from the original source.
Collecting such data is often more time consuming, compared to collecting secondary data, as
it requires site visits and direct contact with experts. Secondary data are data collected from
literature or other published media such as databases (Weidema et al., 2004). Lastly, inventory
results as well as assumptions made should be clearly reported.
2.3.3. Impact assessment
The impact assessment phase of a LCA study entails the evaluation of potential environmental
and human health impacts of the environmental releases and resources identified during the
inventory analysis (Curran, 2006). It aims to establish a linkage between the product system
under research and its potential environmental impacts. Two methods to environmental
impact assessment can be identified, namely the problem-oriented (midpoints) approach and
the damage-oriented (endpoints) approach, which can be combined as well (Ortiz et al., 2009).
The main distinction between midpoint and endpoint methods is that they look at different
stages in the cause-effect chain5 (Figure 6) to calculate the environmental impact of a product
system (Brilhuis-Meijer, 2014). The first group of methods models the impact of elementary
flows from the inventory analysis on the environment up to the changes in environmental
aspects such as climate change, ozone depletion or ecotoxicity (i.e. midpoints) (Menoufi,
5

A cause-effect chain is a system of physical, chemical and biological processes for a given impact category (ISO,
1999a).
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2011). The second group of methods models the impact of elementary flows on the
environment up to the damage effect on environmental aspects that are in themselves of
value to society (i.e. endpoints) (UNEP, 2003). The ISO 14042 mentions coral reefs, forest and
crops as examples of endpoint categories (ISO, 1999a), while other examples are physical
aspects of human health, like bodily functions, or natural resources, like fossil fuels (UNEP,
2003). Endpoint results are usually aggregated and shown as impacts on the four main Areas
of Protection (AoPs) as identified by De Haes et al. (1999): (i) human health, (ii) man-made
environment, (iii) natural environment and (iv) natural resources. Over the years, various
midpoint and endpoint approaches have been developed. Notable examples are CML
1996/2011, Eco-Indicator 95/98, EDIP 1997/2003, ReCiPe and TRACI 2.0. Discussing these
approaches individually lies beyond the scope of this thesis. However, Acero et al. (2016)
provide an excellent overview of impact assessment methods in LCA and their impact
categories.
EMISSIONS

MIDPOINT CATEGORIES

ENDPOINT CATEGORIES

SOx

Human toxicity

Cancer

NO2

Accidents

Respiratory disease

TCDD

Noise

Acute injury
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Copper
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Fishery

Waste
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User cost

AREAS OF PROTECTION

Human health

Man-made environment

Natural environment

Natural resources

Figure 6: Cause-effect chains (adapted from Merchan et al. (2017))

Now that it has been established that there are two main schools of methodologies to impact
assessment, the general steps for performing an impact assessment will be discussed. The
impact assessment phase contains three mandatory parts: (i) selection of impact categories,
(ii) assignment of inventory results to the selected impact categories and (iii) calculation of
category indicators (Buyle et al., 2013). The first step in an impact assessment is to select the
relevant environmental impact categories. Generally speaking, environmental impact
categories can be divided in two broad sets: upstream and downstream impact categories
(Buonocore et al., 2009). Upstream impact categories focus on the amount of resources used
in the product system. Examples of such categories are land use, water resource depletion
and (a)biotic resource depletion. While downstream impact categories deal with the
consequences of product system’s emissions. Some examples are acidification, human
toxicity, eco-toxicity and greenhouse effect enhancement (i.e. global warming). In current
practice there is a large set of impact indicators available. Table 1 presents a comprehensive
list of some of the more commonly used impact categories and the inventory data to which
they relate.
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Table 1: Commonly used impact categories (Curran, 2006)
Impact category
Global warming potential (GWP)

Stratospheric ozone depletion potential (ODP)
Acidification potential (AP)
Eutrophication potential (EP)
Photochemical oxidation potential (POCP)
Terrestrial ecotoxicity potential (TETP)
Aquatic ecotoxicity potential (AETP)
Human toxicity potential (HTP)
Abiotic depletion potential (ADP)
Land use (LU)
Water use (WU)

Examples of associated inventory data
Carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), methane (CH4),
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), hydrochlorofluorocarbons
(HCFCs), methyl bromide (CH3Br).
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), hydrochlorofluorocarbons
(HCFCs), halons, methyl bromide (CH3Br).
Sulfur oxides (SOx), nitrogen oxides (NOx), hydrochloric acid
(HCL), hydrofluoric acid (HF), ammonia (NH4).
Phosphate (PO4), nitrogen oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide
(NO2), nitrates, ammonia (NH4).
Non-methane hydrocarbon (NMHC).
Toxic chemicals with a reported lethal concentration to
rodents.
Toxic chemicals with a reported lethal concentration to fish.
Total releases to air, water, and soil.
Quantity of minerals and fossil fuels used.
Quantity disposed of in a landfill or other land modifications.
Water used or consumed.

The second step included in an impact assessment is the assignment of inventory results to
the selected impact categories, also referred to as ‘classification’. There are two ways of
assigning inventory results to impact categories. The first method is to partition a portion of
the inventory results to the impact categories to which they contribute. This method is mainly
used in cases when the effects are dependent on each other. The second method is to assign
all inventory results to all impact categories to which they contribute. It is typically applied
when there is independency between effects (ISO, 2006). For example, following the second
method, as methyl bromide potentially affects global warming potential (GWP) as well as
stratospheric ozone depletion potential (ODP), the entire quantity of methyl bromide would
be assigned to both impact categories. In accordance with the first method however, the
quantity of methyl bromide would be split up and assigned to the two impact categories
accordingly.
After the impact categories are selected and defined, the third step is to model the inventory
data within each impact category, referred to as ‘characterization’. Characterization provides
a quantitative approach to directly compare the environmental impacts of different inventory
results within each impact category (European Commission, 2010b). Each classified output
flow receives a characterization factor that expresses how much that flow contributes to a
specific impact category either at midpoint or endpoint level. The result is expressed as an
impact score in a unit common to all inventory results within the impact category (European
Commission, 2010a). For example, greenhouse gasses contributing to the impact category
GWP can be expressed in terms of CO2-equivalents. In this specific case, carbon dioxide (CO2)
would receive a characterization factor of 1 as it is the gas being used as a reference, while
methane (CH4) would receive a characterization factor of 25, reflecting its higher global
warming potential (Ponsioen, 2014)6. For some of the impact categories (e.g. GWP and ODP)
there is consensus about acceptable characterization factors to be used, but for others a
6

CH4 emitted lasts about a decade on average, which is much less than CO2. However, CH4 absorbs much more
energy than CO2. The combination of the shorter lifetime and higher energy consumption of CH 4 is reflected in
its higher characterization factor (US-EPA, 2017).
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consensus is still being developed (e.g. land use) (Buonocore et al., 2009). Figure 7 shows an
example of the conversion from inventory emissions to impact potentials via classification and
characterization.
INVENTORY

CHARACTERIZATION

CLASSIFICATION

CO2
GWP

1
25
4,750

CO2 eq.

CFC-11

ODP

1

CFC-11 eq.

NOx

AETP

0.039

N eq.

SO2

AP

0.56
1

SO2 eq.

CH4

Characterization factors

Figure 7: Classification and characterization (adapted from Sjons and Wendin (2017))

The impact assessment phase also contains four optional steps: (i) normalization, (ii) grouping,
(iii) weighting and (iv) data quality analysis (Buyle et al., 2013). Normalization entails that the
characterized impact scores are associated with a common reference value (European
Commission, 2010a), such as the total emissions for a given area per year. This procedure
facilitates comparisons among impact categories and/or different areas (Curran, 2006).
Grouping assigns impact categories into one or multiple sets (e.g. location, emissions or
priority) to better facilitate the interpretation of the results into specific areas of concern.
Weighting is the process of assigning weights to the different impact categories expressing
their relative importance (Buyle et al., 2013). Weighting is oft criticized for its subjective
nature, as it largely depends on the judgement of an individual (Curran, 2006). While
weighting will never be without some form of subjectivity, there are several approaches that
can be used to aid in the decision-making process such as the modified Delphi technique, the
analytic hierarchy process and distance-to-target method (Pizzol et al., 2017). Lastly,
additional techniques and information may be needed to better understand the uncertainty,
sensitivity and significance of the impact assessment results (ISO, 1999a). This is referred to
as data quality analysis.
2.3.4. Interpretation
Interpretation is the final phase of a LCA study. Interpretation is a systematic technique to
analyze results, reach conclusions, explain limitations and provide recommendations based
on the findings of the preceding inventory analysis and impact assessment phases (ISO,
1999b), and to communicate these findings effectively (Curran, 2006). This phase comprises
three elements: (i) identification of significant issues, (ii) evaluation by completeness,
sensitivity and consistency checks and (iii) reporting conclusions and recommendations. The
first step of interpretation involves reviewing information from the inventory analysis and
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impact assessment phase, in accordance with the defined goal and scope. The results of this
effort are used to evaluate the completeness, sensitivity and consistency of the LCA study
(step ii). Lastly, the objective of the final step is to draw conclusions and make
recommendations based on the results found in the LCA study (ISO, 1999b).

2.4.

Life Cycle Assessment in the construction industry
While the development of LCA has been slower in the construction industry than in other
sectors (Khasreen, Banfill, & Menzies, 2009), LCA of buildings has been has been state of the
art for the past three decades due to the high environmental impacts of the construction
industry (Anand & Amor, 2017). Already in 1982, Bekker (1982) demonstrated that a life cycle
approach is an appropriate method for analysis of the consumption of critical resources and
the impact on environmental losses in the construction industry. Since the beginning of the
21st century, the interest in LCA of buildings has strongly increased (Dossche, Boel, & De Corte,
2017), which is reflected in the wide application of the LCA methodology as presented in
several review articles (Abd Rashid & Yusoff, 2015; Anand & Amor, 2017; Buyle et al., 2013;
Cabeza et al., 2013, 2014; Chau, Leung, & Ng, 2015; Ibn-Mohammed et al., 2013; Khasreen et
al., 2009; Ortiz et al., 2009; Sharma, Saxena, Sethi, Shree, & Varun, 2011; Zabalza Bribián,
Valero Capilla, & Aranda Usón, 2011; Zeng & Chini, 2017). The general framework of the LCA
methodology can be directly applied to buildings. However, compared to products in other
industries assessing the environmental impacts of a building is a much more challenging task
due to multiple issues: (i) the long lifespan of a building (typically 50-100 years), (ii) the shorter
lifespan of certain materials and components, (iii) the unique nature of (almost) every
building, (iv) the varying distances to factories and (v) buildings may undergo many changes
in their form and function over their lifetime (Buyle et al., 2013; Khasreen et al., 2009). These
uncertainties require much more assumptions, thereby significantly influencing the validity of
end-results.

2.4.1. Three types of LCA studies in the construction industry
The EeBGuide Project recognized that the use of the LCA methodology in the construction
industry cannot (always) be completed with the same level of detail as in other sectors due to
the complexity and time-consuming nature of LCA application in buildings (European
Commission, 2018). Three types of LCA studies were therefore established in the EeBGuide
Handbooks (Wittstock et al., 2011a, 2011b): (i) screening LCAs, (ii) simplified LCAs and (iii)
complete LCAs (Figure 8). Screening and simplified LCA studies serve as an initial (quick)
overview of the environmental impacts of a building, product or material. These types of study
yield an estimate of the environmental performance, which can be particularly helpful in the
early design stages to, for example, identify so called ‘hotspots’ that require a more in-depth
assessment during the later stages of a building project. The complete LCA approach is more
suited for the advanced stages of a building project. Complete LCAs follow the four stages as
standardized in the ISO 14040 series. Each LCA study of buildings, products and even materials
can be conducted at these three different levels of detail depending on, for example, the
definition of the goal and scope, experience of the LCA practitioner, data availability or the
state of development of the study object under assessment. As such, the three types of LCA
studies differ, among others, in terms of completeness of the assessment, data
representativeness, and documentation and communication of LCA results.
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Figure 8: Relationship between design stages and types of LCA studies employed in the construction industry
(Meex, Hollberg, Knapen, Hildebrand, & Verbeeck, 2018)

2.4.2. Application of LCA in the construction industry
Whether one performs a screening, simplified or complete LCA, the LCA of a building, product
or material generally involves the evaluation of the environmental impacts over the whole life
cycle. It is however also possible to consider individual life cycle phases or processes (Section
2.3.1). As defined in the NEN-EN 15978:2011 (NEN, 2011), the various phases of a buildings’
life cycle are the product phase, construction phase, use phase and end-of-life-phase (Table
2). The product phase (A1-A3) covers cradle-to-gate processes such as resource extraction,
transportation of materials to manufacturing facilities and the manufacturing of building
products. The construction phase (A4-A5) covers all construction and installation related
activities to realize the building, including transportation of materials and products from the
factory gate to the building site and transportation of construction equipment to and from the
building site. The system boundary of the use phase (B1-B7) includes the use of construction
products and services as well as scenarios for maintenance, repair, replacement and
refurbishment. The end-of-life phase (C1-C4) starts when the building is decommissioned and
has no further use. Processes that may be considered are deconstruction, transportation of
discarded materials, waste processing for reuse, recovery or recycling and disposal. Lastly, the
NEN-EN 15978:2011 (NEN, 2011) also defines a final phase (D) that gathers all externalized
effects of reuse, recovery and/or recycling beyond the building’s life cycle. Energy and
materials are consumed throughout these different life cycle phases, depleting natural
resources and emitting harmful emissions.
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Table 2: Life cycle phases of a building (adapted from NEN (2011))
Code
A1-A3

Life cycle phase
Product phase

A4-A5

Construction phase

B1-B7

Use phase

C1-C4

End-of-life phase

D

Benefits and loads beyond
the system boundary

Code
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
C1
C2
C3
C4
D

Process
Raw material supply
Transport
Manufacturing
Transport
Construction / installation
Use
Maintenance
Repair
Replacement
Refurbishment
Operational energy use
Operational water use
Deconstruction / demolition
Transport
Waste processing
Disposal
Reuse, recovery and recycling
potential

2.4.2.1. Energy and materials as the key input parameters
LCA of buildings is critical for understanding the environmental impacts of operational energy
use and material effects (i.e. ‘embodied effects’) (O’Connor & Bowick, 2014). Embodied
effects can be defined as the environmental consequences due to the use of certain materials.
In the building community, the tendency is to refer only to ‘embodied energy’ instead of
‘embodied effects’ (Ampofo-Anti, 2010), which is why there will be made reference only to
embodied energy from this point on. Operational energy can be considered as the primary
energy demand required to heat, cool, light and power services in a building. Its consumption
largely depends on the occupants of the building and the type of building services provided as
well as physical characteristics of the building itself (e.g. thickness of walls, type of glazing etc.)
(Giordano, Serra, Demaria, & Duzel, 2017). Embodied energy on the other hand is the energy
sequestered in building materials during all processes of a building’s life cycle (Jalaei & Jrade,
2014). Embodied energy is named as such because it is as if this energy is ‘embodied’ within
the material itself (Hanania, Stenhouse, & Donev, 2018), as opposed to the true physical
embodiment.
Embodied energy can be broken down into three components: (i) initial, (ii) recurring and (iii)
end-of-life embodied energy. Initial embodied energy is the energy incurred for off-site and
on-site building processes including the extracting of raw materials, components
manufacturing, products final assembly and transportation. Recurring embodied energy is the
energy required to maintain and refurbish certain building elements over the entire life span
of the building (Giordano et al., 2017). The major factors influencing recurring embodied
energy of a building element are its frequency of maintenance, service life and replacement
factor (Ampofo-Anti, 2010). Lastly, end-of-life embodied energy is the energy demand
required for the final building disposal, such as demolition, re-use, recycling and disposal
(Giordano et al., 2017). Typically, embodied energy is measured as a quantity of energy per
unit of building material. For instance, it may be expressed in megajoules (MJ) or gigajoules
(GJ) per unit weight (kg or tonne) or area (m2) (Level, 2014). Together these two categories of
energy constitute the total life cycle energy of a building (Ibn-Mohammed et al., 2013). As
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shown in Table 3, operational energy is mainly consumed during the use phase of a building,
while embodied energy is consumed over the entirety of the buildings’ life cycle. It is
important to note that while the above definitions are given for energy, they are equally valid
when considering operational or embodied emissions.
Table 3: Embodied (E) and operational (O) energy over a building's life (adapted from Lützkendorf & Balouktsi
(2018))
Code
A1-A3

Life cycle phase
Product phase

A4-A5

Construction phase

B1-B7

Use phase

C1-C4

D

End-of-life phase

Benefits and loads beyond
the system boundary

Code
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
C1
C2
C3
C4
D

Process
Raw material supply
Transport
Manufacturing
Transport
Construction / installation
Use
Maintenance
Repair
Replacement
Refurbishment
Operational energy use
Operational water use
Deconstruction / demolition
Transport
Waste processing
Disposal
Reuse, recovery and recycling
potential

E
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

O

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

2.4.2.2. The use phase and operational energy as a focal point
The consensus in scientific research has generally been that the operational energy of a
building is higher than its embodied energy (Ibn-Mohammed et al., 2013). For instance,
Ramesh et al. (2010) conducted a literature survey on the lifecycle energy use of residential
and office buildings. They analyzed 73 case studies from 18 published research articles and
found that 10-20 percent of the total lifecycle energy use of buildings depends on embodied
energy and 80-90 percent is attributable to operational energy. Other studies have estimated
that the operational energy could contribute up to 94 percent of a building’s whole life energy
usage (Scheuer, Keoleian, & Reppe, 2003). Consequently, the focus for a long time in buildings
LCA research has been energy efficiency and associated emissions of the use phase, which led
to intensive research and development in the area of energy efficient operation of buildings
(Anand & Amor, 2017). To reduce the operational energy usage of buildings, scientific research
has examined the effects of passive as well as active measures such as the use of photovoltaic
cells (Winther & Hestnes, 1999), increased insulation on walls and roofs (Mithraratne & Vale,
2004), incorporating ventilation air heat recovery from exhaust air (Citherlet & Defaux, 2007)
and heat pumps in combination with ground/water heat sources (Winther & Hestnes, 1999).
Kofoworola and Gheewala (2009) analyzed the energy usage of a typical office building in
Thailand. Results indicated that about 40-50 percent of the buildings’ operational energy
consumption could be reduced by applying a combination of energy saving strategies such as
chiller replacement, periodic load shedding, set-point temperature adjustment, window-towall ratio reduction and the use of high-performance glazing. Such energy efficient ‘green
buildings’ were believed to be a panacea, but it was later found that the sole focus on the use
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phase of a building would not suffice to reduce its environmental impact (Pomponi &
Moncaster, 2017).
2.4.2.3. A shift towards other life cycle phases and embodied energy
While many studies have shown that the operational energy of a building is higher than its
embodied counterpart, the study objects considered in these studies were predominantly
conventional dwellings and office buildings. Due to regulations, such as the European Union’s
Directive 2010/31/EU on the energy performance of buildings (European Commision, 2010),
new buildings become more energy efficient and thereby less environmental benefits can be
realized with only energy savings during the use phase of the building’s life cycle. For instance,
increasing the amount of insulation on walls and rooftops to reduce operational energy
consumption would lead to an increase in material use and energy demand for their
production (Ibn-Mohammed et al., 2013), thereby increasing the energy embodied in the
building. A study by Blengini and Di Carlo (2010) has shown that when the research object
shifts from a conventional building to a low energy building7, embodied energy shares a
considerable larger part of total energy consumption during the whole life cycle. Huberman
and Pearlmutter (2008) analyzed both embodied and operational energy consumption in a
climatically responsive building in the Negev desert region of southern Israel. By comparing
actual material composition of the building with several possible alternatives, they found that
its embodied energy accounts for 60 percent of the total life cycle energy consumption.
Thormark (2002) reported similar results and found that over the lifespan of 50 years,
embodied energy of an energy efficient apartment accounted for 45 percent of the total
energy need. Thus, as energy demand for operation decreases, the other phases of the life
cycle grow in relative importance (Figure 9) (Shrivastava & Chini, 2011). This has led to a shift
of focus in buildings LCA research to embodied energy consumption and environmental
burdens related to resource extraction, manufacturing, construction activities, as well as
dismantling and construction waste disposal at end-of-life (Blengini & Di Carlo, 2010).

Figure 9: The changing relationship between embodied and operational energy (Shrivastava & Chini, 2011)
7

Conventional building refers to a building built according to the common practice of a specific country in a
specific period, whereas low energy building refers to a building built according to special design criteria aimed
at minimizing the building's operating energy (Sartori & Hestnes, 2007).
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2.4.2.4. The embodied impact of building materials
The notion of embodied energy is now seen as a fundamental part of the total energy needed
during the life cycle of a building (Cabeza et al., 2013). Similarly, the selection of construction
materials is now viewed as being equally important in LCA of buildings. The objectives of past
research efforts related to the embodied impacts of building materials have focused on the
environmental evaluation of individual building materials (material level), collections of
materials (product level), the whole-building (building level) and sometimes even entire
industries (industry level) (Bayer, Gamble, Gentry, & Joshi, 2010; Chae & Kim, 2016). Within
these studies, a variety of functional units is used (Cabeza et al., 2014). They are found to be
based on whole buildings or a m2 of floor area, while other researchers base their functional
unit on building elements or the weight of materials (Anand & Amor, 2017). Inventory data is
obtained from different sources like databases or Environmental Product Declarations (EPD)8
and environmental impact categories studied differ according to the goal and scope of the
study, data availability and significance of impacts (Khasreen et al., 2009). Ortiz et al. (2009)
found that within the literature of LCAs applied to buildings and building materials, the most
commonly studied impacts were global warming potential (GWP), acidification potential (AP),
eutrophication potential (EP) and stratospheric ozone depletion potential (ODP).
Furthermore, a variety of impact assessment methods is used, from midpoint to endpoint
(Buyle et al., 2013), and assessment periods range from 25 to 100 years. Studies also differ in
terms of considered life cycle phases or coverage of processes within individual life cycle
phases (Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2016). Most case studies focus on LCA application of the life
cycle stages that can be easily modeled. Therefore, the processes that involve temporal
aspects such as maintenance, refurbishment, repair, replacements, deconstruction, disposal,
recycling, reuse and waste treatment are often excluded (Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2017). This
thus suggests that although all LCA studies are carried out within the general framework of
the ISO 14040 series of standards, individual studies differ greatly. This can be explained by
ISO never aiming to standardize LCA methods in detail and there not being common
agreement on how to interpret some of the ISO requirements (Guinee et al., 2011). The
findings of several studies related to the embodied impacts of building materials are
summarized below.
Material level
At its core, LCA is defined at the material level (Bayer et al., 2010). The environmental impacts
of building materials have been examined by several researchers and for different materials.
For instance, Habert and Roussel (2009) compare two concrete mix-design strategies to reach
carbon mitigation objectives. The first strategy is the substitution of clinker by mineral
additions in cement and the second strategy is the reduction of the concrete volume needed
by enhancing the concrete performances. It was estimated that, in France, the first strategy
could reduce CO2 emissions by 15 percent and the second strategy could lead to a reduction
in the order of 30 percent. Within the area of thermal insulation, LCA studies have been carried
out on kenaf fiber boards, expanded clay lightweight aggregates (LWA), extruded polystyrene
(XPS), expanded polystyrene (EPS), polyurethane/polyisocyanurate (PUR), expanded cork
agglomerate (ICB) and many other insulation materials (Ardente, Beccali, Cellura, & Mistretta,

8

An EPD is an independently verified and registered document that communicates information about the life
cycle environmental impact of products (EPD, 2018).
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2008; Biswas, Shrestha, Bhandari, & Desjarlais, 2016; Mostafa, Zhu, Nar, Anne, & Souza, 2014;
Pargana, Duarte, Dinis, & Brito, 2014; Su, Luo, Li, & Huang, 2016). The use of materials such as
adobe has also been examined (Christoforou, Kylili, Fokaides, & Ioannou, 2016; Shukla, Tiwari,
& Sodha, 2009). Christoforou et al. (2016) examined the environmental impact of different
adobe production systems through a cradle-to-site LCA. Different production scenarios were
examined: (i) on-site production with locally available soil and transported straw or sawdust,
(ii) on-site production with transported soil, straw or sawdust and (iii) in factory production.
The results suggest that the minimization of transportation needs, and the utilization of locally
available resources can significantly affect embodied energy and associated emissions of an
adobe production system.
Asif, Muneer and Kelly (2007) determined the embodied energy and associated emissions of
nine main construction materials, namely timber, glass, aluminum, concrete, plasterboard,
slat, damp course, mortar and ceramic tiles. They identified that concrete alone accounts for
61 percent of the total embodied energy, while its share of embodied emissions is up to 99
percent. Besides concrete, the two highest contributors towards total embodied energy were
found to be ceramic tile (15 percent) and timber (14 percent). The authors do point out that
although concrete has lower values of embodied energy and embodied emissions than other
construction materials involved such as ceramic tiles, glass and aluminum, the larger quantity
of concrete used in construction makes it responsible for a large share of the total embodied
energy and environmental impacts. Bribián et al. (2011) compared the most commonly used
building materials with some eco-materials using three different impact categories. The three
impact categories considered were primary energy demand, GWP and water use (WU). One
kg of material was selected as the functional unit and the life cycle phases considered were
material manufacturing, transport from production plant to building site, construction,
demolition and the final disposal of the product. The case study proved that the impact of
construction materials can be significantly reduced by using the best techniques available and
promoting eco-innovation in production plants.
Product level
At the product level, the environmental impact of collections of materials that are assembled
into final (or intermediate) products is calculated (Bayer et al., 2010). Broun and Menzies
(2011) assessed the potential embodied energy and environmental impacts for three types of
partition wall systems with a projected lifespan of 50 years. One square meter of partition wall
system was chosen as the functional unit and two impact categories were studied: GWP and
AP. The system boundaries included in the study were manufacturing, transportation, onsite
construction, maintenance, demolition and reusability. Inventory data was obtained from the
Ecoinvent 2 database and the impact results were calculated using the TRACI method. The
study results indicate that the timber stud wall has the least impact on the environment,
compared to the hollow block concrete and clay brick alternatives. Clay brick partition walls
were found to have the highest overall impact on the environment. Interestingly though, this
type of partition wall has the highest potential for reuse. Reddy (2009) suggests that stabilized
mud blocks and compacted fly ash blocks are energy efficient eco-friendly alternatives to clay
bricks. Stabilized mud blocks are solid blocks manufactured by compacting a mixture of soil,
sand, stabilizer (cement or lime) and water, while compacted fly ash blocks are the result of a
mixture of lime, fly ash and stone crusher dust. Embodied energy content of stabilized mud
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blocks and compacted fly ash blocks is about 20-25 percent and 40-50 percent of the clay
brick’s embodied energy, respectively.
Kim (2011) performed a comparative LCA of transparent composite façade system (TCFS) and
a glass curtain wall system (GCWS). The aim of the study was to understand which life cycle
phases of glazing systems contribute the greatest environmental impacts. The processes
analyzed included raw material extraction, material processing, transportation, and operating.
Processes such as product assembly, packaging, installation, maintenance and replacement
were left out of consideration due to lack of data, illustrating the importance of data
availability. The adopted functional unit was a façade area of 4.0 m1 high by 4.9 m1 wide, which
encloses a 10-story office building for a 40-year service life. The Semipro 7.1 database served
as the primary source for obtaining inventory data and GWP was the only impact category
considered. The results show that the total embodied energy and associated emissions of the
TCFS is estimated to be 93 percent and 89 percent of that of the GCWS respectively, making
the TGFS the more sustainable alternative. The environmental impacts of timber and
aluminum doors and windows have been compared by Abeysundra et al. (2007). The
environmental burdens related to these two types of doors and windows were analyzed in
terms of environmental impacts that are relevant to Sri Lanka, such as GWP, AP and nutrient
enrichment potential (NEP). For both the timber and aluminum products, CO2 was found to be
the major contributor to GWP, and NOx contributed most to AP and NEP. In terms of
environmental impacts, the results showed that the timber products are superior to the
aluminum products.
Building and industry level
LCA at the building level can be thought of as a product LCA, where the product is the building
(Bayer et al., 2010). LCA of buildings has been done for both commercial and non-commercial
buildings. For example, Karimpour et al. (2015) analyzed the life cycle energy of a brick veneer
house in Adelaide, Australia considering different design variables such as insulation levels
and materials, including reflective foils, different types of floor covering and window glazing,
and roof color. They concluded that design choices that impact the operational energy usage
of a building, have equal or even more of an impact on embodied energy usage. Mahdavi and
Doppelbauer (2010) compared passive house apartments with low-energy apartments in
Vienna, Austria based on embodied energy consumption and related CO2 emissions during the
product, use and end-of-life life cycle phases. Their results suggest that the amortization time
for the additional embodied energy investment in passive apartments is around 1-3 years with
respect to embodied energy and 2-5 years regarding CO2 emissions. Moreover, the required
additional construction costs do not appear to be excessive or prohibitive.
Norman et al. (2006) compared energy use and greenhouse gas emissions associated with
high-density and low-density residential development. Results from their study showed that
embodied energy and greenhouse gas emissions resulting from material production were
approximately 2.0-2.5 times higher for low-density residential development than high-density
residential development on a per capita basis. However, when the functional unit changed to
a per unit of living space basis, the factor decreased to around 1.0-1.5, illustrating that the
choice of functional unit is highly relevant when performing a LCA study. Furthermore, they
also found that windows, brickwork, structural concrete and drywall contributed most to
embodied energy and greenhouse gas emissions. The combination of these four materials
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accounted for around 60-70 percent of the total embodied energy and related greenhouse
gas emissions for both low-density and high-density cases.
It has also been shown that the recycling potential of buildings influences its embodied energy
(Abd Rashid & Yusoff, 2015). Thormark (2000) analyzed the environmental impacts due to
production of materials up to and including the delivery at the building site (i.e. cradle-to-site)
for a dwelling with a high proportion of recycled building materials and components and
compared those results to a scenario where all materials and components had been new.
Results showed that the environmental impacts of the recycled materials and components
scenario were 45 percent lower than in the all new scenario. Reused clay roofing tiles and
bricks were the main contributors towards these environmental benefits. Blengini (2009)
examined the recycling potential of a residential block of flats located in Turin, Italy, which
was demolished in 2004 using the controlled blasting technique. Three distinct phases:
product, use and end-of-life were included in the study and the adopted functional unit was 1
m2 of net floor area, over a period of one year. The author considered GWP, gross energy
requirement (GER), ODP, AP, EP and photochemical oxidation potential (POCP) as impact
categories. The results demonstrated that building waste recycling is not only economically
feasible, but also sustainable from an energetic and environmental point of view.
Previous research has shown that the type of structure of a building strongly influences its
environmental impact (Zabalza Bribián et al., 2011). Xing, Xu and Jun (2008) compared the
environmental effects of steel and concrete building structures of two typical office buildings
in Shanghai, China. The product, use and end-of-life phases were examined and the functional
unit used was 1 m2 of building area. Their results showed that, based on life cycle energy
consumption and environmental emissions of building materials, the steel-framed building is
superior to the concrete-framed building. Several studies have also shown that buildings with
wooden structures require less energy and emit less CO2 during their life cycle than buildings
with other types of structures. For example, Cole and Kernan (1996) examined the total life
cycle energy use in a 4,620 m2 three story, generic office building for alternative wood, steel
and concrete structural systems. Their results suggest that the energy embodied in a steel
structure is 1.61 times greater than that in a concrete structure, which in turn is 1.27 greater
than that of a wooden structure. Similar results were found by Buchanan and Levine (1999).
They compared wood with other materials in terms of embodied energy and emissions of CO2
from fossil fuel energy used in manufacturing. Wood buildings were found to require less
embodied energy and emit fewer carbon emissions than buildings of other materials such as
aluminum, steel, concrete and brick. The authors claim that a 17 percent increase in wood
usage in the New Zealand building industry could result in a 20 percent decrease in fossil fuel
energy use and carbon emissions from building material manufacturing, being a reduction of
about 1.5 percent of New Zealand’s total emissions.
LCA studies of building materials on an industry-wide scale have also been carried out for
wood floor coverings. Nebel, Zimmer and Wegener (2006) compared the environmental
impacts of different wood floor coverings used in the German flooring industry. The study
covered the whole life cycle of wood floor coverings, from product phase to end-of-life phase.
The functional unit was defined as 1 m2 of laid wood floor covering assuming average wear
and tear in a dwelling that is completely refurbished after 50 years. Considered impact
categories were GWP, EP, ODP, AP and POCP. The use of solvents (i.e. type of glue and varnish)
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was found to be a main contributor towards the environmental impacts of the product
systems under analysis.
2.4.3. LCA tools for the construction industry
A lot of effort has been devoted to document the environmental impacts of materials used in
construction and most of the results are incorporated in handbooks, EPDs, websites (ICE,
2018; NIBE, 2018a; SBK, 2018) and (commercial) LCA tools. The development of LCA tools has
become a particularly important area of application to incentivize different methods of
sustainable design during the early stages (Tingley, 2012). One of the most accredited systems
to classify LCA tools is the ATHENA classification system (Trusty, 2000). It is a basic three-level
classification system that has been developed by the Athena Sustainable Materials Institute.
Level 3 consists of whole building rating and certification systems such as BREEAM-NL, LEED
and CASBEE. These tools incorporate a wide range of environmental, economic and social
concerns which assist in a broader evaluation of a building. Level 2 consists of whole building
design decision and decision support tools like Ecoquantum, Envest, GaBi and BEES. These
tools focus on the whole building and assist in design decision making regarding specific areas
such as energy analysis and lighting studies. Lastly, material and product comparison tools
such as TEAM and LCAiT fall under Level 1. These tools aim to assess the environmental impact
of individual materials or collections of materials (i.e. products). Table 4 presents an overview
of a selection of construction-specific LCA tools. This overview is by no means exhaustive,
rather it gives an overview of a range of construction-specific LCA tools.
Scientific journals have published several studies where LCA tools have been compared. For
example, Ayami and Rezgui (2012), Chandratilake and Dias (2013), Suzer (2015) and, more
recently, Doan et al. (2017) discuss and compare different Level 3 LCA tools. Seo (2002), Ding
(2008), and Haapio and Viitaniemi (2008) took on a broader perspective and discussed several
Level 3, Level 2 as well as Level 1 LCA tools. Providing an in-depth discussion on these tools
lies beyond the scope of this thesis, but some distinct differences can be briefly mentioned.
Like the LCA studies employed by academia, the field of LCA tools is also vast and tools vary
to a great extent. It is observed that LCA tools differ in terms of coverage of the phases of the
building’s life cycle. Some cover the whole life cycle, while others focus on specific phases.
Other differences relate to used databases, impact categories considered, area of application,
purpose (e.g. research, consulting or decision making), type of building under study
(residential or commercial) and the way in which results are presented.
Moreover, most LCA tools have been developed for a post-construction evaluation of the
building by a LCA expert. They are therefore mainly applied in scientific research and the
uptake by non-LCA experts in design practice remains limited. Meex et al. (2018) classified the
reasons for this lack of application of LCA tools in design practice into two main categories: (i)
user-related problems (inherent to the LCA methodology) and (ii) the lack of external triggers.
User related problems include the often required in-depth knowledge of the methodology to
perform a LCA study, the time consuming nature of data input collection (e.g. the BoQ of
materials) and the lack of transparency in weighting environmental impact indicators (Seo,
Tucker, & Newton, 2007; Todd, Crawley, Geissler, & Lindsey, 2001). Furthermore, LCA tools
often lack the possibility to directly read data from BIM models. As a result, a cumbersome
and error-prone process takes place in which data from one or multiple data source(s) is
collected and (manually) converted to the LCA tool. Examples of external triggers are the lack
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of government incentives, clients’ demand and regulatory obligations (Meex, Knapen, &
Verbeeck, 2017).
Table 4: Construction-specific LCA tools (Haapio & Viitaniemi, 2008; Seo, 2002)
LCA tool
Application area
System boundaries
Level 3: Whole building rating and certification systems
BREEAM-NL
The Netherlands
Whole life cycle
CASBEE
Japan
Whole life cycle
EcoProfile
Not specific
Whole life cycle
GBTool
International
Whole life cycle
LEED

Canada, USA

Whole life cycle

Database
Green Guide
Japan Sustainable Building Database (JSBD)
No database included
High Performance Building Database
(HPBD)
No database included (uses LEED rating
system and reference guide)

Level 2: Whole building design decision and decision support tools
Athena EIE
Canada, USA
Cradle-to-grave
ATHENA Institute
and recycling
BeCost
Finland
Whole life cycle
Environmental profiles of building
materials produced in Finland
BEES
USA
Cradle-to-grave
Generic and brand specific data
EcoQuantum
The Netherlands
Cradle-to-grave,
A compilation of a number of publicly
recycling and reuse available generic data sources such as
BUWAL, APME and ETH and data from
LCA's conducted by IVAM
Envest
United Kingdom
Cradle-to-grave
UK based data on service life, exposure
and recycling
factor, energy and water consumption
benchmarks, LCA data for material and
Ecopoints.
EQUER
Switzerland,
Whole life cycle
Product data bases of Swiss and German
Germany
origin, Oekoinventare (ETHZ) on building
materials
GaBi
Not specific
Whole life cycle
Various databases, including the North
American Franklin US
LEGEP
Not specific
Whole life cycle
SIRADOS, ECOINVENT, GEMIS, the Baustoff
Ökoinventare, and LEGEP database
MPGCalc
The Netherlands
Whole life cycle
Nationale Milieudatabase (NMD)
SimaPro
Not specific
Whole life cycle
Various databases, including the North
American Franklin US
Level 1: Material and product comparison tools
LCAiT
Sweden
Unknown
Unknown
TEAM
Not specific
Whole life cycle
DEAM Starter Kit

The integration of BIM with LCA is seen as a way to solve several of the aforementioned
drawbacks and to entrench the application of LCA in early design practice. While there are
some plugins and software already available in relation to achieving effective integration of
LCA and BIM, it is recognized by several authors that further development in this field is
required (Najjar et al., 2017; Röck et al., 2018a; Shadram et al., 2016; Soust-Verdaguer et al.,
2017). One Click LCA can be highlighted as an example of current achievements. It is an
automated LCA tool that assesses the environmental impacts of buildings throughout the
entire life cycle. One Click LCA is offered in different versions, of which one directly extracts
data from a BIM model, using IFC as a data-sharing format (One Click LCA, 2018). Another
example is Tally. Tally is a LCA application that allows users to calculate the environmental
impacts of a project's building material selections directly in Autodesk Revit (Tally, 2016). In
the next section, the integration of BIM and LCA will be further explored.
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Life Cycle Assessment and Building Information Modeling
BIM is rapidly emerging as a result of government initiatives and the recent revival of the
construction industry (Thomassen, 2015). For instance, the United Kingdom (UK) government
has stipulated that from April 2016, all procurement in public sector work must adopt a BIM
approach (Akinade et al., 2017). In South-Korea, the Public Procurement Service (PPS) has
made BIM compulsory for all public sector projects over 50 million dollars. The United States
General Services Administration (US GSA) formulated the National 3D-4D-BIM Program back
in 2003. This program established policy mandating BIM adoption for all Public Buildings
Service projects (Singh, 2017). In 2011, the Rijksvastgoedbedrijf (RVB) – the real estate
organization of the Dutch government – stipulated that the RVB BIM-norm should be used for
Design, Build, Finance, Maintain and Operate (DBFMO) and Design, Build and Maintain (DBM)
contracts (KUBUS, 2018). However, it is not just government that has been pushing to
incorporate BIM into current building practices. Companies are also aware of the possible
benefits accruable from BIM and are trying to incorporate BIM into their activities to gain a
competitive edge. In Sweden, for example, the high adoption of BIM within the industry has
led to government guidelines (Singh, 2017). As BIM is quickly becoming the standard amongst
both government and the construction industry, it is essential that any promising innovation
is BIM compliant (Ajayi et al., 2014).

2.5.1. Building Information Modeling
Although BIM is a ‘relatively’ new design tool, the concept has been around since the 1970s
(Eastman, Teicholz, Sacks, & Liston, 2011). In the construction industry, the term BIM was first
coined over ten years ago to distinguish the 3D modeled rich information from traditional 2D
drawings (Jalaei & Jrade, 2014). Currently, BIM is extensively implemented by the construction
industry for a large variety of processes such as clash detection, 3D visualization, 4D
construction sequencing, 5D cost estimating, 6D sustainability assessment and 7D facility
management (Siddiqui, 2018). While BIM definitions vary significantly according to the
organization or researcher, the common concept is that BIM is a process of generating,
extracting and re-using digital building information during the service life of a building with
the use of BIM models (Schwegler & Nies, 2010). BIM models are generally realized with
object-oriented software, such as Revit, Tekla and ArchiCAD, and consist of parametric objects
representing building elements (Kota et al., 2014; Lee, Sacks, & Eastman, 2006). Objects may
have geometric or non-geometric attributes with functional, semantic or topologic
information such as quantities or properties of building elements (Wong & Yang, 2010).
BIM is considered to benefit the construction industry in terms of improving production
efficiency in design and construction processes through shared information and collaborative
working amongst project participants (Eastman et al., 2011). The use of BIM helps designers
design digital models that allow owners to visualize the building before the physical
implementation takes place (Jrade & Jalaei, 2013). Moreover, with the help of BIM the need
for manual data input is significantly lower, thereby reducing the possibility of human errors
and thus saving both resources and time (Díaz & Antón, 2014). Indeed, manual reentry of
project data is one of the main drawbacks that have to be overcome as it is a redundant,
failure-ridden and time-consuming task (Eastman et al., 2011). It has been estimated that in
the construction industry the same data may be entered up to seven times (buildingSMART,
2013), which could be (partially) avoided by using BIM models as an information source. BIM
is also identified as a helpful tool that can provide timely information about whole life
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environmental issues as design develops and aid in the decision-making process at the early
stages of design (Ajayi et al., 2015; Anand & Amor, 2017; Antón & Díaz, 2014; Azhar & Brown,
2009; Basbagill et al., 2013; Kreiner et al., 2015; S. Lee et al., 2015; Rebitzer et al., 2004;
Shadram et al., 2016). Promoting the decision-making process at the early design stages does
however necessitate a solid combination between BIM and environmental assessment
techniques, like LCA, in order to evaluate the various environmental impacts of design and
material decisions (Bank et al., 2010). Such a combination could be facilitated in the form of
an integrated process between BIM and LCA, thereby achieving a more holistic approach to
assessing the environmental impact of building elements.
2.5.2. BIM-LCA integration in the early design stages
Several papers underline the importance of including LCA in a BIM environment to facilitate
more efficient decision-making, especially in the early design stages where the decisions made
highly influence the environmental impacts in the other life cycle phases of a building (Figure
10) (Ajayi et al., 2015; Anand & Amor, 2017; Antón & Díaz, 2014; Azhar & Brown, 2009;
Basbagill et al., 2013; Jalaei & Jrade, 2014; Kreiner et al., 2015; S. Lee et al., 2015; Rebitzer et
al., 2004; Röck et al., 2018a; Seo et al., 2007; Shadram et al., 2016). An integrated BIM-LCA
system can facilitate communication and collaboration between project participants in an
early stage of design to provide a well performing building during operations (Hungu, 2013).
It has the potential to automate the process of material specification, whilst a BoQ can be
automatically established through the BIM model (Russell-Smith & Lepech, 2011). Information
entities within BIM, such as product and quantity information, can help decision-makers to
accurately estimate environmental impacts (Zhiliang, Zhenhua, Wu, & Zhe, 2011). This results
to better overall data management and helps the design team save time when conducting a
LCA (Díaz & Antón, 2014). In essence, BIM-LCA integration harmonizes both the information
of building elements in the BIM model and the evaluation of their environmental impacts
(Anand & Amor, 2017).

Figure 10: Generalized representation of environmental impacts in a building’s life cycle (Gervásio, Santos,
Martins, & Simões da Silva, 2014)

The benefits of integrating LCA and BIM in the early design stages are clear. Nevertheless,
BIM-LCA integration can be approached from different perspectives. Soust-Verdaguer et al.
(2017) reviewed several studies that incorporated BIM-LCA integration and found that the
integration of BIM and LCA can be done on three levels. The first level integrates BIM as a tool
during the inventory stage for the quantification of materials and building elements. The
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second level, in addition to using BIM as a tool to quantify and organize building materials and
elements, integrates environmental information to BIM software. The third level involves the
development of an automated process combining different data sources and software.
Eleftheriadis et al. (2017) and Antón and Díaz (2014) suggest that there are only two main
streams of BIM-LCA integration. The first stream of BIM-LCA integration utilizes a data
exchange standard, such as IFC or gbXML9, to hold the BoQ and other properties of BIM model
elements, which are then processed in external LCA software. The second stream seeks to find
an automatic and efficient link between BIM model elements and environmental information
included in external LCA databases. All the components of the system are combined within a
single BIM environment utilizing custom user-interfaces.
While there exist several approaches to BIM-LCA integration, at the highest level of
abstraction these different approaches all consist of the three interlinked components of a
simple input-process-output (IPO) model: (i) two input sources, being the BoQ from the BIM
model and environmental data on building products or materials from a LCA database, (ii) an
assessment module that calculates the environmental impacts based on the two data inputs
and (iii) a user-interface that presents numerical and/or visual results (Figure 11). Seo et al.
(2007) defined these three components as input, analysis, and solution and incorporated them
in LCADesign – an eco-efficiency assessment tool. Jrade and Jalaei (2013) presented a
methodology that integrates BIM and LCA tools with an inventory database for designing
sustainable building projects. Results were presented in the form of an environmental impact
report of the implemented design. Krantz et al. (2015) created a BIM-LCA integrated model to
facilitate the estimation of embodied energy and greenhouse gas emissions in infrastructure
projects. They incorporated project-specific data generated by Discrete Event Simulation
(DES) into their proposed model. More recently, Röck et al. (2018a) proposed a workflow for
a BIM-integrated assessment of the environmental impact of building construction in the early
design stages, also incorporating the three essential components of BIM-LCA integration.
While Bueno et al. (2018) developed an application that combined Dynamo (a visual
programming language) and Microsoft Excel in order to obtain environmental profiles for
decision-making in the early stages of design.

Figure 11: Building blocks of BIM-LCA integration (Tsikos & Negendahl, 2017)
9

The gbXML format was developed based on the Extensible Markup Language (XML) to represent building
information in simple ways that are suited for extracting engineering information (Ramaji, Gultekin-Bicer,
Crowley, & Lambert, 2017). Its discussion lies beyond the scope of this thesis.
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2.5.3. Challenges of BIM-LCA integration
BIM-LCA integration can be considered a process that has incredible potential in providing
timely information about a building’s life cycle impacts. However, the integration of BIM and
LCA does face several challenges that need to be considered before it can be fully integrated
in the early design stages. Soust-Verdaguer et al. (2017) concluded that the Level of
Development (LOD) of BIM model elements should be considered a key point during the
application of BIM-based LCA. LOD is defined as “the degree to which the element’s geometry
and attached information has been thought through” (BIMForum, 2018). An element’s
geometry and information content are generally provided at five or six progressively detailed
levels of completeness, from LOD 100 to LOD 50010 (Figure 12). All building elements evolve
at different rates and therefore there is no such thing as a LOD ### model. Thus, the LOD of
an element represents the information content that can be utilized to perform environmental
impact calculations at a specific point in the design process. The low LOD of elements
modelled in the early design stages can therefore limit or condition LCA data input (SoustVerdaguer et al., 2017).

LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 350

LOD 400

Elements are developed
to represent
information on a basic
level.

Elements are modeled
with approximate
quantities, size, shape,
location and
orientation.

Elements are defined
with specific assemblies,
precise quantity, size,
shape, location and
orientation.

Element represent how
they interface with
various systems and
other building elements
with graphics and
written definitions.

Elements are modeled
as specific assemblies,
with complete
fabrication, assembly,
and detailing
information.

Figure 12: Levels of Development (BIMForum, 2018; Srinsoft, 2019)

The most effective way of BIM-LCA integration is another challenge identified in scientific
literature (Antón & Díaz, 2014). As discussed in the previous section, there are two main
streams of BIM-LCA integration. One stream utilizes open exchange standards to allow for an
environmental impact assessment by different BIM software applications (i.e. open BIM),
while the other stream incorporates the assessment procedure within a single BIM
environment (i.e. closed BIM). The main drawback of BIM-LCA approaches that fall in the latter
stream is that the BIM model remains linked to a specific software application. The design
process however requires input from a variety of disciplines that all use software applications
that meet their specific needs. Even within specific design stages, different software
applications can be used. For example, in the early design stages a sketch design can be
10

LOD 500 defines an as-built element. This LOD is rarely achieved in practice as it requires immense modelling
effort (Cavalliere et al., 2019).
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created in SketchUp, while the preliminary design is modelled in Revit. Thus, a BIM-LCA
integration solution within a single BIM environment would inhibit a continuing assessment
process of the same design by other software applications. Realization of such a process does
however require for two or more software applications to be able to exchange information
and to use the information that has been exchanged. In other words, they must be
interoperable. Interoperability thus allows for software applications to exchange information
and different stakeholders to work together (Cheung, Rihan, Tah, Duce, & Kurul, 2012). In the
construction industry, IFC is considered the ‘go-to’ file format to facilitate data exchanges and
to provide linkage to external databases. It currently has the widest scope out of all data
exchange standards concerned with interoperability between construction-related software
applications (Jrade & Abdulla, 2012).
2.5.4. Industry Foundation Classes as a central information repository
IFC is a neutral data exchange standard to carry and deliver building related data between
various software applications developed by buildingSMART (Penttila, Rajala, & Freese, 2007).
It is widely adopted as a specification for product models in the construction industry,
especially for BIM (Fu, Aouad, Lee, Mashall-Ponting, & Wu, 2006). The IFC schema is based on
the ISO Standard for the Exchange of Product model data (STEP) data interchange model,
which uses EXPRESS to define the semantics of the data (Brunner, 2007). IFC adopts an objectoriented approach, in which IFC data forms a hierarchy of object instances (Theiler & Smarsly,
2018). All identifiable objects in the IFC schema derive from the IfcRoot class. This supertype
carries basic capabilities for (i) identification by globally unique identifier (GUID) or name, (ii)
providing miscellaneous information through a description and (iii) defining ownership. Three
fundamental classes derive from the IfcRoot class: IfcObjectDefinition,
IfcPropertyDefinition and IfcRelationship. These three classes are the first layer of the
IfcRoot hierarchy as shown in Figure 13. IfcObjectDefinition defines any semantically treated
thing or process, IfcPropertyDefinition covers all characteristics (i.e. property sets) that may
be assigned to objects and IfcRelationship is responsible for connectivity among objects.
IfcRoot

IfcObject
Definition

IfcObject

IfcProcess

IfcSite

IfcBuilding

IfcProperty
Definition

IfcRelationship

IfcTypeObject

IfcActor

IfcProduct

IfcSpatial
StructureElement

IfcProxy

IfcBuilding
Storey

IfcBuilding
Element

IfcSpace

IfcWindow

IfcElement

IfcWall

IfcFeature
Element

IfcBeam

IfcColumn

Figure 13: Hierarchy of IFC entities (simplified) (adapted from Ismail et al. (2017)
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An important mechanism within IFC is that of inheritance. Each IFC class has attributes
attached to them which could either indicate (i) a relationship to another object or (ii) a simple
data type with a corresponding value (e.g. integer, string etc.) (Ismail et al., 2017). The concept
of inheritance dictates that a class that is a subtype of another class not only has its own
attributes and relationships, but also inherits those from its predecessors. This inheritance
mechanism allows for generalization of the semantic meaning and implementation of classes
(Theiler & Smarsly, 2018). IFC objects can therefore participate in various relationships where
one or more attributes are attached to objects or object types. For example, applying the
concept of inheritance on the IfcProduct class in Figure 13 would mean that in addition to
having its own attributes and relationships, the IfcProduct class also inherits all attributes and
relationships from IfcObject, IfcObjectDefinition as well as IfcRoot. The application of the
inheritance mechanism for the IfcProduct class is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Concept of inheritance (adapted from buildingSMART (2012))

In the context of BIM-LCA integration, the two most important components with respect to
BIM input data are that (i) the BoQ can be easily obtained and (ii) building elements are
identifiable (Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2017). The first component allows for scaling of
environmental impacts based on found quantities, whereas the latter ensures that building
elements can be identified as specific products (or materials) in a LCA database. Quantities in
the IFC schema are not directly attached to objects. Rather, they are written as property sets
and subsequently related to an object or object type. Various property set types exist that can
hold quantities, such as IfcElementQuantity and IfcPropertySet. It depends on the software
application which specific property set is used to store quantities. Regarding the second
component, a 3D representation of a building element has little other than its classification to
identify it as a particular type. Objects are usually classified through the IfcClassification class.
The relationship used for classification is IfcRelAssociatesClassification. It is used to either
apply an IfcClassificationNotation or an IfcClassificationReference to an object or object
type as shown in Figure 15. Of the two, IfcClassificationNotation is the more complete form
of classifying as it provides a classification notation from published reference through a
classification table (e.g. NL/SfB, STABU, Uniclass etc.) (Liebich, 2004). However, if there is
common understanding among all parties on the meaning of the classification system being
used or there is only one classification system in use, the IfcClassificationReference class can
be used as a form of 'lightweight' classification. Lightweight in this context refers to the
derived classification value not explicitly showing the associated classification system.
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Figure 15: Definition of associating a classification (adapted from Liebich (2004))

2.6.

Recap
A careful review of the literature has suggested that the LCA framework is a reliable,
scientifically-grounded support tool for environmental management and decision-making
across different global sectors, including the construction industry. At the same time, the
uptake of the LCA methodology in design practice by non-LCA experts remains limited. The
integration of BIM with LCA appears to be a way to entrench the application of LCA in early
design practice. The concept of a fully integrated approach to the environmental impact
assessment of the embodied impacts of building materials during the early stages of design is
one which utilizes the information of a BIM model and allows the viewing of environmental
impacts resulting from a combination of design and material choices. The key to assessing a
proposed design therefore is a BIM model that contains a wealth of building information and
a LCA database that provides information on the environmental impacts of building products
and materials.
Different approaches to BIM-LCA integration have been examined. It was found that these
approaches generally consist of three interlinked components: (i) two input sources, being the
BoQ from the BIM model and environmental data on building materials from an inventory
database, (ii) an assessment module that calculates the environmental impacts based on the
two data inputs and (iii) a user-interface that presents numerical and/or visual results. Several
key points can be learned from earlier approaches to BIM-LCA integration. First, automatic
extraction of the BoQ directly from the BIM model supports the performance of LCA. Second,
there ought to be a link between data in the BIM model and that in the LCA inventory
database. Third, it must be possible to assess the building as a whole, but at the same time
the user should also be able to select or view particular elements for further evaluation. Lastly,
general points of attention are to avoid manual data reentry and real-time assessment of
embodied impacts is desirable. The LOD of BIM model elements, on the other hand, plays a
role in the level of detail of the performed LCA and IFC could facilitate the storage and easy
access of building information for processing.
This chapter demonstrates the feasibility of including the LCA methodology in a BIM
environment as a means to assess the material-related environmental performance of
building elements. The next step is therefore to develop an application that enables designers
to explore the embodied impacts of their designs.
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3. MPG-ENVIE: A BIM-based LCA application
The aim of this thesis is to show how an assessment of embodied impacts integrated in a BIM
environment can give designers the freedom to focus on conceptual design while at the same
time keeping track of the potential effects of design and material decisions. To facilitate this
process, a BIM-based LCA application – named MPG-ENVIE – has been developed so that
designers can explore the embodied impacts of their designs. MPG-ENVIE automatically
obtains the BoQ of all building elements present in a BIM model, links these to a LCA database
of building products and materials, and calculates the whole life embodied impacts of the
proposed design.
This chapter describes the building blocks necessary for developing MPG-ENVIE, provides an
overview of the proposed BIM-LCA integration and discusses the individual components that
together form MPG-ENVIE’s system architecture.
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Building blocks
Before we dive deeper into the development process, the building blocks that formed the
basis for developing MPG-ENVIE will first be explained.

3.1.1. Functional requirements
Key points were learned from earlier approaches to BIM-LCA integration. To further expand
and confirm the list of functional requirements found in literature, unstructured interviews
were held with 22 professionals from the construction industry. Their field of expertise varied
from BIM and IFC to the application of LCA in the construction industry. All interviews took
place in an informal setting and progressed in the manner a normal conversation would. No
formal notes were made of the interviews and several interviews required follow-up meetings
to gather additional information. A list of interviewees can be found in Appendix I. MPGENVIE’s requirements were then prioritized based on the requirements that are feasible
within the given time of six months for completion of this thesis. A systematic approach that
aims to streamline the prioritization process is the ‘MoSCoW method’. The MoSCoW method
is a principle that is widely used in product and software development to prioritize
requirements of new developments. MoSCoW subdivides requirements into four categories:
‘must haves’, ‘should haves’, ‘could haves’ and ‘won’t haves’. ‘Must haves’ are the critical
requirements needed for the product to be usable. These requirements together form the
Minimum Viable Product (MVP). ‘Should haves’ are high-priority requirements that should be
included if possible. The product would still be usable if one decides to not implement these
requirements. ‘Could haves’ are desirable requirements and should only be implemented if
time and resources allow to do so. ‘Won’t haves’ are requirements that will not be
implemented in the current product, but it may be decided to implement them in future
versions (Mulder, 2017). Table 5 provides an overview of MPG-ENVIE’s requirements, based
on the MoSCoW method.
Table 5: MPG-ENVIE’s functional requirements
MoSCoW
Must haves

Should haves
Could haves

Won’t haves

Requirement
Must be compatible with IFC 2x3.
Must be able to process data stored in the IFC schema.
Must be able to process data from an external database.
Must be able to link the data in the IFC schema to an external database that provides
information on the embodied impact of building products and their predefined
material composition.
Must provide an impact score for the entire building design.
Must be able to accept IFC files from different BIM applications as input.
Should come with a GUI so that designers can quickly comprehend the embodied
impacts of their design.
Could serve as a plugin to the BIMserver platform.
Could provide embodied impact scores for individual building materials.
Could simulate the material-related environmental performance of buildings over
their useful life.
Could be used to generate a ‘material passport’ of the building design (i.e. an
inventory of all materials used in the design).
Won’t be compatible with IFC versions beyond IFC 2x3 or other extensions of the IFC
file format.
Won’t simulate the cost benefit performance of design decisions in order to decide
on the appropriate design and end-of-life options.
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3.1.2. Technical setup
MPG-ENVIE could have taken several different forms, for example: a spreadsheet (e.g. Excelbased), a web-based application or an application that can directly run on the user’s system.
In order to gain the maximum amount of exposure, it would have been most effective to build
the application into a web-based environment so that it could be accessed by users anywhere
and anytime. However, given the just recently acquired programming skills of the author, it
was found not feasible to create such an advanced application. As such, it was decided to
develop MPG-ENVIE as an application that can directly run on the user’s system. The
programming language used to develop MPG-ENVIE was Python 2.7.15. Python offers an easyto-learn syntax, is free to use and allows for numerous third-party packages to be installed
that extend the existing functionality of the Python programming language. Table 6 provides
an overview of used Python packages and their area of application.
Table 6: Used Python packages
Package
Pandas

Version
0.23.4

NumPy

1.15.4

Matplotlib

2.2.3

IfcOpenShell

2.7

PythonOCC

0.16

PyQt4

4.11.4

Area of application
Pandas is a software library that provides powerful data structures for data
analysis, time series and statistics (Pandas, 2018).
NumPy is a software library that adds support for large, multi-dimensional
arrays and matrices, along with a large collection of high-level mathematical
functions to operate on these arrays (NumPy, 2018).
Matplotlib is a software library that offers the possibility to produce a wide
variety of 2D plots, charts and graphs (Matplotlib, 2018).
IfcOpenShell is an open source software library that allows for users to extract
and/or manipulate IFC data (IfcOpenShell, 2018).
PythonOCC is an open source software library that provides features such as
advanced topological and geometrical operations, data exchange, GUI based
visualization and jupyter notebook rendering (PythonOCC, 2018).
PyQt4 is a set of Python bindings for the Qt cross platform GUI toolkit. It
provides, among others, standard GUI features and widgets for applications
(PyQt4, 2018).

3.1.3. Common granularity of BIM model input and LCA data input
The literature study has shown that the objectives of past research efforts related to the
embodied impacts of buildings have focused on the environmental evaluation of individual
building materials (material level), collections of materials in the form of building elements
such as walls, floors, roofs etc. (product level) and collections of building elements in the form
of the whole-building (building level) (Figure 16). As such, an integrated BIM-LCA solution
should also allow for a building assessment on one or more of these three levels. Given the
low LOD of early stage BIM models, the common granularity for information on BIM model
elements as well as LCA data is specified on the level of building elements based on their
predefined material composition (i.e. product level). This approach is in line with recent work
of Röck et al. (2018a; 2018b) and allows for a LCA study to be conducted on two of the three
aforementioned levels, being the product and building level, based on the low LOD of building
elements during the early stages of design. Results generated by MPG-ENVIE therefore reveal
more about building concepts in general and less about the chosen materials individually.
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Figure 16: Common granularity of BIM model input and LCA data input (adapted from Trigaux et al. (2017))

3.2.

System design
Now that MPG-ENVIE’s building blocks have been explained, the attention can be redirected
to its system design. Figure 17 depicts MPG-ENVIE’s information flow in proceeding from the
information contained in the BIM model and LCA database to the results that the user needs
to enable comparisons between alternative product options.
INPUT

ANALYSIS

ID
22.03.001
22.03.024
28.01.028
28.01.029

Area
14 m2
54 m2
75 m2
25 m2

OUTPUT

Width
0.10 m1
0.10 m1
0.20 m1
0.20 m1

MPG
calculation
module
ID
22.03.001
22.03.024
28.01.028
28.01.029

LDp
75
1000
75
1000

Tb
150
150
150
150

Figure 17: MPG-ENVIE’s system architecture

Input encompasses the processing of data from two input sources: (i) the BIM model and (ii)
the LCA database. BIM model input comprises the BoQ of the physical model as well as
classification codes of individual building elements. To exploit the building information nested
in the BIM model and to be somewhat independent of vendor specific software, information
is accessed through IFC – the international standard file format for carrying and delivering
building related data between various software applications. MPG-ENVIE has been specifically
developed for IFC extracts generated by Autodesk Revit 2018 and SketchUp Pro 2017 (from
this point on referred to as Revit and SketchUp respectively), two of the main design
applications used in the early design stages. LCA database input relates to the environmental
characteristics of building products and their predefined material composition. MPG-ENVIE
utilizes data from the NMD because this is the obligatory LCA database to be used for
performing MPG calculations. As BIM model objects in most current architectural designs,
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especially in the early design stages, do not contain all the required data to effectively perform
an environmental impact assessment, MPG-ENVIE is also required to provide a link between
elements in the BIM model and LCA data from the inventory database. Thus, a common
naming convention had to be introduced to these two input sources. The naming convention
used is the NL/SfB classification scheme, the most commonly used classification system in the
Dutch construction industry. Analysis involves calculation of environmental performance
indicators, following the MPG methodology. Lastly, Output entails the calculated
environmental performance indicators being presented in the form of comprehensive tabular,
graphical and plotted outputs. These different outputs provide designers with the means to
make more informative decisions regarding building products and their embodied impacts.
The remainder of this chapter follows the three essential steps of the development process of
MPG-ENVIE: Input, Analysis and Output. Snippets of code will be discussed, these originate
from the complete script that can be found in Appendix II and Appendix III.

3.3.

Input
MPG-ENVIE utilizes data from two different sources, one being a BIM software application
(either Revit or SketchUp) that stores its data in an IFC file and the other being a database that
provides structured data on environmental related attributes of building products and
materials in the form of a machine-readable file format. The BIM model provides a designspecific BoQ which is necessary to calculate the environmental impact of elements, as well as
classifications to identify building elements, while the LCA database provides information on
the embodied impacts of these elements. The extraction of data from these two input sources
as well as the link between them will be discussed in the following sections.

3.3.1. BIM model input
As mentioned prior, it was decided to build MPG-ENVIE around two walling element
typologies due to time constraints. MPG-ENVIE therefore interprets object based IFC data by
iterating over multiple IFC entities related to the IFC entity that defines a wall element, being
IfcWall.
3.3.1.1. Quantities
As briefly mentioned in Section 2.5.4, various property set types exist that can hold quantities,
such as IfcElementQuantity and IfcPropertySet. The most efficient way of deriving quantities
would be to extract them from the IfcElementQuantity property set. IfcElementQuantity
defines a set of derived measures of an object’s physical characteristics that can be assigned
to an object through the IfcRelDefinesByProperties relationship. The main benefit of this
property set is that it negates the need to calculate an object’s surface area or volume, as
these properties are automatically stored in IfcElementQuantity, while it also includes other
more basic quantities such as lengths and weights. However, not every BIM software
application allows for this entity to be exported. For example, Revit’s IFC exporter does
provide the option to export IfcElementQuantity whereas SketchUp’s does not. SketchUp’s
IFC exporter stores properties in the IfcPropertySet container class11, which in SketchUp can
11

Results from a number of test runs with the SketchUp Pro 2017 and 2018 versions showed that the IFC exporter
from the 2017 version did not export property sets at all. There is however a workaround available in the form
of a freely available SketchUp extension called IFC Manager, developed by VolkerWessels. This extension comes
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only be accessed through IfcRelDefinesByProperties. It is a container class in the sense that
it holds unordered sets of properties, where only the Name attribute of a property
characterizes its content and meaning (Liebich, 2004). As Revit and SketchUp each store their
quantities in different property sets, the IFC schema needs to be followed differently for both
software applications. The differences between the two software applications will be
discussed below.
Revit
Revit offers the possibility to utilize the IfcElementQuantity property set to store quantities.
The IfcElementQuantity type has a list of IfcPhysicalQuantity attached in the attribute
Quantities (Figure 18). These can be simple quantities (IfcPhysicalSimpleQuantity) or
complex quantities, which are composed of multiple simple quantities. Specific subtypes of
IfcPhysicalSimpleQuantity exist, of which IfcQuantityLength and IfcQuantityArea are of
interest in this specific case. IfcQuantityLength defines a derived length measure such as the
width, height or length of an IfcWall instance. Properties stored in an IfcQuantityLength
entity are interpreted through the obligatory Name and LengthValue attributes. Similarly,
IfcQuantityArea defines a derived area measure such as the gross side area of an IfcWall
instance. Properties stored in an IfcQuantityArea entity are interpreted through the
obligatory Name and AreaValue attributes. Revit’s predefined Name values to derive a width
and side area are ‘Width’ and ‘GrossSideArea’ for IfcQuantityLength and IfcQuantityArea
respectively. The benefit of these predefined Name values is that they can be extracted
without any additional effort required by the user. SketchUp does not incorporate these
predefined Name values for quantities, which requires the user to manually add properties to
IfcWall instances. How this works will be explained in the next section.

Figure 18: IFC schema from IfcWall to IfcElementQuantity (adapted from buildingSMART (2012))

with an IFC exporter that allows for property sets to be exported. The 2018 version showed no such issues and
did successfully export property sets without the need for aforementioned extension. This issue has also been
reported in the SketchUp Pro 2018 release notes: https://help.sketchup.com/en/release-notes-0.
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To summarize, multiple loops are necessary for each IfcWall instance to get their
IfcElementQuantity property set. Subsequently, for IfcElementQuantity it needs to be tested
if it is a quantity set. Lastly, for each quantity set one needs to go through the quantities. The
snippet below follows that exact path and appends the extracted quantities to two empty lists.
1. import ifcopenshell
2.
3. def product_quantities():
4.
# Empty lists that will be used to store the quantities.
5.
widths = []
6.
areas = []
7.
# Open an IFC file using IfcOpenShell.
8.
ifc_file = ifcopenshell.open("[rvt] Case study.ifc")
9.
# Get a list of all walls in the IFC file.
10.
walls = ifc_file.by_type("IfcWall")
11.
12.
# Iterate over all walls and extract their quantities.
13.
for wall in walls:
14.
if wall.IsDefinedBy:
15.
definitions = wall.IsDefinedBy
16.
for definition in definitions:
17.
if 'IfcRelDefinesByProperties' == definition.is_a():
18.
property_definition = definition.RelatingPropertyDefinition
19.
if 'IfcElementQuantity' == property_definition.is_a():
20.
for quantity in property_definition.Quantities:
21.
if 'IfcQuantityLength' == quantity.is_a():
22.
if quantity.Name == 'Width':
23.
widths.append(quantity.LengthValue)
24.
if 'IfcQuantityArea' == quantity.is_a():
25.
if quantity.Name == 'GrossSideArea':
26.
areas.append(quantity.AreaValue)
27.
28.
return widths, areas

Snippet 1: Extraction of quantities from a Revit IFC extract

SketchUp
SketchUp on the other hand stores its quantities in IfcPropertySet. The IfcPropertySet type
can hold six different types of properties, which are accessible through the attribute
HasProperties (Figure 19): (i) IfcPropertySingleValue, (ii) IfcPropertyEnumeratedValue,
(iii) IfcPropertyBoundedValue, (iv) IfcPropertyListValue, (v) IfcPropertyTableValue and
(vi) IfcPropertyReferenceValue. Of these six types, SketchUp utilizes the
IfcPropertySingleValue to store properties. IfcPropertySingleValue defines, as the name
does suspect, a property object which has a single value assigned. Properties stored in an
IfcPropertySingleValue entity are interpreted through its Name and NominalValue
attributes.
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Figure 19: IFC schema from IfcWall to IfcPropertySet (adapted from buildingSMART (2012))

The IfcPropertySet comes with a major disadvantage: it does not contain derived length and
area measures such as the IfcQuantityLength and IfcQuantityArea entities stored in the
IfcElementQuantity property set. SketchUp does provide exportable 𝑋, 𝑌 and 𝑍 axis that
define the dimensioning specifications of an IfcWall instance. The values of these axis could
be used to derive the width value and calculate the side area of an IfcWall instance. However,
SketchUp does not specify whether the 𝑋 and 𝑌 axis of an IfcWall instance represent a width
or length value, meaning that a width value can be mistaken for a length value and vise-versa.
Two options were therefore considered derive quantities of IfcWall instances in SketchUp.
The first option was to use the PythonOCC library to create geometrical shapes around IfcWall
instances, allowing for the width and surface area of these instances to be calculated and
subsequently extracted. Heinen (2015), for example, used this method on a variety of IFC
instances. However, given certain time constraints this was an option that could not be further
explored. It was therefore decided to extract quantities based on three user defined
properties that must be added and related to the 𝑋, 𝑌 and 𝑍 axis of an IfcWall instance. The
Name values for these properties were defined as ‘Width’, ‘Length’ and ‘Height’. The ‘Width’
property represents the thickness of an IfcWall instance. The ‘Length’ and ‘Height’ properties
must be added so that the gross side area of an IfcWall instance can be calculated. When
exported to IFC, these properties will be stored in an IfcPropertySet and can thus be accessed
through the Name value of IfcPropertySingleValue. Do note that this method will only work
for IfcWall instances that are rectangular in shape and do not have any openings.
The snippet below follows the IFC schema from IfcWall to IfcPropertySingleValue and
appends the extracted quantities of an IFC file to two empty lists. It then calculates the wall
areas, based on the found length and height dimensions.
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1. import ifcopenshell
2.
3. def product_quantities():
4.
# Empty lists that will be used to store the quantities.
5.
widths = []
6.
lengths = []
7.
heights = []
8.
areas = []
9.
# Open an IFC file using IfcOpenShell.
10.
ifc_file = ifcopenshell.open("[skp] Case study.ifc")
11.
# Get a list of all walls in the IFC file.
12.
walls = ifc_file.by_type("IfcWall")
13.
14.
# Iterate over all walls and extract their quantities.
15.
for wall in walls:
16.
if wall.IsDefinedBy:
17.
definitions = wall.IsDefinedBy
18.
for definition in definitions:
19.
if 'IfcRelDefinesByProperties' == definition.is_a():
20.
property_definition = definition.RelatingPropertyDefinition
21.
if 'IfcPropertySet' == property_definition.is_a():
22.
for quantity in property_definition.HasProperties:
23.
if 'IfcPropertySingleValue' == quantity.is_a():
24.
if quantity.Name == 'Width':
25.
widths.append(quantity.NominalValue.wrappedValue)
26.
if quantity.Name == 'Length':
27.
lengths.append(quantity.NominalValue.wrappedValue)
28.
if quantity.Name == 'Height':
29.
heights.append(quantity.NominalValue.wrappedValue)
30.
# Calculate the wall areas.
31.
for a, b in zip(lengths, heights):
32.
areas.append(a / 1000 * b / 1000)
33.
34.
return widths, areas

Snippet 2: Extraction of quantities from a SketchUp IFC extract

3.3.1.2. Classifications
As it is common practice in the construction industry to identify building elements by their
classification, this method of element identification was the most obvious choice to include in
MPG-ENVIE. As discussed in Section 2.5.4, the IfcClassificationReference class (Figure 20)
can be used as a form of lightweight classification if there is common understanding among
all parties on the meaning of the classification system being used or there is only one
classification system in use. Seeing that there is only one classification scheme in use, being
the NL/SfB classification scheme, it was decided to incorporate the lightweight classification
option. However, while Revit allows for this form of lightweight classification, SketchUp does
not. The differences between the two software applications will be discussed below.
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Figure 20: IFC schema from IfcWall to IfcClassificationReferernce (adapted from buildingSMART (2012))

Revit
In Revit, all instances of IfcWall have an instantiated inverse relationship HasAssociations
pointing to IfcRelAssociatesClassification. This objectified relationship has an attribute
named RelatingClassification that functions as the reference to IfcClassificationReference.
IfcClassificationReference inherits four attributes from the abstract IfcExternalReference
class, of which ItemReference contains the classification code associated with an IfcWall
instance. The snippet below follows that exact path and appends the extracted classification
code of each IfcWall instance to an empty list.
1. import ifcopenshell
2.
3. def assembly_codes():
4.
# Empty list that will be used to store all classification codes.
5.
codes = []
6.
# Open an IFC file using IfcOpenShell.
7.
ifc_file = ifcopenshell.open("[rvt] Case study.ifc")
8.
# Get a list of all walls in the IFC file.
9.
walls = ifc_file.by_type("IfcWall")
10.
11.
# Iterate over all walls and extract their classification codes.
12.
for wall in walls:
13.
for rel in wall.HasAssociations:
14.
if rel.is_a("IfcRelAssociatesClassification"):
15.
codes.append(rel.RelatingClassification.ItemReference)
16.
17.
return codes

Snippet 3: Extraction of classification codes from a Revit IFC extract

SketchUp
Similar to quantities in SketchUp (and for all other properties for that matter), classification
codes are also stored through the IfcPropertySet container class. However, whereas
SketchUp does not provide any predefined Name values for quantities, it does provide a
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predefined Name value that can be used to store classification codes, being ‘ItemCode’. The
IFC schema can therefore be followed in a similar fashion as in Snippet 2, the only difference
being the the Name value of IfcPropertySingleValue. The snippet below shows the exact
pathway.
1. import ifcopenshell
2.
3. def assembly_codes():
4.
# Empty list that will be used to store all classification codes.
5.
codes = []
6.
# Open an IFC file using IfcOpenShell.
7.
ifc_file = ifcopenshell.open("[skp] Case study.ifc")
8.
# Get a list of all walls in the IFC file.
9.
walls = ifc_file.by_type("IfcWall")
10.
11.
# Iterate over all walls and extract their classification codes.
12.
for wall in walls:
13.
if wall.IsDefinedBy:
14.
definitions = wall.IsDefinedBy
15.
for definition in definitions:
16.
if 'IfcRelDefinesByProperties' == definition.is_a():
17.
property_definition = definition.RelatingPropertyDefinition
18.
if 'IfcPropertySet' == property_definition.is_a():
19.
for code in property_definition.HasProperties:
20.
if 'IfcPropertySingleValue' == code.is_a():
21.
if code.Name == 'ItemCode':
22.
codes.append(code.NominalValue.wrappedValue)
23.
24.
return codes

Snippet 4: Extraction of classification codes from a SketchUp IFC extract

3.3.2. LCA data input
To calculate the life cycle related environmental performance of a building, LCA data from the
NMD is utilized. The MPG methodology and NMD are closely interwoven to allow for the
unambiguous calculation of the embodied environmental performance of buildings. The NMD
contains precalculated LCA data for a wide variety of building products and materials (i.e.
product components) as well as additional variables necessary to employ the MPG
methodology. Precalculated in this context means that the entire inventory analysis phase has
already been performed, as well as a large portion of the impact assessment phase. The LCA
data is provided on a voluntary basis to Stichting Bouwkwaliteit (SBK) by market parties in the
Dutch construction industry for inclusion in the NMD. Data suppliers remain owner of the data
and SBK manages the database.
The environmental characteristics of building products are recorded in so called product cards,
which are made available through a web-based viewer. Figure 21 shows an example of an
arbitrary product card. The NMD distinguishes between three different data categories.
Category 1 and Category 2 data are proprietary and non-proprietary data that has been tested
by an independent, qualified third party according to the SBK Assessment Protocol. These two
categories of data are not freely accessible. Category 3 data is non-proprietary data that has
not been tested by an independent, qualified third party according to the SBK Assessment
Protocol. Data that falls under this category can be freely used and is accessible via the NMD
website (SBK, 2014a). Given that Category 1 and 2 data are not freely accessible, Category 3
was used for developing MPG-ENVIE.
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Figure 21: Example of a product card (SBK, 2018)

3.3.2.1. Data retrieval
As NMD data is made available through a web-based viewer, there are several alternatives to
retrieve the data. One option is to directly connect to an Application Programming Interface
(API). This does however require the data owner, SBK in this case, providing access to their
API. It is questionable if there is an API and even if there is one, it seems highly unlikely that
SBK would provide access knowing that two categories of data are not publicly available. An
alternative method, when one cannot get a hold of an API, is to directly retrieve data from the
website itself, also known as data crawling (or web scraping). The concept behind data
crawling is to write some code that is going to navigate around a website, find different links
and then follow those links to other pages within that website and possibly even other
websites. In essence, one crawls through a website and retrieves certain pieces of raw source
data that can then be used for analysis. The practice of data crawling is however a bit on the
shady side. While data crawling falls under a legal grey area, some websites do not authorize
people to scrape their websites. A third option is to manually retrieve data from the NMD and
store it in a machine-readable file format such as a plain text file, CSV file, Excel file or any
other file format that can hold data of some sort.
3.3.2.2. Database setup
Considering that the first two options discussed in the previous section are not exactly viable,
a database of building products was set up in Microsoft Excel. Environmental data on four
building products, taken from the NMD, was manually input into this database. It concerns
two typologies of an exterior load-bearing wall and two typologies of an interior non-loadbearing wall. The two exterior wall typologies are a brickwork and a rammed earth wall,
whereas the two interior wall typologies are a brickwork wall and a partition wall with a plaster
finish and flax core. It is acknowledged that there is a risk of typing errors by manually
inputting data this way. To reduce the possibility of discrepancies as much as possible, the
data entries were thoroughly checked.
Figure 22 shows a fraction of the Excel product database. Each variable in the database was
given a unique identifier. The database consists of four tabs: (i) product, (ii) tc, (iii) pc and (iv)
ac. The product tab contains the environmental data of individual products as recorded in the
products cards. The product tab has been set up in such a way that extra products can be
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easily added by manually inputting the associated product card data in a new row. Most
variables in the product tab represent a value that can be directly used, such as the lifespan
of a product (‘LDp’), while some variables refer to a set of variables found in the tc, pc or ac
tab. The tc, pc and ac tabs contain environmental data on the life cycle impact of
transportation, production and waste processing respectively for eleven environmental
impact categories.

Figure 22: Product database – product tab (above) and pc tab (below)
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3.3.3. Link between BIM model input and LCA data input
To establish an automated, bidirectional link between BIM model input and LCA data input, a
common naming convention had to be introduced to the products in the product database as
well as to elements in the BIM model. The common naming convention adhered by the NMD
is the NL/SfB classification scheme. NL/SfB is a method of classifying components according to
a Swedish system, commonly used in the Dutch construction industry. Its coding system
divides a building into products that are each placed under their own category. The structure
of the coding system comprises three groups of two digits each, separated by a period (Figure
23). The first group of digits refers to the location of the product in the building. For example,
NL/SfB code 22 represents an internal wall that is part of the superstructure. The second group
of digits refers to the form or function of the product. NL/SfB code 22.03 would identify the
internal wall as a non-load-bearing partition wall. Lastly, the third group of digits indicates
what the product is made of (i.e. the materials it is composed of). This last group of digits is
often extended to three, four or even more digits, depending on the needs of the company or
instance that utilizes the NL/SfB classification system. For example, the NMD utilizes NL/SfB
code 22.03.024 to identify the non-load-bearing wall partition wall as one made of brick and
mortar.
2_
22
22.03
22.03.024

Superstructure
Internal wall
Non-load-bearing partition wall
Brick and mortar

Figure 23: NL/SfB classification system

Establishing a link between on the one hand BIM model elements and on the other hand LCA
data input requires these two input sources to recognize each other by their classification
code. How such a link can be established will be demonstrated by means of an example. This
example is to illustrate how an automated link can be established between a single
classification code and a single input value. MPG-ENVIE does this for all classification codes
present in a BIM model and all associated LCA input values.
Assume an arbitrary walling element was given the classification code 28.01.028, identifying
it as a load-bearing exterior wall made of rammed earth. The BIM model containing this wall
element had been exported to an IFC file. The classification code nested in the IFC file can
therefore be extracted following the snippets of code as presented in Section 3.3.1.2. It is
known that the life span of this product (LDp) equals 75 years. Question is, how can these two
input variables recognize there is a link between each other. Snippet 5 provides an answer to
this question. The snippet below basically works as a lookup function. It requires a list of
classification codes and a column identifier as input, after which the code iterates over the
classification codes present in the list and extracts data based on a provided column identifier.
In this example, the list of classification codes contains only one classification code, being
28.01.028, and the column identifier for the life span of a building product is ‘LDp’. The snippet
searches for a value that matches the classification code as well as the provided column
identifier and appends the found value to an empty list.
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import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
# Reads the product tab from the Excel database using Pandas.
product = pd.read_excel("NMD database.xlsx", sheet_name=0)
# Changes the standard index list (0, 1, 2 etc.) to the index
# of the building_product column in the product tab.
product.index = product['building_product']
# Extracts data from the different Excel sheets.
class ExcelInputExtractor:
def __init__(self, codes):
self.codes = codes
def product_info(self, column_name):
# Empty list that will be used to store all data.
lst = []
# Iterate over all classification codes and extracts
# data based on the provided column name.
for i in self.codes:
lst.append(product.loc[i].at[column_name])
return np.array(lst)
# Classification codes extracted from the IFC file.
codes = assembly_codes()
>> Output: [’28.01.028’]
# Life span of the products [years].
LDp = ExcelInputExtractor(codes).product_info('LDp')
>> Output: [‘75’]

Snippet 5: Linkage between classification codes and LCA data

3.4.

Analysis
Analysis involves the process of transference between BIM software and data from the LCA
database as well as the calculation of required environmental performance indicators. MPGENVIE integrates the MPG methodology to allow for the uniform calculation of the materialrelated environmental performance of building products over their entire life cycle. The MPG
methodology provides insight into the environmental impact of a building during its entire life
span by means of a scoring system. The lower the MPG score, the more environmentally
friendly the use of materials has been and vise-versa. The results emanating from the MPG
methodology can be one single score, but it is also possible to present them by separate
environmental impact categories as well as for individual building products. The MPG score is
calculated on the basis of the ‘Bepalingsmethode Milieuprestatie gebouwen en GWW-werken’
(SBK, 2014a). This document provides the general methodological framework to calculate the
environmental impacts of individual building products, based on the NEN-EN 15804 (2012)
and the NEN-EN 15978 (2011). The specific calculation rules have been formalized by
engineering and consultancy firm DGMR in the 2011 document ‘Harmonisatie rekenregels
materiaalgebonden milieuprestatie gebouwen’ (DGMR, 2011) and its amendments from 2014,
2015 and 2016, as provided by SBK (SBK, 2014b, 2015, 2016). In the following sections an
outline will be given of the MPG methodology, based on the two aforementioned
documents12, and it will be explained how this framework has been integrated in MPG-ENVIE.

12

The ‘Bepalingsmethode Milieuprestatie gebouwen en GWW-werken’ and the 2011 document ‘Harmonisatie
rekenregels materiaalgebonden milieuprestatie gebouwen’, including its amendments from 2014, 2015 and 2016
will from this point on be referred to as Guideline 1 and Guideline 2 respectively.
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3.4.1. System boundaries
Table 7 shows the complete life cycle of a typical building, as defined by the NEN-EN
15978:2011 (NEN, 2011). The processes effaced in red are not included in MPG-ENVIE. Repair
(B3) is left out of consideration because this module is currently not operationalized in the
MPG methodology. Operational energy and water use (B6-B7) are not included due to these
modules not being relevant for the material-related environmental performance of a building.
Table 7: Considered life cycle phases and processes
Code
A1-A3

Life cycle phase
Product phase

A4-A5

Construction phase

B1-B7

Use phase

C1-C4

End-of-life phase

D

Benefits and loads beyond
the system boundary

Code
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
C1
C2
C3
C4
D

Process
Raw material supply
Transport
Manufacturing
Transport
Construction / installation
Use
Maintenance
Repair
Replacement
Refurbishment
Operational energy use
Operational water use
Deconstruction / demolition
Transport
Waste processing
Disposal
Reuse, recovery and recycling
potential

3.4.2. Building decomposition
In accordance with the MPG methodology, MPG-ENVIE decomposes a building into three
levels (Figure 24). Level 1 is the building, which consists of several products (Level 2) such as
walls, floors, rooftops, etc. A product is then further decomposed in its constituents, so called
product components (Level 3). Product components are the individual materials that together
form a product. The MPG methodology defines three categories of product components: (i)
Product Composition (PR), (ii) Cyclical Maintenance (OH) and (iii) Use Phase (GF). The first
category of product components has already been discussed, those are the individual
materials that together form a product. By definition, each product component is part of the
PR category. Those PR category product components that are to be replaced after a certain
period of time also fall under the OH category. The GF category contains product components
that emit harmful emissions while the building is in use. Examples of product components that
fall under the GF category are zinc, copper and lead. These heavy metals (i.e. metals that are
toxic in too large quantities) are frequently used for roofs, gutters and pipes. Particles may be
entrained with rainwater during a building's usage period, possibly resulting in groundwater
pollution.
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PR
OH
GF
Level 1
Building

Level 2
Products

Level 3
Product components

Figure 24: Building decomposition used in a MPG calculation (adapted from Trigaux et al. (2017))

3.4.3. Environmental impacts as shadow costs
The result of a MPG calculation is an environmental profile of a building that consists of eleven
environmental impacts expressed in equivalence units, as shown in Table 8. First, the
environmental impacts of each product component for the eleven impact categories are
calculated according to the calculation rules of Guideline 2. The results are then added up per
impact category, resulting in an environmental profile of a product. Lastly, the environmental
profiles of all products are added up per impact category. This is done by using the
characteristics of building products and product components, as recorded in the product cards
in the NMD. A logical question would be whether the impact score for, say, human toxicity
potential is less or more important than the impact score for, say, eutrophication potential.
An overview of all environmental impacts expressed in equivalence units is in itself interesting
for an expert, who can explain the nuances between different environmental impacts. The
average person, however, will most likely experience a lack of clarity due to the multitude of
impact scores. To simplify the environmental impact scores, some form of weighting is
necessary. As briefly mentioned in Section 2.3.3, there are several approaches that can be
used to weigh environmental impacts such as the modified Delphi technique, the analytic
hierarchy process and the distance-to-target method. Another approach, that has not yet
been discussed and is used within the MPG methodology, is that of monetization.
In the context of LCA studies, monetization refers to the expression of different environmental
impacts in terms of so-called shadow costs. Shadow costs are defined as the theoretical
estimate of the costs that have to be incurred in order to reverse the damage to the
environment caused by the use of certain materials (DGBC, 2014). In the shadow cost method,
the environmental impacts expressed in equivalence units are multiplied with shadow cost
values13 per environmental impact. For example, assume the global warming potential of an
arbitrary building is estimated to equal 11,547.03 kg CO2 eq. Multiplying this value with the
shadow cost value of € 0.05 for global warming potential would then result in a shadow cost
of € 577.35. This process is repeated for each environmental impact category. Aggregating all
individual shadow costs into one value results in a weighted score as one indicator. The
summated shadow costs are then divided by the life span and gross floor area (GFA) of the
building. The result is one shadow price in euros per m2 GFA per year.

13

The source of the shadow cost values is the 2004 report by TNO-MEP: ‘Toxiciteit heeft z'n prijs: Schaduwprijzen
voor (eco-)toxiciteit en uitputting van abiotische grondstoffen binnen DuboCalc’ (van Harmelen, Korenromp,
Ligthart, van Leeuwen, & van Gijlswijk, 2004).
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Table 8: Environmental impact categories considered in a MPG calculation (SBK, 2014a)
Impact category
Depletion
Abiotic depletion potential of elements
Abiotic depletion potential of fossil fuels
Emissions
Global warming potential
Stratospheric ozone depletion potential
Photochemical oxidation potential
Acidification potential
Eutrophication potential
Human toxicity potential
Freshwater aquatic ecotoxicity potential
Marine aquatic ecotoxicity potential
Terrestrial ecotoxicity potential

Abbreviation

Equivalent unit
(kg eq)

Shadow cost
(€/kg eq)

ADPel
ADPff

kg Sb eq
kg Sb eq

€ 0.16
€ 0.16

GWP
ODP
POCP
AP
EP
HTP
FAETP
MAETP
TETP

kg CO2 eq
kg CFK-11 eq
kg C2H2 eq
kg SO2 eq
kg PO4 eq
1.4-DCB eq
1.4-DCB eq
1.4-DCB eq
1.4-DCB eq

€ 0.05
€ 30
€2
€4
€9
€ 0.09
€ 0.03
€ 0.0001
€ 0.06

To illustrate how the MPG methodology works, a simple Excel template14 was created that
allows for the shadow costs of a single product during the life time of a building to be
calculated. Do note that the product component categories OH and GF are not applicable for
the product in this specific example. The equations used in the Excel spreadsheet have all been
integrated in MPG-ENVIE and will be explained in the following sections.
It should first be made clear that assumptions had to be made for three variables as their
values could not be directly derived from the NMD or any of the two Guidelines. It concerns
the following three variables: 𝑂𝑔𝑒𝑛 in equation (8), 𝑓𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙; 𝑜 in equation (8) and (9), and 𝑆𝑓𝑜
in equation (10). These variables indicate an increment percentage for unvalidated profiles, a
correction factor for volume transport of a product component and a scaling factor of a
product component respectively. The assumed values for these three variables will be
discussed in more detail. All other values are specified in the NMD or can be derived from
either Guideline 1 or Guideline 2.
3.4.3.1. Shadow cost of a product
The shadow cost of a product is calculated for each environmental impact category. While the
data inputs differ per impact category, the applied formulas are always the same. The index
for the environmental impact category has been omitted in the equations from this point on.
The following equation allows for the total shadow costs of a product (𝑆𝐾𝑝; 𝑏𝑤) for one
impact category to be calculated:
SKp; bw = SKe ∗ MEfp; bw

(1)

Equation 1: Total shadow costs of a product for one impact category
Where:
SKe
shadow costs per equivalence unit [€/kg eq]
MEfp; bw
environmental impact of a product over the life span of the building [kg
eq/product], following equation (2)

14

The Excel spreadsheet that contains the calculation example can also be downloaded from the URL below:
http://s000.tinyupload.com/index.php?file_id=00549689831953136529
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3.4.3.2. Environmental impact of a product
The environmental impact of a product over the life span of the building (𝑀𝐸𝐹𝑝; 𝑏𝑤) can be
calculated as follows:
MEFp; bw = MAX (1;

LDg
) ∗ MEFp
LDp

(2)

Equation 2: Environmental impact of a product over the life span of the building
Where:
MAX(x; y)
maximum value of 𝑥 or 𝑦
LDg
life span of the building [years]; 75 years for residential buildings and 50
years for utilitarian buildings
LDp
life span of a product [years]; between 0-1000 years
MEFp
environmental impact of a product [kg eq/product], following equation
(3)
MEFp = ∑ MEFoi + ∑ MEFoj + ∑ MEFok
PRi

OHj

(3)

GFk

Equation 3: Environmental impact of a product
Where:
MEFo
environmental impact of a product component
[kg eq/product component], following equation (4)
i, j, k
number of product components in the categories 𝑃𝑅, 𝑂𝐻 and 𝐺𝐹
respectively
3.4.3.3. Environmental impact of a product component
The environmental impact of a product component (𝑀𝐸𝐹𝑜), omitting index 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 for product
components in the categories 𝑃𝑅, 𝑂𝐻 and 𝐺𝐹, is calculated as follows:
MEFo = hvh ∗ Sftot ∗ (1 + Bafv) ∗ LDF ∗ MEFeh

(4)

Equation 4: Environmental impact of a product component
Where:
hvh
quantity of the product component [kg, m3, kWh or tkm]
Sftot
overall scaling factor of a product component [-], following equation
(10)
Bafv
percentage construction waste [%]; between 0-100 percent
LDF
life time factor for a product component [-], following equation (5) or
(7) for index 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 respectively
MEFeh
environmental impact of a product component per functional unit [kg
eq/functional unit], following equation (8)
The life time factor (𝐿𝐷𝐹) for product components in category 𝑃𝑅 and 𝐺𝐹, omitting index 𝑖, 𝑘
for product components in the categories 𝑃𝑅 and 𝐺𝐹, is calculated as follows:
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LDreken
(5)
)
LDo
Equation 5: Life time factor for a product component in category PR or GF
Where:
MAX(x; y)
maximum value of 𝑥 or 𝑦
LDreken
life span of a product in the building [years], following equation (6)
LDo
life span of a product component [years]; between 0-1000 years
LDF = MAX (1;

LDreken = MIN(LDp; LDg)

(6)

Equation 6: Life span of a product in the building
Where:
MIN(x; y)
minimum value of 𝑥 or 𝑦
LDp
life span of a product [years]; between 0-1000 years
LDg
life span of the building [years]; 75 years for residential buildings and 50
years for utilitarian buildings
The life time factor (𝐿𝐷𝐹𝑗 ) for product components in category 𝑂𝐻 is calculated as follows:

LDFj = MAX (2;

LDreken
)−1
LDoj

(7)

Equation 7: Life time factor for a product component in category OH
Where:
MAX(x; y)
maximum value of 𝑥 or 𝑦
LDreken
life span of a product in the building [years], following equation (6)
LDoj
life span of a product component 𝑗 in category 𝑂𝐻 [years]
3.4.3.4. Environmental impact of a product component per functional unit
The environmental impact of a product component per functional unit (𝑀𝐸𝐹𝑒ℎ) is determined
by the combination of the environmental impact emanating from production, transportation
to the construction site and the combined profile for waste processing:
BMEFt; tc
(8)
∗ Tb ∗ fTvol; o + BMEFa; ac)
1000
Equation 8: Environmental impact of a product component per functional unit
Where:
Ogen
increment percentage for unvalidated profiles [%]; set to 30%
BMEFo
environmental impact of production of a product component [kg eq/kg
material or in case of water; kg eq/m3 water]
BMEFt; tc
environmental impact of transport of a product component [kg eq/tkm]
tc
transport code for type of transport scenario [-]
Tb
one-way transport distance to construction site [km]; standard 150 km
fTvol; o
correction factor for volume or mass transport of a product component
[-]; set to 1
MEFeh = (1 + Ogen) ∗ (BMEFo +
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environmental impact of the combined profile for waste processing [kg
eq/kg material or in case of water; kg eq/m3 water], following equation
(9)
waste code for type of disposal scenario [-]

Assumptions had to be made for the values of the variables 𝑂𝑔𝑒𝑛 and 𝑓𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙; 𝑜. The variable
𝑂𝑔𝑒𝑛 denotes an increment percentage for Category 3 data. This is because certain
environmental effects are sometimes overlooked with this type of data. The Guidelines state
that this value should be exactly 30 percent or anywhere between 10 and 25 percent,
depending on which document is consulted. In line with Guideline 1, the value for 𝑂𝑔𝑒𝑛 is set
to 30 percent for each product component.
The variable 𝑓𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙; 𝑜 denotes a correction factor for the way a product component is
transported – either through volume transport or mass transport. In logistics, trucks can carry
goods up to a certain weight limit. For example, assume that the permissible weight of a truck
is 25 steel IPE 300 beams of 6 m1 in length. This means that the truck can only carry 25 of these
steel IPE 300 beams, even though there is room for, say, 100 beams. This is referred to as mass
transport. So, with mass transport there is a risk of transporting partially full trucks. While a
full truck emits more harmful gases than a truck that is only partially full, an additional truck
must be used for the load that could have been transported if the truck were used to its full
capacity. As such, there are additional environmental impacts that must be taken into account
due to an empty ride back and the additional ride needed to complete the delivery. Volume
transport, on the other hand, is that over 2,000 Styrofoam sheets of 0.75 m2 per sheet can be
stored in the same truck, as their specific weight is less than that of the steel beams. This
requires only one ride; thus less harmful emissions are emitted.
To conclude, of the two transportation options mass transport is the least environmentally
friendly alternative of transporting product components. In accordance with Guideline 2,
product components therefore always receive a 𝑓𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙; 𝑜 value of 1 when transported
through mass transport. Guideline 2 also states that if product components are transported
through volume transport, a 𝑓𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙; 𝑜 value between 0 and 1 should be adhered. The NMD
does however not specify which one of the two transportation options is used for
transportation of product components, nor does it provide volume transport values. Knowing
that certain environmental effects are sometimes overlooked with Category 3 data, it was
assumed that all product components are transported by mass transport, thus all receiving a
𝑓𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙; 𝑜 value of 1.
3.4.3.5. Environmental impact of waste processing of a product component per functional unit
The environmental profile for waste processing (𝐵𝑀𝐸𝐹𝑎; 𝑎𝑐) is calculated for each product
component, based on the applicable waste code (𝑎𝑐):
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BMEFt; tc
∗ fTvol; o ∗ Ts) + fv
1000
BMEFt; tc
∗ (BMEFac; v +
∗ fTvol; o ∗ Tv) + fr
1000
BMEFt; tc
(9)
∗ (BMEFac; r +
∗ fTvol; o ∗ Tr) + fh
1000
BMEFt; tc
∗ (BMEFac; h +
∗ fTvol; o ∗ Th) + fe
1000
BMEFt; tc
∗ (BMEFac; e +
∗ fTvol; o ∗ Te)
1000
Equation 9: Environmental impact of the combined profile for waste processing
Where:
fs/v/r/h
share of waste for landfill (𝑠), incineration (𝑣), recycling (𝑟), re-use (ℎ)
or own profile (𝑒) [%]
fe
share of own profile in waste processing [%]; 0 or 100%, no intermediate
values
BMEFac; x
environmental impact of type of disposal scenario 𝑎𝑐; waste for landfill
(𝑠), incineration (𝑣), recycling (𝑟), re-use (ℎ) or own profile (𝑒) [kg eq/kg
material]
BMEFt; tc
environmental impact of type of transport scenario 𝑡𝑐 [kg eq/tkm
material]
tc
transport code for type of transport scenario [-]; 𝑡𝑐 = 900 is the
standard base profile used for truck transport
fTvol; o
correction factor for volume or mass transport of a product component
[-]; set to 1
Ts/v/r/h/e one-way transport distance for type of disposal scenario; waste for
landfill (𝑠), incineration (𝑣), recycling (𝑟), re-use (ℎ) or own profile (𝑒)
[km]
BMEFa; ac = fs ∗ (BMEFac; s +

3.4.3.6. Scaling
Scaling of products occurs when other dimensions are used for the environmental evaluation
of a product instead of the default dimensions specified in a product card. Such a situation can
occur when the user decides to use custom dimensions for their building design rather than
the default dimensions specified in the NMD. The MPG methodology incorporates the
following three scaling options: (i) No scaling, (ii) Mass according to table scaling and (iii)
Directly proportional scaling. No scaling speaks for itself, no form of scaling is possible. With
the Mass according to table scaling option, the masses or quantities of the individual product
components are derived from a separate table provided by the specific product data supplier.
Directly proportional scaling entails that the mass per functional unit increases or decreases
to the same extent as the increase or decrease of the scalable dimensions. For example,
products such as foundation beams (who have a m1 functional unit) can be scaled on two
dimensions, these dimensions being their width and height. Products such as walls (who have
a m2 functional unit) can only be scaled on one dimension, this dimension being their width
(Figure 25) (SBK, 2013). In practice this means that a wall with a width of 200 mm would impact
the environment twice as much as a 100 mm thick wall.
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width

height

Figure 25: Scaling dimensions for a foundation beam (left) and a wall (right) (adapted from KARWEI (2018) and
Praxis (2018))

MPG-ENVIE incorporates the ‘No scaling’ and ‘Directly proportional scaling’ options, as no
separate tables were found that are necessary to integrate the ‘Mass according to table’
scaling option. If the type of scaling of a product is directly proportional, a scaling factor (𝑆𝑓𝑜)
is provided for each product component to indicate whether and to what extent the various
product components scale. However, no values for 𝑆𝑓𝑜 could be found in the NMD. The
Guidelines do state that this value should be anywhere between 0 and 1. The correct 𝑆𝑓𝑜
values for all product components could have been found by simple trial-and-error. However,
this would be a painstakingly long process. Therefore, the value for 𝑆𝑓𝑜 is set to 1 for each
product component, meaning that all product components scale in the same proportionate
fashion. It is recognized by the author that this will not always result in ‘realistic’ results for all
products. For example, this rule would be correct for a simple brick and mortar wall which
consists of two product components: brickwork and mortar. Both product components would
be proportionally scaled. However, if we were to apply the same rule to a wooden partition
wall with a plaster finish and flax core, it is highly unlikely that the wall’s plaster finishing will
scale proportionally. In other words, it is not likely that the plaster finishing will become
thicker. It is more likely that the plaster finishing will remain of the same width and the
wooden framing and flax core scale proportionally. Which means that the plaster finishing
should receive a 𝑆𝑓𝑜 value of 0 and the other two product components a 𝑆𝑓𝑜 value of 1. This
example is to illustrate the incorrectness of setting the value for 𝑆𝑓𝑜 to 1 for all product
components in certain cases.
To wrap things up, the overall scaling factor (𝑆𝑓𝑡𝑜𝑡) of a product component can be calculated
in the following manner:
Sftot = Sfp ∗ Sfo

(10)

Equation 10: Overall scaling factor of a product component
Where:
Sfp
scaling factor of a product [-], following equation (11) or (13)
Sfo
scaling factor of a product component [-]; set to 1
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The scaling factor (𝑆𝑓𝑝) of products that are scalable on only one dimension are calculated
according to equation (11) and (12), whereas the scaling factor (𝑆𝑓𝑝) of products scalable on
two dimensions are calculated following equation (13) and (14).
Dim1; bw − vast1
(11)
Dim1; def − vast1
Equation 11: Scaling factor of a product that is scalable on one dimension
Where:
Dim1; bw
dimension 1 of a product in the building [mm]
Dim1; def
default dimension 1 of a product [mm]
vast1
non-scalable component of dimension 1 of a product [mm], following
equation (12)
Sfp =

vast1 = Dim1; def − Dim1sch

(12)

Equation 12: Non-scalable component of dimension 1 of a product
Where:
Dim1; def
default dimension 1 of a product [mm]
Dim1sch
scalable component of dimension 1 of a product [mm]
Dim1; bw − vast1 Dim2; bw − vast2
(13)
∗
Dim1; def − vast1 Dim2; def − vast2
Equation 13: Scaling factor of a product that is scalable on two dimensions
Where:
Dim1; bw
dimension 1 of a product in the building [mm]
Dim1; def
default dimension 1 of a product [mm]
vast1
non-scalable component of dimension 1 of the product [mm], following
equation (12)
Dim2; bw
dimension 2 of a product in the building [mm]
Dim2; def
default dimension 2 of a product [mm]
vast2
non-scalable component of dimension 2 of a product [mm], following
equation (14)
Sfp =

vast2 = Dim2; def − Dim2sch

(14)

Equation 14: Non-scalable component of dimension 2 of a product
Where:
Dim2; def
default dimension 2 of a product [mm]
Dim2sch
scalable component of dimension 2 of a product [mm]
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Output
Output data and communication of results are the final steps towards the BIM-LCA integration
as proposed in this chapter. For this purpose, a graphical user interface (GUI) was developed
(Figure 26). MPG-ENVIE’s GUI is designed to be easy, efficient and intuitive to use so that
designers can quickly comprehend the embodied impacts of their design. The GUI consists of
six components: (i) File tab, (ii) User input, (iii) Catalogue, (iv) MPG results – Tabular, (v) MPG
results – Visual and (vi) MPG results – Plotted. Each component will be further elaborated
upon in the sections below.
i

ii

iii
v

iv

vi

Figure 26: MPG-ENVIE's user interface
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3.5.1. File tab
MPG-ENVIE’s File tab gives the user access to three file functions: (i) Open, (ii) Save and (iii)
Exit. Their functionality is straightforward and intuitive. The Open functionality prompt the
user to import an IFC file into MPG-ENVIE. The Save functionality allows for the user to save
the MPG results generated by MPG-ENVIE. Lastly, the Exit functionality closes the application.
3.5.2. User input
Once an IFC file is imported, the file’s basename appears in the IFC file label. A basename is
merely a file’s pathname, minus the prefixes up to the last slash. This functionality lets the
user know that an IFC file has been uploaded and enables the ‘Run MPG-ENVIE’ button. The
user is then prompted to perform two optional manual tasks: (i) choosing a Building Type and
(ii) setting the Gross Floor Area (GFA) of the building. It says optional because the default
values for Building Type (default: Residential) and Gross Floor Area (GFA) (default: 100) can
be left as they are and MPG-ENVIE will run just as well.
The Building Type input value lets the user choose between a Residential and a Utilitarian
building type. This input value is directly related to the life span of the building, defined as
𝐿𝐷𝑔 in Equation 1. If the user choses for a residential building type, the life span of the
building equals 75 years. Likewise, if the user choses a utilitarian building type, the life span
of the building equals 50 years. This rule is in accordance with the MPG calculation rules, which
state that in case of residential and utilitarian buildings a life span of 75 and 50 years
respectively must be adhered. The Gross Floor Area (GFA) input value lets the user input a
GFA value of at least 1. Recall from Section 3.4 that the MPG score is expressed as one shadow
price in euros per m2 GFA per year. In other words, the total shadow costs of the building are
divided by its GFA and life span. Thus, the Gross Floor Area (GFA) input value is directly related
to the final shadow price. Once the proper input values are set by the user, MPG-ENVIE can
be run by pressing the ‘Run MPG-ENVIE’ button.
3.5.3. Catalogue
The Catalogue provides an overview of all products available in MPG-ENVIE. As some MPG
results are broken down by means of product classification codes, the Catalogue gives the
user a quick overview of all classification codes and associated product descriptions.
3.5.4. MPG results
MPG-ENVIE incorporates three ways of presenting MPG results. Results are presented in
tabular, visual as well as plotted form. Each form of result presenting will be discussed in the
sections below.
3.5.4.1. Tabular
As discussed in Section 3.4, the result of a MPG calculation is an environmental profile that
consists of eleven environmental impacts. MPG-ENVIE provides a comprehensive tabular
overview of all eleven environmental impact categories and the environmental impacts which
contribute to them as well as the total environmental impact of the entire building design.
Additionally, the ‘BD2012’ row performs a Building Decree 2012 test, in accordance with
Article 5.9. This article stipulates that the shadow price of newly built residential and utilitarian
buildings with a GFA in excess of 100 m2 should be at most € 1.00 per m2 GFA per year. When
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the building design meets said requirement, it receives the label Approved, otherwise the
label Declined is shown. If the latter label is shown, this informs the user that an
environmental permit application for the current building design would be declined by the
local municipality under Article 5.9 of the Dutch Building Decree 2012. The building design
therefore needs to be improved in terms of its material-related environmental performance.
3.5.4.2. Visual
MPG-ENVIE was developed to enable a visualization of relevant information by color-coding
the objects’ geometry in a 3D view of the BIM model based on the calculated shadow costs.
To enable said 3D visualization, a classification system that subdivides objects based on their
properties or characteristics had to implemented. The objects represent the products present
in the building design and the characteristic these products are to be categorized on is their
shadow price. The classification system being integrated into MPG-ENVIE had to meet several
requirements: (i) it had to be scientifically-grounded, (ii) simple to apply and (iii) easily
interpretable. Haas (1997) developed such a classification system in 1997 for his doctoral
research at Eindhoven University of Technology, which came to be known as the TWIN-model.
The TWIN-model can predict the environmental impacts and health risks within certain
defined performance levels, based on the LCA methodology. Continued development efforts
by the Nederlands Instituut voor Bouwbiologie en Ecologie (NIBE) resulted in the MPG
methodology being implemented in the TWIN-model. As such, the TWIN-model classification
system allows for comparison of the shadow prices of different products. The TWIN-model
distinguishes seven environmental classes, as shown in Table 9. The value ranges of these
classes have been established by NIBE.
Table 9: TWIN-model environmental classes (NIBE, 2018b)
Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Description
Best choice
Good choice
Acceptable choice
Less good choice
Not advisable choice
Bad choice
Unacceptable choice

Environmental impact factor (-)
1.00 – 1.58
1.59 – 2.74
2.75 – 4.73
4.74 – 8.17
8.18 – 14.12
14.13 – 24.40
>= 24.41

The TWIN-model classification system compares different products within a certain product
group. For example, non-load-bearing massive walls are defined by the NL/SfB code 22.03.
This four-digit classification code defines a product group that potentially includes a wide
variety of products. A product with NL/SfB code 22.03.024, which defines a brickwork wall, is
then considered to be a member of the 22.03 product group. From an environmental point of
view, a product group always has one product that is the best option. This is the product that
has the lowest shadow price per functional unit (e.g. m2 in case of walls). The shadow price of
this product is considered the reference value and the product itself receives an Environmental
Impact Factor (EIF) of 1, automatically putting it in the ‘Best choice’ class. To classify the other
products within the same product group, the shadow prices of the other products are related
to the reference value. For illustration purposes, let us again look at the ‘non-load-bearing
massive walls’ example. Assume the product with lowest shadow price within the non-loadbearing massive walls product group is a limestone masonry wall. It has a shadow price of,
say, € 1.50 per m2 of wall, which is considered the reference value. The fictional shadow price
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of the brickwork wall is € 6.00 per m2 of wall. The EIF for the brickwork wall can now be
calculated by dividing the shadow price of the brickwork wall by the reference value (i.e. the
shadow price of the limestone masonry wall) – see Equation 15. Doing so results in an EIF of
4, putting the brickwork wall in the ‘Acceptable choice’ class. The same procedure is repeated
for each product.
shadow cost product € 6.00
(15)
=
=4
reference value
€ 1.50
Equation 15: Environmental impact factor
Lastly, to provide easy-to-interpret graphical feedback to the user, each TWIN-model class was
given a distinct color (Figure 27). The colors range from dark green to dark red, where dark
green denotes the ‘Best choice’ and dark red an ‘Unacceptable choice’. This way the
contribution of different products to the total environmental impact of the building becomes
more clear and environmental hotspots can be identified by the user.
EIF =

Class:
Color:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Figure 27: Color scheme TWIN-model classification system

3.5.4.3. Plotted
MPG-ENVIE provides two bar charts that each present the shadow costs in a different way.
The upper bar chart presents the shadow costs per product. This breakdown allows for the
individual contributions of building products to be compared and enables users to decide what
strategy should be employed to improve their building design. The lower bar chart presents
the shadow costs per impact category. Each calculated impact category is individually
viewable to allow the user to investigate one or more of the environmental impacts.

3.6.

Recap
MPG-ENVIE is an application that automatically obtains the BoQ of all building elements
present in a BIM model, links these to a LCA database of building products and materials, and
calculates the whole life embodied impacts of the proposed design using an objective
performance instrument that incorporates the ideas behind LCT and LCA. While MPG-ENVIE
provides significant benefits such as a workflow that utilizes the IFC schema to exploit building
information and an intuitive GUI which allows for environmental hotspots to be identified,
there are still drawbacks that need to be addressed in future versions of the application.
Several drawbacks have already been discussed throughout this chapter and others came to
light after MPG-ENVIE had been presented to three experts in the field of construction
consultancy and they were asked to fill in a short questionnaire. Two experts are currently
active as sustainability experts, whereas one works as a digital innovation engineer. All three
experts had prior experience with the MPG methodology or were still using it in their current
line of work. After MPG-ENVIE was explained and they were given ten minutes to familiarize
themselves with the application, they were presented a short questionnaire of five questions.
Appendix IV presents an overview of the questionnaire’s results and Table 10 provides an
enumeration of points that need further improvement.
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Table 10: Current drawbacks
Area
Input

Analysis

Output

Explanation
IFC extracts generated by Revit and SketchUp are currently supported. Coupling
with other software applications is lacking.
Assumptions were made for the values of three input variables possibly resulting in
incorrect outcomes.
Two out of the three possible scaling options were implemented.
Limited to products that are classified with the NL/SfB classification system due to
the obligatory use of NMD data to perform a MPG calculation.
A database of building products was manually set up in Microsoft Excel. This may
be not the most appropriate solution.
In SketchUp, only the wall areas that are rectangular in shape and that do not have
any openings can be calculated.
Module B3, B6 and B7 are currently not included.
Shadow costs only be calculated for wall elements.
Results are only presented on a product level, not a product component level.
Translucency of building elements would improve the 3D viewing experience.
No possibility to individually view products in the 3D viewer.
No live link with software applications.
Questionable whether an application that can directly run on the user’s system is
the most appropriate solution.
No interactive feedback loops that provide suggestions to improve the building
design.
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4. The ‘Basic Walls’ case
To illustrate how MPG-ENVIE works, a screening LCA study of a simple building design was
conducted. The ‘Basic Walls’ model, its name referring to the simplicity of the model, is an
early schematic design of the ground floor level of a residential building. As MPG-ENVIE has
been specifically developed for IFC extracts generated by Revit and SketchUp, the same
building design was created in both software applications. The two example BIM models were
analyzed for their life cycle environmental impacts, referred to as the base scenario. Then,
based on the building elements contributing highest to the total environmental impacts of the
building, an alternative scenario was assessed to explore environmental improvement
opportunities. To validate the results generated by MPG-ENVIE, the base scenario case was
also conducted in MPGCalc and MRPI-MPG – both free-to-use MPG applications.
The structure of this chapter follows three out of the four LCA steps as presented in the ISO
14040: Goal and scope definition, Impact assessment and Interpretation, leaving out the
Inventory analysis step. The Inventory analysis step is not relevant in this specific case seeing
that the NMD provides precalculated LCA data.
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Goal and scope definition
The Basic Walls model was created in both Revit and SketchUp, as illustrated in Figure 28. Four
exterior load-bearing walls and two interior non-load-bearing walls were included in the
building design. All elements were modelled at LOD 200. The four exterior walls are made of
200 mm thick brickwork and the two interior walls represent 100 mm thick partition walls with
a plaster finish and flax core. Each wall element is 2.5 m1 in height, giving the external and
internal walls a total surface area of 75 m2 and 24.375 m2 respectively. The building has a
residential function and its fictional GFA amounts to 54 m2 (fictional as no actual floor slabs
were modelled). The functional unit of the performed screening LCA is the entire building with
a corresponding life span of 75 years. Regarding the system boundaries, the screening LCA is
performed for the whole life cycle, including extraction of raw materials and construction, use
and end-of-life activities. These phases correspond to module A1-A3, A4-A5, B1-B2, B4-B5, C1C4 and D, following the NEN-EN 15978:2011 (NEN, 2011). Module B3, B6 and B7 are not taken
into consideration, as explained in Section 3.4.1. The results are provided per building
product, per impact category and per m2 of GFA per year. In both Revit and SketchUp, the
Basic Walls model had to be set up in a different way. The setup for each software application
will now be discussed in the following two sections.

Figure 28: The Basic Walls case BIM models – Revit (left), SketchUp (right)

4.1.1. Revit setup
Revit works with the concept of families. A family is a group of elements with a common set
of properties, called parameters, and a related graphical representation (Autodesk, 2018).
Revit offers a range of predefined families, such as the Basic Wall family, but they can also be
created from scratch. Each family can have multiple types that hold the same or different
parameter values, such as Width or Assembly Code parameter values, but they always share
the same set of parameters (e.g. the Width and Assembly Code parameter).
In Revit, two types of the Basic Wall family were created: Wall 1 and Wall 2. Two predefined
type parameters were used for each type: Width and Assembly Code. Wall 1 received a width
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value of ‘200’ and an assembly code value of ‘28.01.029’, identifying each instance of the Wall
1 type as a brick and mortar wall with a thickness of 200 mm. Likewise, Wall 2 received a Width
value of ‘100’ and an assembly code value of ’22.03.001’, identifying each instance of the Wall
2 type as a 100 mm thick partition wall with a plaster finish and flax core. Figure 29 shows the
parameters of the Wall 1 and Wall 2 type.

Figure 29: Parameters of the Wall 1 (left) and Wall 2 (right) type in Revit

4.1.2. SketchUp setup
SketchUp on the other hand offers the possibility of working with the concept of components.
A component is a named collection of geometry that can exist at multiple locations within the
BIM model. Each instance is a repetition of all others and a change to one instance changes all
other instances (SketchUp, 2018). The SketchUp equivalent of Revit’s parameters are called
attributes. SketchUp allows for attributes to be assigned to a component using Dynamic
Components. Predefined attributes like Name, Summary, Description and ItemCode can be
added, but also custom ones. Each component can be made Unique, after which their behavior
resembles that of a Revit type. Additionally, SketchUp’s BIM Classifier function allows for IFC
classification types to be associated with components.
In SketchUp, two components were created: Wall 1 and Wall 2. Both components received
the following attributes: an ItemCode attribute that identifies an element by its classification
code, and Height, Length and Width attributes that define the dimensioning specifications of
an element. The Height and Length attributes were added so that the gross side area of a wall
could be calculated. Wall 1 and Wall 2 were also made Unique and received the IfcWall
classification type, to identify any occurrence of these two components as a wall. Like in Revit,
Wall 1 received a Width value of ‘200’ and an ItemCode value of ‘28.01.029’, identifying each
instance of Wall 1 as a brick and mortar wall with a thickness of 200 mm. Likewise, Wall 2
received a Width value of ‘100’ and an ItemCode value of ’22.03.001’, identifying each
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instance of Wall 2 as a 100 mm thick partition wall with a plaster finish and flax core. Figure
30 shows the attributes of the Wall 1 and Wall 2 entities.

Figure 30: Attributes of the Wall 1 (left) and Wall 2 (right) entities in SketchUp

4.2.

Impact assessment
After introducing the required parameters and attributes in the two BIM models, MPG-ENVIE
could automatically identify the identities of the wall elements by their classification,
quantities could be extracted, and environmental impacts calculated.

4.2.1. Environmental impacts of the base scenario
The impact assessment results for the base scenario were identical for both uploaded IFC files
(Appendix V). Results will therefore only be shown for the Revit case (Figure 31). With shadow
costs of € 577.35 and € 332.79, global warming potential (GWP) and human toxicity potential
(HTP) are the main contributors to the building’s total shadow cost of € 1,153.15, while other
impact categories contribute significantly less. It can also be observed that the building design
meets the requirements set by the Building Decree 2012. The calculated shadow price of €
0.28 per m2 GFA per year is well below the threshold value of € 1.00 per m2 GFA per year. The
breakdown of the shadow costs per product shows that the four exterior load-bearing walls
are the main contributors towards the total shadow costs. More than 82 percent of the total
shadow costs can be linked to the exterior walls. This is likely due to the surface area of the
exterior walls being higher than that of the interior walls, 75 m2 versus 24.375 m2 to be exact.
Furthermore, the TWIN-model classification system classified the four exterior load-bearing
walls as a ‘Not advisable choice’, while the two interior non-load-bearing walls perform slightly
better and fall into the ‘Less good choice’ class. This clearly shows which walling instances
should be given special focus in further design decisions.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 31: Case study results – base scenario
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4.2.2. Comparison to alternative scenario
The product breakdown shown in Figure 31b suggests that the most likely route to reducing
the total shadow costs of the building design is by reducing the shadow costs of the four
exterior load-bearing walls (classified as 28.01.029). One of the key factors linked to the
environmental improvement of buildings is the choice of construction materials. Currently,
the exterior walls are made of plain brick and mortar, contributing significantly to the total
environmental impacts of the building and identified as a ‘Not advisable choice’ by the TWINmodel classification system. Thus, replacing the brick and mortar walls with a more
environmentally friendly product would make sense when trying to reduce the total
environmental effects of the building. The standard brick and mortar walls employed in the
building design could be replaced by rammed earth, which is widely considered to be an ecofriendly construction material. The NMD identifies exterior load-bearing walls made of
rammed earth with the classification code 28.01.028. In both Revit and SketchUp, Wall 1’s
classification code was updated to 28.01.028, identifying each instance as a 200 mm thick
rammed earth wall. Two IFC extracts were created for this alternative scenario and opened in
MPG-ENVIE. Like the base scenario, the impact assessment results for the alternative scenario
were also exactly identical for both uploaded IFC files (Appendix V). The results will therefore
(again) only be shown for the Revit case.
Figure 32 provides an overview of the case study results per environmental impact category
for the alternative scenario. The two highest contributing impact categories are still global
warming potential (GWP) and human toxicity potential (HTP), with shadow costs of € 196.81
and € 190.72 respectively. Replacing the brick and mortar exterior walls for rammed earth
equivalents resulted in the total shadow costs of the building seeing a decrease from €
1,153.15 to € 526.80, a reduction of 54 percent. The shadow price shows a similar reduction
and has decreased from € 0.28 to € 0.13, emphasizing the improved environmental
performance of the building design. The breakdown per product shows that the shadow costs
for the four exterior walls have dropped from € 952.90 to € 326.60. This significant reduction
in environmental impacts is also demonstrated by the TWIN-model classification system,
which now classifies the exterior walls in the ‘Acceptable choice’ class.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 32: Case study results – alternative scenario
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Interpretation of results
To validate the results generated by MPG-ENVIE, the base scenario case was also conducted
in MPGCalc and MRPI-MPG – two MPG calculation instruments that have been officially
validated by SBK. Developed by engineering and consultancy firm DGMR, MPGCalc is free-todownload Windows software that enables users to perform environmental impact
estimations based on the MPG methodology. MPGCalc integrates all products and materials
available in the NMD and requires users to select these products based on the building being
analyzed. Quantities are added manually by the user, after which the environmental impacts
as well as the shadow costs of the building are calculated. MRPI-MPG is developed by W/E
Adviseurs and offers the same functionality as MPGCalc. However, instead of being an
application that needs to be downloaded, MRPI-MPG was developed as a web-based
application.
In both MPGCalc and MRPI-MPG, the appropriate products were selected, and their
dimensioning specifications manually input, thereby mimicking the characteristics of the base
scenario Basic Walls model. Table 11 provides an overview of the results generated by
MPGCalc and MRPI-MPG and shows the variations compared to MPG-ENVIE’s results. It is
immediately noticeable that MPG-ENVIE’s shadow costs per impact category are slightly
higher than the shadow costs per impact category generated by the other two applications.
The percentual differences per impact category generally range from 2.47 percent to 6.94
percent. Striking is the difference of 74.47 percent for the TETP impact category. The
percentual differences between the three applications become less apparent when the
individual shadow costs are aggregated into a total. The difference then only being 2.97
percent. This means that a building design assessed by MPG-ENVIE is subject to stricter
evaluation criteria than if it were assessed by one of the two other applications. The most
likely cause of these differences would be the assumptions that had to be made for the values
of the variables 𝑂𝑔𝑒𝑛, 𝑓𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙; 𝑜 and 𝑆𝑓𝑜, as explained in Section 3.4.3. This will be discussed
in more detail in Section 5.2.5.
Table 11: Comparison of base scenario results
Embodied impact (kg eq)
Impact
MPG
MRPIMPGcategory
Calc
MPG
ENVIE
Depletion
ADPel
0.00
0.00
0.02
ADPff
57.30
57.30
59.32
Emissions
GWP
11,268.10
11,268.10
11,547.03
ODP
0.00
0.00
0.00
POCP
4.80
4.80
5.00
AP
32.70
32.70
33.88
EP
5.70
5.70
5.94
HTP
3,586.80
3,586.80
3,697.71
FAETP
48.10
48.10
51.41
MAETP
309,222.20 309,222.20 321,045.83
TETP
7.76
7.76
13.68
Total
Shadow price

MPG
Calc
€ 9.17
€ 0.00
€ 9.17
€ 1,110.75
€ 563.41
€ 0.00
€ 9.60
€ 130.80
€ 51.30
€ 322.81
€ 1.44
€ 30.92
€ 0.47
€ 1,119.92
€ 0.28

Shadow cost (€)
MRPIMPGMPG
ENVIE
€ 9.17
€ 9.49
€ 0.00
€ 0.00
€ 9.17
€ 9.49
€ 1,110.75 € 1,143.66
€ 563.41
€ 577.35
€ 0.00
€ 0.03
€ 9.60
€ 10.00
€ 130.80
€ 135.53
€ 51.30
€ 53.48
€ 322.81
€ 332.79
€ 1.44
€ 1.54
€ 30.92
€ 32.10
€ 0.47
€ 0.82
€ 1,119.92 € 1,153.15
€ 0.28
€ 0.28

Variation
+3.49%
–
+3.49%
+2.96%
+2.47%
–
+4.17%
+3.62%
+4.25%
+3.09%
+6.94%
+3.82%
+74.47%
+2.97%
–
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5. Conclusion and outlook
This chapter forms the final piece of this thesis. The research question will be answered by
discussing each sub-question individually. Thereafter, the applied research methodology and
validity of results will be discussed. Lastly, recommendations for further research will be given
based on future development opportunities to enhance MPG-ENVIE’s functionality as well as
current developments in the field of BIM-based LCA.
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Research questions
The work in this thesis illustrates the growing interest and possibilities of integrating the LCA
methodology with BIM models during the early stages of design. LCA studies on the one hand
are commonly difficult to apply during the early design stages, whereas BIM models’ design
parameters can be used to ease the application of LCA. At the same time there is increasing
need for systematic analysis of the life cycle-related embodied impacts of building elements.
Hence, the work in this thesis explored how the integration of LCA and BIM can enable an
automated environmental impact assessment of the whole life embodied impacts of building
elements during the early design stages. The primary objective of this study was to show that
a BIM-based assessment of embodied impacts can give designers the freedom to focus on
conceptual design while at the same time keeping track of the potential effects of material
and design decisions. To achieve said objective, the following research question was posed:

How can the integration of LCA with BIM enable an automated
environmental impact assessment of the whole life embodied impacts of
building elements during the early design stages?

To enhance the application of LCA in the early design stages, a user-friendly application was
developed that enables designers to quickly comprehend the embodied impacts of their
designs. The BIM-based LCA tool presented in this thesis enables an automated environmental
impact assessment of the embodied effects of building elements during the early design
stages. Its functional requirements were established by a combination of literature study and
interviews with experts in the field of BIM and LCA. A case study of a simple building design
was presented in a way to apprise designers about the workflow of the proposed BIM-LCA
integration. The above stated research question can be answered by means of its four subquestions, which will each be answered hereinafter.
SQ1.

How can the environmental impact of building elements be quantified and evaluated
by means of the LCA methodology?

LCA, as standardized in the ISO 14040 series of standards, is a scientifically-grounded
technique for assessing the environmental aspects and potential impacts associated with a
product by compiling an inventory of relevant inputs and outputs of a system, evaluating the
potential environmental impacts associated with those inputs and outputs, and interpreting
the results of the inventory and impact assessment phases in relation to the scope and
objectives of the LCA study. In general, the environmental impacts over the whole life cycle
are evaluated, but the LCA methodology can also be customized to exclude or include specific
life cycle phases or processes. Due to this versatility, the LCA framework is used as a support
tool for environmental management and decision-making across different global sectors,
including the construction industry.
SQ2.

How is LCA currently applied in the construction industry?

The general methodological framework of LCA can be directly applied to buildings. However,
its application in the construction industry remains a challenging task due to the relatively long
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lifespan of buildings, a shorter lifespan of certain building elements and materials, the unique
nature of buildings, varying distances to factories and the many changes in function and form
a building may undergo over its lifetime. Consequently, LCA studies in the construction
industry cannot always be completed with the same level of detail as in other sectors. The
EeBGuide Project therefore defined three levels of LCA studies, being screening, simplified
and complete LCAs. These three types of LCA studies differ, among others, in terms of data
representativeness, completeness of the assessment and documentation and communication
of LCA results. Screening and simplified LCAs are particularly useful in the early design stages
to identify environmental hotspots, while complete LCAs are more suited for the advanced
stages of a building project.
It was found that LCA studies related to the embodied impacts of building materials are usually
performed on the material, product, building or industry level. Although all these LCA studies
are carried out within the general framework of the ISO 14040 series of standards, they differ
in terms of applied functional unit, used inventory data and impact assessment method,
studied impact categories and considered life cycle phases or coverage of processes.
Furthermore, the development of LCA tools has become a particularly important area of
application to incentivize LCA application in the construction industry. Like the LCA studies
employed by academia, the field of LCA tools is also vast and tools vary to a great extent. Most
LCA tools have been developed for a post-construction evaluation of the building by a LCA
expert and are therefore mainly applied in scientific research, limiting the uptake by non-LCA
experts in design practice.
SQ3.

How can BIM and LCA be combined to facilitate the environmental impact
assessment of early schematic building designs?

BIM is a process of generating, extracting and re-using digital building information during the
service life of a building with the use of BIM models. A BIM model is generally realized with
object-oriented software and consists of parametric objects representing building elements.
BIM objects do not only function as physical placeholders but can also hold information useful
for an environmental impact assessment. Moreover, BIM reduces the need for manual data
input and improves communication between project participants and has the potential to
facilitate establishing a BoQ. In essence, BIM harmonizes both the information of building
elements in the BIM model and the evaluation of their environmental impacts. The integration
of BIM and LCA is therefore seen as a way to obtain quick and effective results of the
environmental performance of a building and to entrench the application of LCA in early
design practice.
SQ4.

How can a BIM-based LCA application facilitate more efficient decision-making in the
early design stages?

The application of MPG-ENVIE to a case study showed that it is possible to assess the
embodied impacts of an early stage schematic design and subsequently improve the building
design based on the building elements contributing highest to the total embodied impacts of
the building. IFC extracts generated by two prominent BIM software applications could be
interpreted and results were presented through an intuitive GUI in the form of comprehensive
tabular, graphical and plotted outputs. Color-coding the geometry of BIM model objects
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provides an intuitive way to communicate the embodied impact of individual building
elements. Thus, MPG-ENVIE addresses several of the requirements formulated in literature
regarding the application of BIM-based LCA in the early stages of design.

5.2.

Discussion
The presented work in this thesis shows that it is possible to achieve environmental gains
through the ability to take a systematic analysis of a building, element by element. In the early
stages of design, designers can achieve substantial reductions in embodied impacts by
changing building element parameters. However, several points related to the applied
methodology as well as the validity of results can be put up for discussion.

5.2.1. Choice of BIM-LCA integration
The literature predominantly describes two main streams of BIM-LCA integration. One stream
utilizes open exchange standards such as IFC to allow for an environmental impact assessment
by different BIM software, while the other stream incorporates the assessment procedure
within a single BIM environment. While the IFC schema offers a solution to the lack of
interoperability between different software applications, a drawback of IFC as a central
information repository is that each time the environmental performance of the building
design is to be determined the designer is required to perform an IFC export (Antón & Díaz,
2014). An IFC export usually requires certain settings to be set by the user for the IFC extract
to incorporate the correct building information. This is an additional action the user must
perform, thereby increasing the possibility of human errors influencing the validity of endresults. Recent scientific studies on BIM-based LCA therefore tend more towards BIM-LCA
solutions that provide real-time assessment based on design decisions made directly in the
building design (Bueno et al., 2018; Röck et al., 2018b; Tsikos & Negendahl, 2017). In this
context, the use of visual scripting languages, such as Dynamo or Grasshopper, could prove
valuable in providing a workflow that allows for real-time assessment in a single BIM
environment without the need for an additional export to IFC. Rock et al. (2018b) suggest that
such a workflow could also support the implementation of an incremental environmental
performance assessment of the BIM model that extends beyond the early design stages alone.
From a practical point of view, it is also debatable which form of BIM-LCA integration is most
appropriate in relation to the corporate setting. For example, the larger contractors and
consultancy companies (e.g. BAM, Heijmans, Arcadis etc.) are characterized by having a
multitude of in-house disciplines, ranging from construction and financial engineers to
building physics specialists. To align the hand-over moments between these different
disciplines, design software is often purchased from a single vendor (e.g. Autodesk). These
vendors typically offer a range of software solutions that are all interoperable, eliminating the
need for a common exchange standard such as IFC. Thus, the corporate setting can, to a large
extent, dictate which form of BIM-LCA integration would be most suitable to accommodate in
a companies’ needs.
5.2.2. SketchUp as a BIM application
SketchUp is known for its ease of use and particularly strong in fast, conceptual design in the
early design stages. Mass studies can be quickly set up, allowing for different design options
to be examined. In addition, SketchUp allows for information to be added to components,
which can then be exported to IFC. Despite its many promising features, SketchUp is usually
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portrayed as a software application that is not suited for BIM, let alone to facilitate a BIMbased LCA study. In a way this is true, the results of this study have shown that SketchUp does
lack certain functionalities to call it a true BIM application. Most notably, SketchUp’s IFC
exporter lacks the possibility to export base quantities. A functionality that other design
applications such as Revit have already incorporated. Several attributes therefore had to be
manually added to building element components. If SketchUp were to incorporate a base
quantity export functionality like Revit’s, this would facilitate in the process of obtaining a
BoQ. As a result, SketchUp’s position as a BIM application in general would surely improve and
as a design tool that can be used in early stage environmental performance assessment,
making it a true competitor in the BIM design software arena.
5.2.3. NMD as LCA data source
The NMD relies heavily on market parties to voluntarily include their LCA data. Data suppliers
have to go through a validation procedure where they have to construct an environmental
profile of the product they want to include in the NMD. In the current system there is hardly
any incentive for data suppliers to go through this procedure as fees are involved and the time
it takes is substantial. Due to the way the NMD data collection system works, certain risks lurk.
For one, there is a risk of lack of project specific data. It is not inconceivable that certain
construction projects require building products that are not included in the NMD. Still, the
material-related environmental performance of these projects must be quantified by means
of the MPG methodology and thus with the use of NMD data. Should equivalent products be
used in the MPG calculation? If so, what do these results say about the actual environmental
performance of the building? Moreover, product specifications in construction practice
change in such rapid fashion that the latest products will never be available in the NMD. The
fact that the NMD is only updated with new content half yearly exacerbates the problem of
outdated data. An important role is reserved for government to improve upon this situation.
Seeing how environmental considerations are emerging as a criterion in governmental policy,
it is not inconceivable that Dutch government will make it obligatory to demonstrate the
material-related environmental performance of building products by means of a validation
system similar to that of EPDs. The validation system surrounding the NMD could serve as the
obligatory system to which building products must conform. This could solve the problem of
outdated and non-specific data.
5.2.4. Derivation of functional requirements and number of questionnaires
Unstructured interviews were held with 22 professionals in the field of BIM and LCA to derive
the functional requirements of MPG-ENVIE. It is questionable if the unstructured interview
technique was the most appropriate interview technique to derive the functional
requirements. While unstructured interviews give the interviewer more flexibility in
questioning and the opportunity to probe for a deeper understanding of answers provided by
the interviewee, it could have led to an incomplete or incorrect list of functional requirements.
The standardized form of questioning that characterizes the structured interview technique
could have led to more consistency in the answers provided by interviewees. Furthermore,
the number of questionnaires was on the low side. Only three experts were asked for their
opinion about MPG-ENVIE, making the added value of this research technique questionable.
A higher number of experts and a longer list of questions could have led to improved results.
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5.2.5. Validity of results
The case study demonstrated that results generated by MPG-ENVIE and two other
applications differ. The most likely cause of these differences would be the assumptions that
had to be made for the values of the variables 𝑂𝑔𝑒𝑛, 𝑓𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙; 𝑜 and 𝑆𝑓𝑜, as explained in Section
3.4.3. The first two variables are both factors that add a certain percentage on top of the initial
environmental impacts of product components to correct for either the use of Category 3 data
or the way a product component is transported. For each product component, the possible
values for 𝑂𝑔𝑒𝑛 range from 0 to 0.30 and the values for 𝑓𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙; 𝑜 vary between 0 to 1. A higher
value for both these variables implies a higher environmental impact. As the values for 𝑂𝑔𝑒𝑛
and 𝑓𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙; 𝑜 could not be found, their respective values were set equal to 0.30 and 1 for all
product components. These are necessary assumptions, but it may have led to MPG-ENVIE
generating environmental impact values that are higher than they need be. The same situation
applies to the assumed values for the variable 𝑆𝑓𝑜. 𝑆𝑓𝑜 denotes a scaling factor of a product
component between 0 and 1. The value of 𝑆𝑓𝑜 was set to 1 for all product components, which
means that product components all scale in a directly proportionate fashion. An example was
provided in Section 3.4.3.6 to illustrate that this assumption is incorrect in certain cases. This
too could have led to discrepancies in the end-results.

5.3.

Recommendations
In its current form, MPG-ENVIE is merely a proof-of-concept. Drawbacks of the application
have already been summarized in Section 3.6, of which most can be translated to
improvement possibilities. Additionally, recommendations can be given based on current
developments in the field of BIM-based LCA. Future development opportunities to enhance
MPG-ENVIE’s functionality include:
• IFC extracts – MPG-ENVIE has been specifically developed for IFC extracts generated by
Revit and SketchUp two of the main design applications used in the early design stages.
Future work could explore how other design applications, such as ArchiCAD and Tekla,
could be integrated in MPG-ENVIE’s workflow. It may very well be that the current script
supports the extraction of building information from IFC extracts generated by other
applications, but this not yet been tested.
• Building elements – MPG-ENVIE was built around two walling element typologies: (i)
exterior load-bearing walls and (ii) interior non-load-bearing walls. A complete LCA of a
building however entails that the embodied impact of all building elements is quantified.
A possibility for future work would therefore be to incorporate other building elements in
the application. Structural elements and installation equipment would be a good place to
start as these building elements are major contributors to a buildings’ embodied impact.
• Life cycle processes – Several life cycle processes were not included in MPG-ENVIE, being
repair, operational energy use and operational water use. Repair was excluded as this
process is currently not operationalized in the MPG methodology, while operational
energy and water use were not relevant for the material-related environmental
performance of a building. To provide a more complete picture of the life cycle impacts of
a building, future work could examine how these missing life cycle processes can be
incorporated.
• Quantities – SketchUp’s IFC exporter does not offer the possibility of storing quantities in
the IfcElementQuantity property set. As such, several attributes were to be manually
added to individual SketchUp components for length and area measures to be derived. An
alternative method that was mentioned but not further explored, was the use of the
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PythonOCC library to create geometrical shapes around IFC objects, allowing for width and
surface areas to be automatically calculated and subsequently extracted. Future work
could therefore explore the use of this method for extraction of quantities in SketchUp.
Assessment level – MPG-ENVIE allows for different products to be compared. Products
are building elements that consist of a predefined material composition (i.e. product
components). While this way of assessing reveals a lot about the environmental impacts
of building concepts in general, it may sometimes be desirable to examine products based
on their material composition. For example, for a wall it could be of added value to
examine the environmental consequences of different types of insulation or finishing.
Exploring the possibilities of assessing the environmental impacts at different levels would
therefore be an interesting research direction.
User experience – General recommendations to improve user experience include: (i)
viewing of individual building elements or groups of elements, (ii) translucency of building
elements in the 3D viewer, (iii) interactive feedback loops that provide suggestions to
improve the building design, (iv) live link with BIM software applications and (v) a webbased application could result in more exposure and easier access for users.
Extension to BREEAM-NL – The overall environmental performance of Dutch buildings is
generally assessed by means of the BREAAM-NL quality mark. This method includes nine
assessment categories, of which the material-related environmental performance of the
building is one. Each category comprises different subjects for which points can be
obtained. One of the subjects (MAT 1) prescribes the MPG framework as methodology to
quantify the embodied impact of materials. In order to achieve as broad a support base as
possible, future work could incorporate BREEAM-NL’s scoring system.
Addition of cost analysis – Besides environmental considerations, the monetary
implications of acquiring, owning and disposing of a building are important factors to
consider in early stage decision-making. Future work could therefore explore the
possibility of combining LCA and Life Cycle Cost Assessment (LCCA) – a method for
assessing the total cost of facility ownership. This would allow for an assessment of the
most cost-effective means to environmental improvement.
BIM-based LCA beyond the early design stages – Current BIM-LCA approaches generally
follow one of two trends. Either they use complex BIM models in later design stages, or
they are based on simplified approaches only applicable in the early design stages. MPGENVIE being an example of an application that falls in the latter category. The work
presented in this thesis could therefore be extended to decision-making beyond the early
design stages and applied to the later stages in the building design process. Additionally,
future work could also explore the potential of applying LCA continuously over the entire
building design process to assess the embodied environmental impacts by using the data
provided by BIM models with as much accuracy as possible in each design stage. Recent
work by Cavallierre et al. (2019) has demonstrated that such an approach will most likely
require different inventory databases with different levels of detail for the specific LOD’s
of the BIM model at each design stage.
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Başak Karabulet
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Date
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Arcadis

Amersfoort

09-10-2018

BREEAM, MPG

Bram Tegels

Arcadis

Amersfoort

30-10-2018

BIM

Freek Wullink

Arcadis

Consultant
(Sustainability)
Senior Project
Leader
(Buildings)/Consult
ant (BIM)
Consultant
(Sustainability)

Joop Zuur

Arcadis

Digital Innovation
Engineer

Loet van Bracht

Arcadis

19-09-2018
03-10-2018
16-10-2018
29-10-2018
06-11-2018
07-01-2019
25-09-2018

Sustainability
Sustainability
Sustainability
BIM, IFC, MPG
BIM, IFC, MPG
BIM, IFC, MPG
BIM

Luc Cartigny

Arcadis

Amersfoort

13-12-2018

MPG

Michel Fiscalini

Arcadis

Amersfoort

05-09-2018

BIM

Mick Hendrix

Arcadis

Amersfoort

25-09-2018

MPG

Miguel Verweij

Arcadis

Amersfoort

03-09-2018

BIM

Raluca Suru

Arcadis

Amersfoort

12-09-2018

MPG

Ronald van Walsum

Arcadis

Rotterdam

23-10-2018

BIM, MPG

Thomas Moll

Arcadis

Den Bosch

18-12-2018

MPG

Toine Fokkens

Arcadis

Den Bosch

18-12-2018

MPG

Tom Borst

Arcadis
Arcadis

Amersfoort
Rotterdam
Rotterdam

06-09-2018
23-10-2018
23-11-2018

BIM, MPG

Victor Pastoor
Walter Frehe

Arcadis

Arnhem

15-11-2018

Wouter Huurman

Arcadis

Amersfoort

22-11-2018

Application
workflow
Sustainability, MPG

Wouter Schik

Arcadis

Head of
Department BD&E
Senior Consultant
(Building Physics)
Designer
(Buildings)/Consult
ant (BIM)
Consultant
(Building Physics)
Project Leader
(Buildings)
Consultant
(Sustainability)
Senior Designer
(Building Services)
Senior Project
Leader
(Constructions)
Designer
(Constructions)
Senior Consultant
(Constructions)
Senior Consultant
(Building Services)
Senior Consultant
(Costs)
Consultant
(Sustainability)
Senior Consultant
(Sustainability)

Amersfoort
Amersfoort
Amersfoort
Amersfoort
Amersfoort
Amersfoort
Amersfoort

Amersfoort

29-10-2018

MPG, sustainability

External
Jeroen Verberne
Mike van Vliet
Miltos Gkatzios
Thomas Krijnen

Copper8
Alba Concepts
BIM-Connected
TU/e

Amsterdam
Eindhoven
Eindhoven
Eindhoven

05-06-2018
10-09-2018
21-11-2018
28-11-2018

Sustainability
Sustainability
BIM, IFC
IFC

Consultant
Consultant
Consultant
Doctoral
Researcher

BREEAM, MPG
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74.
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""" IMPORTS """

import
import
import
import

sys
os
pandas as pd
numpy as np

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib import style
style.use('seaborn')
from matplotlib.backends.backend_qt4agg import FigureCanvasQTAgg as FigureCanvas
import ifcopenshell
import ifcopenshell.geom
settings = ifcopenshell.geom.settings()
settings.set(settings.USE_PYTHON_OPENCASCADE, True)
from OCC.Display.backend import get_backend
get_backend("qt-pyqt4")
import OCC.Display.qtDisplay
from OCC.Display.qtDisplay import qtViewer3d
from OCC.gp import *
import OCC.Bnd
import OCC.BRepBndLib
from PyQt4 import QtGui, QtCore
from gui_mpg7 import Ui_MainWindow
from itertools import groupby, chain
from operator import itemgetter
""" 1. INPUT """

# Reads the Excel sheets.
product = pd.read_excel("NMD database.xlsx", sheet_name=0)
tc = pd.read_excel("NMD database.xlsx", sheet_name=1)
pc = pd.read_excel("NMD database.xlsx", sheet_name=2)
ac = pd.read_excel("NMD database.xlsx", sheet_name=3)
# Changes the standard index list (0, 1, 2 etc.)
# to the index of the building_product, tc, pc and ac column in the Excel file.
product.index = product['building_product']
tc.index = tc['tc']
pc.index = pc['pc']
ac.index = ac['ac']
# Extracts data from the uploaded IFC file.
class IFCInputExtractor:
def __init__(self, ifc_file):
self.ifc_file = ifc_file
def assembly_codes(self):
# Empty list that will be used to store all classification codes.
codes = []
# Extract the IfcApplication type.
application = self.ifc_file.by_type("IfcApplication")
# Get a list of all walls in the IFC file.
walls = self.ifc_file.by_type("IfcWall")
for attribute in application:
name = attribute.ApplicationFullName
if "Revit" in name:
# Iterate over all walls and extract their classification codes.
for wall in walls:
for rel in wall.HasAssociations:
if rel.is_a("IfcRelAssociatesClassification"):
codes.append(rel.RelatingClassification.ItemReference)
elif "SketchUp" or "sketchup" in name:
# Iterate over all walls and extract their classification codes.
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for wall in walls:
if wall.IsDefinedBy:
definitions = wall.IsDefinedBy
for definition in definitions:
if 'IfcRelDefinesByProperties' == definition.is_a():
property_definition = definition.RelatingPropertyDefinition
if 'IfcPropertySet' == property_definition.is_a():
for code in property_definition.HasProperties:
if 'IfcPropertySingleValue' == code.is_a():
if code.Name == 'ItemCode':
codes.append(code.NominalValue.wrappedValue)
# Data structuring for analysis.
codes_reduced = [x for _, x in enumerate(sorted(codes)) if x not in sorted(codes)[:_]]
codes_sorted = sorted(codes)
return codes, codes_reduced, codes_sorted
def product_guids(self):
# Empty list that will be used to store all GUID's.
guids = []
# Get a list of all walls in the IFC file.
walls = self.ifc_file.by_type("IfcWall")
# Iterate over all walls and extract their GUIDs.
for wall in walls:
guids.append(str(wall.GlobalId).replace("[u'", "").replace("']", ""))
# Data structuring for analysis.
guids_sorted = [x for _, x in sorted(zip(self.assembly_codes()[0], guids))]
return guids, guids_sorted
def product_quantities(self):
# Empty lists that will be used to store all quantities.
widths = []
lengths = []
heights = []
areas = []
# Extract the IfcApplication type.
application = self.ifc_file.by_type("IfcApplication")
# Get a list of all walls in the IFC file.
walls = self.ifc_file.by_type("IfcWall")
for attribute in application:
name = attribute.ApplicationFullName
if "Revit" in name:
# Iterate over all walls and extract their quantities.
for wall in walls:
if wall.IsDefinedBy:
definitions = wall.IsDefinedBy
for definition in definitions:
if 'IfcRelDefinesByProperties' == definition.is_a():
property_definition = definition.RelatingPropertyDefinition
if 'IfcElementQuantity' == property_definition.is_a():
for quantity in property_definition.Quantities:
if 'IfcQuantityLength' == quantity.is_a():
if quantity.Name == 'Width':
widths.append(quantity.LengthValue)
if 'IfcQuantityArea' == quantity.is_a():
if quantity.Name == 'GrossSideArea':
areas.append(quantity.AreaValue)
elif "SketchUp" or "sketchup" in name:
# Iterate over all walls and extract their quantities.
for wall in walls:
if wall.IsDefinedBy:
definitions = wall.IsDefinedBy
for definition in definitions:
if 'IfcRelDefinesByProperties' == definition.is_a():
property_definition = definition.RelatingPropertyDefinition
if 'IfcPropertySet' == property_definition.is_a():
for quantity in property_definition.HasProperties:
if 'IfcPropertySingleValue' == quantity.is_a():
if quantity.Name == 'Width':
widths.append(quantity.NominalValue.wrappedValue)
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149.
150.

if quantity.Name == 'Length':
lengths.append(quantity.NominalValue.wrappedValue)

151.
152.

if quantity.Name == 'Height':
heights.append(quantity.NominalValue.wrappedValue)

153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.

# Calculate the wall areas.
for a, b in zip(lengths, heights):
areas.append(a / 1000 * b / 1000)

# Data structuring for analysis.
widths = [x for _, x in sorted(zip(self.assembly_codes()[0], widths))]
widths = [map(itemgetter(1), group)
for key, group in groupby(zip(sorted(self.assembly_codes()[0]), widths), key=item
getter(0))]
161.
widths = [item[0] for item in widths]
162.
163.
areas = [x for _, x in sorted(zip(self.assembly_codes()[0], areas))]
164.
areas = [sum(map(itemgetter(1), group))
165.
for key, group in groupby(zip(sorted(self.assembly_codes()[0]), areas), key=itemge
tter(0))]
166.
167.
return widths, areas
168.
169.
170. # Extracts data from the different Excel sheets.
171. class ExcelInputExtractor:
172.
173.
def __init__(self, building_product):
174.
self.building_product = building_product
175.
176.
def productInfo(self, column_name):
177.
lst = []
178.
for i in self.building_product:
179.
lst.append(product.loc[i].at[column_name])
180.
return np.array(lst)
181.
182.
def componentInfo(self, column_name):
183.
lst = []
184.
for i in self.building_product:
185.
el_gen = product.loc[i, product.columns[pd.Series(product.columns).str.startswith(colum
n_name)]].dropna()
186.
lst.append(el_gen)
187.
return lst
188.
189.
def transportInfoSingle(self, column_name):
190.
lst = []
191.
for i in self.building_product:
192.
tc_gen = product.loc[i].at['tc']
193.
tc_filter = tc.loc[tc_gen]
194.
lst.append(tc_filter.at[column_name])
195.
return np.array(lst)
196.
197.
def transportInfoRange(self):
198.
lst = []
199.
for i in self.building_product:
200.
tc_gen = product.loc[i, 'tc']
201.
tc_filter = tc.loc[tc_gen]
202.
lst.append(tc_filter.iloc[3:])
203.
return np.array(lst)
204.
205.
def productionInfo(self):
206.
lst = []
207.
for i in self.building_product:
208.
pc_gen = product.loc[i, product.columns[pd.Series(product.columns).str.startswith('pc')
]].dropna()
209.
pc_filter = pc.loc[pc_gen]
210.
to_values = pd.DataFrame.get_values(pc_filter.iloc[0:, 3:])
211.
lst.append(to_values)
212.
return lst
213.
214.
def wasteInfoS(self):
215.
lst = []
216.
for i in self.building_product:
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ac_gen = product.loc[i, product.columns[pd.Series(product.columns).str.startswith('ac')
]].dropna()

218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.

ac_filter = ac.loc[ac_gen]
to_values = pd.DataFrame.get_values(ac_filter.iloc[0:, 3:14])
lst.append(to_values)
return lst

def wasteInfoV(self):
lst = []
for i in self.building_product:
ac_gen = product.loc[i, product.columns[pd.Series(product.columns).str.startswith('ac')
]].dropna()
227.
ac_filter = ac.loc[ac_gen]
228.
to_values = pd.DataFrame.get_values(ac_filter.iloc[0:, 16:27])
229.
lst.append(to_values)
230.
return lst
231.
232.
def wasteInfoR(self):
233.
lst = []
234.
for i in self.building_product:
235.
ac_gen = product.loc[i, product.columns[pd.Series(product.columns).str.startswith('ac')
]].dropna()
236.
ac_filter = ac.loc[ac_gen]
237.
to_values = pd.DataFrame.get_values(ac_filter.iloc[0:, 29:40])
238.
lst.append(to_values)
239.
return lst
240.
241.
def wasteInfoH(self):
242.
lst = []
243.
for i in self.building_product:
244.
ac_gen = product.loc[i, product.columns[pd.Series(product.columns).str.startswith('ac')
]].dropna()
245.
ac_filter = ac.loc[ac_gen]
246.
to_values = pd.DataFrame.get_values(ac_filter.iloc[0:, 42:53])
247.
lst.append(to_values)
248.
return lst
249.
250.
def wasteInfoE(self):
251.
lst = []
252.
for i in self.building_product:
253.
ac_gen = product.loc[i, product.columns[pd.Series(product.columns).str.startswith('ac')
]].dropna()
254.
ac_filter = ac.loc[ac_gen]
255.
to_values = pd.DataFrame.get_values(ac_filter.iloc[0:, 55:66])
256.
lst.append(to_values)
257.
return lst
258.
259.
260. """ 2. ANALYSIS """
261.
262.
263. # Determines the life span of the building [years].
264. class LifeSpanBuilding:
265.
266.
def __init__(self, building_type):
267.
self.building_type = building_type
268.
269.
def LDg(self):
270.
if self.building_type == "Residential":
271.
return 75
272.
elif self.building_type == "Utilitarian":
273.
return 50
274.
275.
276. # Calculates the environmental impact of a single product [kg eq/product].
277. class MPGProduct:
278.
279.
def __init__(self, LDg, LDp, Dim1_def, Dim1_sch, Dim2_def,
280.
Dim2_sch, Dim1_bw, Dim2_bw, scaling):
281.
self.LDg = LDg
282.
self.LDp = LDp
283.
self.Dim1_def = Dim1_def
284.
self.Dim1_sch = Dim1_sch
285.
self.Dim2_def = Dim2_def
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self.Dim2_sch = Dim2_sch
self.Dim1_bw = Dim1_bw
self.Dim2_bw = Dim2_bw
self.scaling = scaling
# Equation (6).
def LDreken(self):
return min(self.LDp, self.LDg)
# Equation (12).
def vast1(self):
return self.Dim1_def - self.Dim1_sch
# Equation (14).
def vast2(self):
return self.Dim2_def - self.Dim2_sch
# Equation (11 & 13).
def Sfp(self):
if self.Dim2_def or self.vast1() or self.vast2() == 0:
return (self.Dim1_bw - self.vast1()) / (self.Dim1_def - self.vast1())
elif self.Dim2_def and self.vast1() and self.vast2() != 0:
return (self.Dim1_bw - self.vast1()) / (self.Dim1_def - self.vast1()) * \
(self.Dim2_bw - self.vast2()) / (self.Dim2_def - self.vast2())
# Equation (10).
def Sftot(self, Sfo):
if self.scaling == "N.v.t.":
return 1
elif self.scaling == "Massa volgens tabel":
return 1
elif self.scaling == "Rechtevenredig":
return self.Sfp() * Sfo
# Equation (5).
def LDF(self, LDo):
return np.maximum(1, float(self.LDreken()) / LDo)
# Equation (9).
def BMEFa_ac(self, base_unit_product_component, waste_code, base_unit_transport,
BMEFt_tc, fTvol_o, fs, fv, fr, fh, fe, BMEFac_s, BMEFac_v, BMEFac_r,
BMEFac_h, BMEFac_e, Ts, Tv, Tr, Th, Te):
for a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l in zip(base_unit_product_component, waste_code,
fs, BMEFac_s, fv, BMEFac_v, fr, BMEFac_r,
fh, BMEFac_h, fe, BMEFac_e):
if a != "kg" or b == "00":
yield 0
elif base_unit_transport == "tkm":
yield c * (d + BMEFt_tc / 1000 * fTvol_o * Ts) + \
e * (f + BMEFt_tc / 1000 * fTvol_o * Tv) + \
g * (h + BMEFt_tc / 1000 * fTvol_o * Tr) + \
i * (j + BMEFt_tc / 1000 * fTvol_o * Th) + \
k * (l + BMEFt_tc / 1000 * fTvol_o * Te)
elif base_unit_transport != "tkm":
yield c * (d + BMEFt_tc * fTvol_o * Ts) + \
e * (f + BMEFt_tc * fTvol_o * Tv) + \
g * (h + BMEFt_tc * fTvol_o * Tr) + \
i * (j + BMEFt_tc * fTvol_o * Th) + \
k * (l + BMEFt_tc * fTvol_o * Te)
# Equation (8).
def MEFeh(self, base_unit_transport, Ogen, BMEF_o, BMEFt_tc, Tb, fTvol_o, BMEFa_ac):
for a, b in zip(BMEF_o, BMEFa_ac):
if base_unit_transport == "tkm":
yield (1 + Ogen) * (a + BMEFt_tc / 1000 * Tb * fTvol_o + b)
elif base_unit_transport != "tkm":
yield (1 + Ogen) * (a + BMEFt_tc * Tb * fTvol_o + b)
# Equation (4).
def MEFo(self, hvh, Sftot, Bafv, LDF, MEFeh):
for a, b, c, d, e in zip(hvh, Sftot, Bafv, LDF, MEFeh):
yield a * b * (1 + c) * d * e
# Equation (3).
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360.
def MEFp(self, MEFo):
361.
return sum(a for a in MEFo)
362.
363.
# Equation (2).
364.
def MEFp_bw(self, MEFp, surface_area):
365.
return max(1, float(self.LDg) / self.LDp) * MEFp * surface_area
366.
367.
# Equation (1).
368.
def SKp_bw(self, MEFp_bw, SKe):
369.
return np.multiply(MEFp_bw, SKe)
370.
371.
# Summate the shadow costs per impact category into one shadow price.
372.
def SKp_tot(self, SKp_bw):
373.
return np.sum(SKp_bw)
374.
375.
376. """ 3. OUTPUT """
377.
378.
379. # Initializes a model viewer.
380. class ProductViewer(qtViewer3d):
381.
382.
def __init__(self, *args):
383.
qtViewer3d.__init__(self)
384.
self.objects = {}
385.
386.
@staticmethod
387.
def Hash(shape):
388.
return shape.HashCode(1 << 30)
389.
390.
displayed_shapes = {}
391.
392.
def Show(self, key, shape, color=None):
393.
r = float(64) / 255
394.
g = float(64) / 255
395.
b = float(64) / 255
396.
self.objects[ProductViewer.Hash(shape)] = key
397.
qclr = OCC.Quantity.Quantity_Color(r, g, b, OCC.Quantity.Quantity_TOC_RGB)
398.
ais = self._display.DisplayColoredShape(shape, qclr)
399.
self.displayed_shapes[key] = ais
400.
self._display.FitAll()
401.
402.
def clr_best_choice(self, key):
403.
# Define the RGB color scheme.
404.
r = float(25) / 255
405.
g = float(51) / 255
406.
b = 0
407.
# Link the RGB color scheme to the displayed shapes.
408.
ais = self.displayed_shapes[key]
409.
clr = OCC.Quantity.Quantity_Color(r, g, b, OCC.Quantity.Quantity_TOC_RGB)
410.
ais.GetObject().SetColor(clr)
411.
412.
def clr_good_choice(self, key):
413.
# Define the RGB color scheme.
414.
r = float(51) / 255
415.
g = float(102) / 255
416.
b = 0
417.
# Link the RGB color scheme to the displayed shapes.
418.
ais = self.displayed_shapes[key]
419.
clr = OCC.Quantity.Quantity_Color(r, g, b, OCC.Quantity.Quantity_TOC_RGB)
420.
ais.GetObject().SetColor(clr)
421.
422.
def clr_acceptable_choice(self, key):
423.
# Define the RGB color scheme.
424.
r = float(102) / 255
425.
g = float(204) / 255
426.
b = 0
427.
# Link the RGB color scheme to the displayed shapes.
428.
ais = self.displayed_shapes[key]
429.
clr = OCC.Quantity.Quantity_Color(r, g, b, OCC.Quantity.Quantity_TOC_RGB)
430.
ais.GetObject().SetColor(clr)
431.
432.
def clr_less_good_choice(self, key):
433.
# Define the RGB color scheme.
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434.
r = 1
435.
g = 1
436.
b = 0
437.
# Link the RGB color scheme to the displayed shapes.
438.
ais = self.displayed_shapes[key]
439.
clr = OCC.Quantity.Quantity_Color(r, g, b, OCC.Quantity.Quantity_TOC_RGB)
440.
ais.GetObject().SetColor(clr)
441.
442.
def clr_not_advisable_choice(self, key):
443.
# Define the RGB color scheme.
444.
r = 1
445.
g = float(127) / 255
446.
b = float(80) / 255
447.
# Link the RGB color scheme to the displayed shapes.
448.
ais = self.displayed_shapes[key]
449.
clr = OCC.Quantity.Quantity_Color(r, g, b, OCC.Quantity.Quantity_TOC_RGB)
450.
ais.GetObject().SetColor(clr)
451.
452.
def clr_bad_choice(self, key):
453.
# Define the RGB color scheme.
454.
r = 1
455.
g = float(69) / 255
456.
b = 0
457.
# Link the RGB color scheme to the displayed shapes.
458.
ais = self.displayed_shapes[key]
459.
clr = OCC.Quantity.Quantity_Color(r, g, b, OCC.Quantity.Quantity_TOC_RGB)
460.
ais.GetObject().SetColor(clr)
461.
462.
def clr_unacceptable_choice(self, key):
463.
# Define the RGB color scheme.
464.
r = 1
465.
g = 0
466.
b = 0
467.
# Link the RGB color scheme to the displayed shapes.
468.
ais = self.displayed_shapes[key]
469.
clr = OCC.Quantity.Quantity_Color(r, g, b, OCC.Quantity.Quantity_TOC_RGB)
470.
ais.GetObject().SetColor(clr)
471.
472.
def erase_shape(self):
473.
self._display.EraseAll()
474.
475.
def mouseReleaseEvent(self, *args):
476.
qtViewer3d.mouseReleaseEvent(self, *args)
477.
if self._display.selected_shape:
478.
global guid_selection
479.
global selected_shape
480.
selected_shape = self._display.selected_shape
481.
guid_selection = (self.objects[ProductViewer.Hash(self._display.selected_shape)])
482.
print guid_selection
483.
484.
485. # Configures the GUI's functionality.
486. class Main(QtGui.QMainWindow, IFCInputExtractor, ExcelInputExtractor,
487.
LifeSpanBuilding, MPGProduct):
488.
489.
def __init__(self):
490.
QtGui.QMainWindow.__init__(self)
491.
self.ui = Ui_MainWindow()
492.
self.ui.setupUi(self)
493.
494.
# Configure 'Open' functionality.
495.
self.file_path = None
496.
self.ui.actionOpen.activated.connect(self.open_IFC)
497.
498.
# Configure 'Exit' functionality.
499.
self.ui.actionExit.activated.connect(self.close_application)
500.
501.
# Configure 'GFA Input' functionality.
502.
regex = QtCore.QRegExp("[0-9_]+")
503.
validator = QtGui.QRegExpValidator(regex)
504.
self.ui.GFAInput.setValidator(validator)
505.
506.
# Configure 'Overview' functionality.
507.
self.y_values1 = None
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509.
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self.figure = plt.figure()
self.canvas1 = FigureCanvas(self.figure)
layout = QtGui.QVBoxLayout()
layout.addWidget(self.canvas1)
self.ui.overviewTab.setLayout(layout)
# Configure 'Viewer' functionality.
self.canvas2 = ProductViewer(self)
layout2 = QtGui.QVBoxLayout()
layout2.setContentsMargins(0, 0, 0, 0)
layout2.addWidget(self.canvas2)
self.ui.widgetViewer.setLayout(layout2)
# Configure 'Save' functionality
self.ui.actionSave.setEnabled(False)
self.ui.actionSave.activated.connect(self.save_plots)
# Configure 'Run' functionality.
self.ui.btn_Run.setEnabled(False)
self.ui.btn_Run.clicked.connect(self.overview_tab)
self.ui.btn_Run.clicked.connect(self.viewer_tab)
def open_IFC(self):
# Clears the 'Viewer' tab when a new IFC file is uploaded.
self.canvas2.erase_shape()

# Opens a file path.
ifc_path = QtGui.QFileDialog.getOpenFileName(self, 'Open IFC File',
'C:/Users/vangemes4898/Desktop/TU Eindhoven/Ma
ster CME/2017-2018 - Blok 3/7CC40 - Graduation project CME/10. Python scripts/1. IFC examples',
537.
'Industry Foundation Classes(*.ifc)')
538.
self.file_path = ifc_path
539.
540.
# Displays the name of the uploaded IFC file.
541.
self.ui.labelIFCFilePath.setText(os.path.basename(self.file_path))
542.
543.
# Enables the 'Run' button when an IFC file is uploaded.
544.
if self.ui.labelIFCFilePath != "No IFC-file uploaded":
545.
self.ui.btn_Run.setEnabled(True)
546.
547.
# Displays the uploaded IFC file in the 'Viewer' tab.
548.
ifc_file = ifcopenshell.open(str(self.file_path))
549.
products = ifc_file.by_type("IfcBuildingElement")
550.
for product in products:
551.
if product.Representation:
552.
shape = ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings, product).geometry
553.
self.canvas2.Show(product.GlobalId, shape, None)
554.
555.
def overview_tab(self):
556.
# Clears all plots at the start of a new run.
557.
plt.gcf().clear()
558.
559.
# Reads the uploaded IFC file.
560.
ifc_file = ifcopenshell.open(str(self.file_path))
561.
562.
""" Building level """
563.
# The properties of the building under study are stored in the variables below.
564.
565.
# Variable that stores the chosen building type.
566.
building_type = self.ui.buildingTypeChoice.currentText()
567.
# Variable that stores the life span of the building.
568.
LDg_project = LifeSpanBuilding(building_type).LDg()
569.
# Gross floor area (GFA) of the building.
570.
GFA = self.ui.GFAInput.text()
571.
572.
# One way transport distance for type of disposal scenario: landfill (s) [km].
573.
Ts = 100
574.
# One way transport distance for type of disposal scenario: incineration (v) [km].
575.
Tv = 150
576.
# One way transport distance for type of disposal scenario: recycling (r) [km].
577.
Tr = 50
578.
# One way transport distance for type of disposal scenario: re-use (h) [km].
579.
Th = 0
580.
# Shadow costs for the 11 impact categories [euros/kg eq].
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SKe = [0.16, 0.16, 0.05, 30, 2, 4, 9, 0.09, 0.03, 0.0001, 0.06]
# Variable that stores the assembly codes of building products.
building_product = IFCInputExtractor(ifc_file).assembly_codes()[1]
""" Product level """
# The properties of each product are stored in the variables below.
# Dimension 1 of the product in the building [mm].
Dim1_bw = IFCInputExtractor(ifc_file).product_quantities()[0]
# Default dimension 1 of the product [mm].
Dim1_def = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).productInfo('Dim1_def')
# Scalable component of dimension 1 of the product [mm].
Dim1_sch = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).productInfo('Dim1_sch')
# Dimension 2 of the product in the building [mm] / n.a. in case of a wall.
Dim2_bw = 0
# Default dimension 2 of the product [mm].
Dim2_def = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).productInfo('Dim2_def')
# Scalable component of dimension 2 of the product [mm].
Dim2_sch = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).productInfo('Dim2_sch')
# Side area of the product [m2].
side_area = IFCInputExtractor(ifc_file).product_quantities()[1]
# Life span of the product [years].
LDp = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).productInfo('LDp')
# One way transport distance to construction site [km].
Tb = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).productInfo('Tb')
# Type of scaling [-].
scaling = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).productInfo('scaling')
# [ add ]
transport_code = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).productInfo('tc')
# Base unit used for transport.
base_unit_transport = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).transportInfoSingle('tc_base_un
it')
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626.
627.
628.
629.
630.

# Environmental impact of type of transport scenario [kg eq/tkm material].
BMEFt_tc = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).transportInfoRange()
""" Component level """
# The properties of each component of every product are stored in the variables below.
# Scaling factor of a product component [-].
Sfo = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).componentInfo('Sfo')
# Correction factor for volume transport of a product component [-].
fTvol_o = 1
# One way transport distance for own profile (e) [km].
Te = 100
# Increment percentage for unvalidated profiles [%].
Ogen = 0.3

# Life span of a product component [years].
LDo = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).componentInfo('LDo')
# Base unit used for product component.
base_unit_product_component = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).componentInfo('base_uni
t_product_component')
631.
# Waste code for type of disposal scenario [-].
632.
waste_code = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).componentInfo('ac')
633.
# Quantity of the product component [kg, m3, kWh or tkm].
634.
hvh = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).componentInfo('hvh')
635.
# Percentage construction waste [%].
636.
Bafv = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).componentInfo('Bafv')
637.
# [ add ]
638.
product_code = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).componentInfo('pc')
639.
640.
# Environmental impact of production of a product component [kg eq/kg material or kg eq/m3
water].
641.
BMEF_o = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).productionInfo()
642.
# Environmental impact of waste for landfill (s) [kg eq/kg material].
643.
BMEFac_s = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).wasteInfoS()
644.
# Environmental impact of waste for incineration (v) [kg eq/kg material].
645.
BMEFac_v = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).wasteInfoV()
646.
# Environmental impact of waste for recycling (r) [kg eq/kg material].
647.
BMEFac_r = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).wasteInfoR()
648.
# Environmental impact of waste for re-use (h) [kg eq/kg material].
649.
BMEFac_h = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).wasteInfoH()
650.
# Environmental impact of waste for own profile (e) [kg eq/kg material].
651.
BMEFac_e = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).wasteInfoE()
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# Share of waste for landfill (s) [%].
fs = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).componentInfo('fs')
# Share of waste for incineration (v) [%].
fv = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).componentInfo('fv')
# Share of waste for recycling (r) [%].
fr = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).componentInfo('fr')
# Share of waste for re-use (h) [%].
fh = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).componentInfo('fh')
# Share of waste for own profile (e) [%].
fe = ExcelInputExtractor(building_product).componentInfo('fe')
# Test if one product type is used within the building.
# If it is, calculate the MPG score. If not, set all values to 0.
try:
Sftot_2203001 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[0], Dim1_def[0], Dim1_sch[0],
Dim2_def[0], Dim2_sch[0], Dim1_bw[0], Dim2_bw,
scaling[0]).Sftot(Sfo[0])
LDF_2203001 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[0], Dim1_def[0], Dim1_sch[0],
Dim2_def[0], Dim2_sch[0], Dim1_bw[0], Dim2_bw,
scaling[0]).LDF(LDo[0])
BMEFa_ac_2203001 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[0], Dim1_def[0], Dim1_sch[0],
Dim2_def[0], Dim2_sch[0], Dim1_bw[0], Dim2_bw,
scaling[0]). \
BMEFa_ac(base_unit_product_component[0],
waste_code[0], base_unit_transport[0],
BMEFt_tc[0], fTvol_o, fs[0], fv[0],
fr[0], fh[0], fe[0], BMEFac_s[0],
BMEFac_v[0], BMEFac_r[0], BMEFac_h[0],
BMEFac_e[0], Ts, Tv, Tr, Th, Te)
MEFeh_2203001 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[0], Dim1_def[0], Dim1_sch[0],
Dim2_def[0], Dim2_sch[0], Dim1_bw[0], Dim2_bw,
scaling[0]). \
MEFeh(base_unit_transport[0], Ogen, BMEF_o[0],
BMEFt_tc[0], Tb[0], fTvol_o, BMEFa_ac_2203001)
MEFo_2203001 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[0], Dim1_def[0], Dim1_sch[0],
Dim2_def[0], Dim2_sch[0], Dim1_bw[0], Dim2_bw,
scaling[0]).MEFo(hvh[0], Sftot_2203001, Bafv[0],
LDF_2203001,MEFeh_2203001)
MEFp_2203001 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[0], Dim1_def[0], Dim1_sch[0],
Dim2_def[0], Dim2_sch[0], Dim1_bw[0], Dim2_bw,
scaling[0]).MEFp(MEFo_2203001)
MEFp_bw_2203001 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[0], Dim1_def[0], Dim1_sch[0],
Dim2_def[0], Dim2_sch[0], Dim1_bw[0], Dim2_bw,
scaling[0]).MEFp_bw(MEFp_2203001, side_area[0])
SKp_bw_2203001 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[0], Dim1_def[0], Dim1_sch[0],
Dim2_def[0], Dim2_sch[0], Dim1_bw[0], Dim2_bw,
scaling[0]).SKp_bw(MEFp_bw_2203001, SKe)
SKp_tot_2203001 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[0], Dim1_def[0], Dim1_sch[0],
Dim2_def[0], Dim2_sch[0], Dim1_bw[0], Dim2_bw,
scaling[0]).SKp_tot(SKp_bw_2203001)
except:
MEFp_bw_2203001 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
SKp_bw_2203001 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
SKp_tot_2203001 = 0
# Test if two product types are used within the building.
# If it is, calculate the MPG score. If not, set all values to 0.
try:
Sftot_2203024 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[1], Dim1_def[1], Dim1_sch[1],
Dim2_def[1], Dim2_sch[1], Dim1_bw[1], Dim2_bw,
scaling[1]).Sftot(Sfo[1])
LDF_2203024 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[1], Dim1_def[1], Dim1_sch[1],
Dim2_def[1], Dim2_sch[1], Dim1_bw[1], Dim2_bw,
scaling[1]).LDF(LDo[1])
BMEFa_ac_2203024 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[1], Dim1_def[1], Dim1_sch[1],
Dim2_def[1], Dim2_sch[1], Dim1_bw[1], Dim2_bw,
scaling[1]). \
BMEFa_ac(base_unit_product_component[1],
waste_code[1], base_unit_transport[1],
BMEFt_tc[1], fTvol_o, fs[1], fv[1],
fr[1], fh[1], fe[1], BMEFac_s[1],
BMEFac_v[1], BMEFac_r[1], BMEFac_h[1],
BMEFac_e[1], Ts, Tv, Tr, Th, Te)
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MEFeh_2203024 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[1], Dim1_def[1], Dim1_sch[1],
Dim2_def[1], Dim2_sch[1], Dim1_bw[1], Dim2_bw,
scaling[1]). \
MEFeh(base_unit_transport[1], Ogen, BMEF_o[1],
BMEFt_tc[1], Tb[1], fTvol_o, BMEFa_ac_2203024)
MEFo_2203024 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[1], Dim1_def[1], Dim1_sch[1],
Dim2_def[1], Dim2_sch[1], Dim1_bw[1], Dim2_bw,
scaling[1]).MEFo(hvh[1], Sftot_2203024, Bafv[1],
LDF_2203024, MEFeh_2203024)
MEFp_2203024 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[1], Dim1_def[1], Dim1_sch[1],
Dim2_def[1], Dim2_sch[1], Dim1_bw[1], Dim2_bw,
scaling[1]).MEFp(MEFo_2203024)
MEFp_bw_2203024 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[1], Dim1_def[1], Dim1_sch[1],
Dim2_def[1], Dim2_sch[1], Dim1_bw[1], Dim2_bw,
scaling[1]).MEFp_bw(MEFp_2203024, side_area[1])
SKp_bw_2203024 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[1], Dim1_def[1], Dim1_sch[1],
Dim2_def[1], Dim2_sch[1], Dim1_bw[1], Dim2_bw,
scaling[1]).SKp_bw(MEFp_bw_2203024, SKe)
SKp_tot_2203024 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[1], Dim1_def[1], Dim1_sch[1],
Dim2_def[1], Dim2_sch[1], Dim1_bw[1], Dim2_bw,
scaling[1]).SKp_tot(SKp_bw_2203024)
except:
MEFp_bw_2203024 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
SKp_bw_2203024 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
SKp_tot_2203024 = 0
# Test if three product types are used within the building.
# If it is, calculate the MPG score. If not, set all values to 0.
try:
Sftot_2801028 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[2], Dim1_def[2], Dim1_sch[2],
Dim2_def[2], Dim2_sch[2], Dim1_bw[2], Dim2_bw,
scaling[2]).Sftot(Sfo[2])
LDF_2801028 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[2], Dim1_def[2], Dim1_sch[2],
Dim2_def[2], Dim2_sch[2], Dim1_bw[2], Dim2_bw,
scaling[2]).LDF(LDo[2])
BMEFa_ac_2801028 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[2], Dim1_def[2], Dim1_sch[2],
Dim2_def[2], Dim2_sch[2], Dim1_bw[2], Dim2_bw,
scaling[2]). \
BMEFa_ac(base_unit_product_component[2],
waste_code[2], base_unit_transport[2],
BMEFt_tc[2], fTvol_o, fs[2], fv[2],
fr[2], fh[2], fe[2], BMEFac_s[2],
BMEFac_v[2], BMEFac_r[2], BMEFac_h[2],
BMEFac_e[2], Ts, Tv, Tr, Th, Te)
MEFeh_2801028 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[2], Dim1_def[2], Dim1_sch[2],
Dim2_def[2], Dim2_sch[2], Dim1_bw[2], Dim2_bw,
scaling[2]). \
MEFeh(base_unit_transport[2], Ogen, BMEF_o[2],
BMEFt_tc[2], Tb[2], fTvol_o, BMEFa_ac_2801028)
MEFo_2801028 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[2], Dim1_def[2], Dim1_sch[2],
Dim2_def[2], Dim2_sch[2], Dim1_bw[2], Dim2_bw,
scaling[2]).MEFo(hvh[2], Sftot_2801028, Bafv[2],
LDF_2801028, MEFeh_2801028)
MEFp_2801028 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[2], Dim1_def[2], Dim1_sch[2],
Dim2_def[2], Dim2_sch[2], Dim1_bw[2], Dim2_bw,
scaling[2]).MEFp(MEFo_2801028)
MEFp_bw_2801028 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[2], Dim1_def[2], Dim1_sch[2],
Dim2_def[2], Dim2_sch[2], Dim1_bw[2], Dim2_bw,
scaling[2]).MEFp_bw(MEFp_2801028, side_area[2])
SKp_bw_2801028 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[2], Dim1_def[2], Dim1_sch[2],
Dim2_def[2], Dim2_sch[2], Dim1_bw[2], Dim2_bw,
scaling[2]).SKp_bw(MEFp_bw_2801028, SKe)
SKp_tot_2801028 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[2], Dim1_def[2], Dim1_sch[2],
Dim2_def[2], Dim2_sch[2], Dim1_bw[2], Dim2_bw,
scaling[2]).SKp_tot(SKp_bw_2801028)
except:
MEFp_bw_2801028 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
SKp_bw_2801028 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
SKp_tot_2801028 = 0
# Test if four product types are used within the building.
# If it is, calculate the MPG score. If not, set all values to 0.
try:
Sftot_2801029 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[3], Dim1_def[3], Dim1_sch[3],
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Dim2_def[3], Dim2_sch[3], Dim1_bw[3], Dim2_bw,
scaling[3]).Sftot(Sfo[3])
LDF_2801029 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[3], Dim1_def[3], Dim1_sch[3],
Dim2_def[3], Dim2_sch[3], Dim1_bw[3], Dim2_bw,
scaling[3]).LDF(LDo[3])
BMEFa_ac_2801029 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[3], Dim1_def[3], Dim1_sch[3],
Dim2_def[3], Dim2_sch[3], Dim1_bw[3], Dim2_bw,
scaling[3]). \
BMEFa_ac(base_unit_product_component[3],
waste_code[3], base_unit_transport[3],
BMEFt_tc[3], fTvol_o, fs[3], fv[3],
fr[3], fh[3], fe[3], BMEFac_s[3],
BMEFac_v[3], BMEFac_r[3], BMEFac_h[3],
BMEFac_e[3], Ts, Tv, Tr, Th, Te)
MEFeh_2801029 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[3], Dim1_def[3], Dim1_sch[3],
Dim2_def[3], Dim2_sch[3], Dim1_bw[3], Dim2_bw,
scaling[3]). \
MEFeh(base_unit_transport[3], Ogen, BMEF_o[3],
BMEFt_tc[3], Tb[3], fTvol_o, BMEFa_ac_2801029)
MEFo_2801029 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[3], Dim1_def[3], Dim1_sch[3],
Dim2_def[3], Dim2_sch[3], Dim1_bw[3], Dim2_bw,
scaling[3]).MEFo(hvh[3], Sftot_2801029, Bafv[3],
LDF_2801029, MEFeh_2801029)
MEFp_2801029 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[3], Dim1_def[3], Dim1_sch[3],
Dim2_def[3], Dim2_sch[3], Dim1_bw[3], Dim2_bw,
scaling[3]).MEFp(MEFo_2801029)
MEFp_bw_2801029 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[3], Dim1_def[3], Dim1_sch[3],
Dim2_def[3], Dim2_sch[3], Dim1_bw[3], Dim2_bw,
scaling[3]).MEFp_bw(MEFp_2801029, side_area[3])
SKp_bw_2801029 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[3], Dim1_def[3], Dim1_sch[3],
Dim2_def[3], Dim2_sch[3], Dim1_bw[3], Dim2_bw,
scaling[3]).SKp_bw(MEFp_bw_2801029, SKe)
SKp_tot_2801029 = MPGProduct(LDg_project, LDp[3], Dim1_def[3], Dim1_sch[3],
Dim2_def[3], Dim2_sch[3], Dim1_bw[3], Dim2_bw,
scaling[3]).SKp_tot(SKp_bw_2801029)
except:
MEFp_bw_2801029 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
SKp_bw_2801029 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
SKp_tot_2801029 = 0
# Total environmental impacts and shadow costs of the products used in the building.
MEFp_bw = np.sum([MEFp_bw_2203001, MEFp_bw_2203024, MEFp_bw_2801028, MEFp_bw_2801029], axis
=0)
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SKp_tot = np.sum([SKp_tot_2203001, SKp_tot_2203024, SKp_tot_2801028, SKp_tot_2801029], axis
=0)
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# Environmental impacts per impact category.
MEFp_bw_ADPel = str(round(MEFp_bw[0], 2))
MEFp_bw_ADPff = str(round(MEFp_bw[1], 2))
MEFp_bw_GWP = str(round(MEFp_bw[2], 2))
MEFp_bw_ODP = str(round(MEFp_bw[3], 2))
MEFp_bw_POCP = str(round(MEFp_bw[4], 2))
MEFp_bw_AP = str(round(MEFp_bw[5], 2))
MEFp_bw_EP = str(round(MEFp_bw[6], 2))
MEFp_bw_HTP = str(round(MEFp_bw[7], 2))
MEFp_bw_FAETP = str(round(MEFp_bw[8], 2))
MEFp_bw_MAETP = str(round(MEFp_bw[9], 2))
MEFp_bw_TETP = str(round(MEFp_bw[10], 2))
self.ui.labelADPelImpact.setText(MEFp_bw_ADPel)
self.ui.labelADPffImpact.setText(MEFp_bw_ADPff)
self.ui.labelGWPImpact.setText(MEFp_bw_GWP)
self.ui.labelODPImpact.setText(MEFp_bw_ODP)
self.ui.labelPOCPImpact.setText(MEFp_bw_POCP)
self.ui.labelAPImpact.setText(MEFp_bw_AP)
self.ui.labelEPImpact.setText(MEFp_bw_EP)
self.ui.labelHTPImpact.setText(MEFp_bw_HTP)
self.ui.labelFAETPImpact.setText(MEFp_bw_FAETP)
self.ui.labelMAETPImpact.setText(MEFp_bw_MAETP)
self.ui.labelTETPImpact.setText(MEFp_bw_TETP)
# Shadow costs per impact category.
SKp_bw_ADPel = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_bw[0], 2))
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SKp_bw_ADPff = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_bw[1], 2))
SKp_bw_GWP = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_bw[2], 2))
SKp_bw_ODP = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_bw[3], 2))
SKp_bw_POCP = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_bw[4], 2))
SKp_bw_AP = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_bw[5], 2))
SKp_bw_EP = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_bw[6], 2))
SKp_bw_HTP = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_bw[7], 2))
SKp_bw_FAETP = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_bw[8], 2))
SKp_bw_MAETP = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_bw[9], 2))
SKp_bw_TETP = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_bw[10], 2))
SKp_depletion = np.sum(SKp_bw[0:2])
SKp_depletion = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_depletion, 2))
SKp_emissions = np.sum(SKp_bw[2:])
SKp_emissions = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_emissions, 2))
SKp_final = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_tot, 2))
self.ui.labelADPelSC.setText(SKp_bw_ADPel)
self.ui.labelADPffSC.setText(SKp_bw_ADPff)
self.ui.labelGWPSC.setText(SKp_bw_GWP)
self.ui.labelODPSC.setText(SKp_bw_ODP)
self.ui.labelPOCPSC.setText(SKp_bw_POCP)
self.ui.labelAPSC.setText(SKp_bw_AP)
self.ui.labelEPSC.setText(SKp_bw_EP)
self.ui.labelHTPSC.setText(SKp_bw_HTP)
self.ui.labelFAETPSC.setText(SKp_bw_FAETP)
self.ui.labelMAETPSC.setText(SKp_bw_MAETP)
self.ui.labelTETPSC.setText(SKp_bw_TETP)
self.ui.labelResourceDepletionTotal.setText(SKp_depletion)
self.ui.labelEmissionsTotal.setText(SKp_emissions)
self.ui.labelTotalSC.setText(SKp_final)
# Building Decree 2012 test.
SKp_BD2012 = SKp_tot / int(GFA) / int(LDg_project)
if SKp_BD2012 <= 1:
self.ui.labelApprovedDeclined.setText("<font color='green'>Approved<font color='green'>
")

912.
913.
914.
915.
916.
917.
918.
919.
920.

if SKp_BD2012 > 1:
self.ui.labelApprovedDeclined.setText("<font color='red'>Declined<font color='red'>")
SKp_BD2012 = u"\N{euro sign} " + str(round(SKp_BD2012, 2))
self.ui.labelSCFinal.setText(SKp_BD2012)
# Setting up the 'Shadow costs per product' bar chart.
x_values1 = building_product
self.y_values1 = [x for x in [SKp_tot_2203001, SKp_tot_2203024, SKp_tot_2801028, SKp_tot_28
01029] if x != 0]

921.
922.
923.
924.
925.
926.

ax1 = self.figure.add_subplot(2, 1, 1)
ax1.bar(x_values1, self.y_values1, color='g', width=0.5, align='center', alpha=1)
ax1.grid(b=None, axis='x')
ax1.tick_params(axis='both', labelsize='8')
ax1.set_title(label='Shadow costs per product (%s)' % u"\N{euro sign}", loc='center', fonts
ize='9',

927.
928.
929.
930.
931.
932.
933.
934.
935.
936.
937.
938.
939.

fontstyle='italic')

rects1 = ax1.patches
for rect in rects1:
y_value = rect.get_height()
x_value = rect.get_x() + rect.get_width() / 2
space = 2
va = 'bottom'
if y_value < 0:
space *= -1
va = 'top'
label = "{:.1f}".format(y_value)
ax1.annotate(label, (x_value, y_value), xytext=(0, space), textcoords="offset points",
ha='center',
940.
va=va, fontsize='8')
941.
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# Setting up the 'Shadow costs per impact category' bar chart.
x_values2 = ["ADPel", "ADPff", "GWP", "ODP", "POCP", "AP", "EP", "HTP", "FAETP", "MAETP", "
TETP"]

944.
945.
946.
947.
948.
949.
950.

y_values2 = SKp_bw

ax2 = self.figure.add_subplot(2, 1, 2)
ax2.bar(x_values2, y_values2, color='g', width=0.5, align='center', alpha=1)
ax2.grid(b=None, axis='x')
ax2.tick_params(axis='both', labelsize='8')
ax2.set_title(label='Shadow costs per impact category (%s)' % u"\N{euro sign}", loc='center
', fontsize='9',
951.
fontstyle='italic')
952.
953.
rects2 = ax2.patches
954.
for rect in rects2:
955.
y_value = rect.get_height()
956.
x_value = rect.get_x() + rect.get_width() / 2
957.
space = 2
958.
va = 'bottom'
959.
if y_value < 0:
960.
space *= -1
961.
va = 'top'
962.
label = "{:.1f}".format(y_value)
963.
ax2.annotate(label, (x_value, y_value), xytext=(0, space), textcoords="offset points",
ha='center',
964.
va=va, fontsize='8')
965.
966.
plt.tight_layout()
967.
self.canvas1.draw()
968.
969.
# Enables the 'Save' button when the 'Run' button is clicked.
970.
self.ui.actionSave.setEnabled(True)
971.
972.
def viewer_tab(self):
973.
# Reads the uploaded IFC file.
974.
ifc_file = ifcopenshell.open(str(self.file_path))
975.
products = ifc_file.by_type("IfcBuildingElement")
976.
977.
# Number of helper lists to structure the MPG score for each element.
978.
lst1 = self.y_values1
979.
lst2 = IFCInputExtractor(ifc_file).product_quantities()[1]
980.
lst3 = [float(a) / b for a, b in zip(lst1, lst2)]
981.
lst4 = IFCInputExtractor(ifc_file).assembly_codes()[2]
982.
lst5 = [list(lst3) for k, lst3 in groupby(lst3)]
983.
lst6 = [list(lst4) for k, lst4 in groupby(lst4)]
984.
lst8 = [1.49, 1.5]
985.
lst9 = [list(lst8) for k, lst8 in groupby(lst8)]
986.
lst10 = list(chain.from_iterable([len(b) * a for a, b in zip(lst9, lst6)]))
987.
988.
# Number of helper lists that will be used to correctly display the impact colors.
989.
lst_best_choice = []
990.
lst_good_choice = []
991.
lst_acceptable_choice = []
992.
lst_less_good_choice = []
993.
lst_not_advisable_choice = []
994.
lst_bad_choice = []
995.
lst_unacceptable_choice = []
996.
997.
# Ordered lists of GUID's, MPG scores and Environmental Impact Factors (EIF) per element.
998.
guids = IFCInputExtractor(ifc_file).product_guids()[1]
999.
scores = list(chain.from_iterable([len(b) * a for a, b in zip(lst5, lst6)]))
1000.
EIF = [float(a) / b for a, b in zip(scores, lst10)]
1001.
1002.
# Iterates over all elements and gives them a color based on their MPG score.
1003.
for guid, score in zip(guids, EIF):
1004.
if 1 <= score <= 1.58:
1005.
lst_best_choice.append(guid)
1006.
for product in products:
1007.
if product.Representation:
1008.
for x in lst_best_choice:
1009.
self.canvas2.clr_best_choice(x)
1010.
if 1.58 < score <= 2.74:
1011.
lst_good_choice.append(guid)
1012.
for product in products:
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1013.
1014.
1015.
1016.
1017.
1018.
1019.
1020.
1021.
1022.
1023.
1024.
1025.
1026.
1027.
1028.
1029.
1030.
1031.
1032.
1033.
1034.
1035.
1036.
1037.
1038.
1039.
1040.
1041.
1042.
1043.
1044.
1045.
1046.
1047.
1048.
1049.
1050.
1051.
1052.
1053.
1054.
1055.
1056.
1057.
1058.
1059.
1060.
1061.
1062.
1063.
1064.
1065.
1066.
1067.
1068.
1069.
1070.
1071.
1072.
1073.
1074.

if

if

if

if

if
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if product.Representation:
for x in lst_good_choice:
self.canvas2.clr_good_choice(x)
2.74 < score <= 4.73:
lst_acceptable_choice.append(guid)
for product in products:
if product.Representation:
for x in lst_acceptable_choice:
self.canvas2.clr_acceptable_choice(x)
4.73 < score <= 8.17:
lst_less_good_choice.append(guid)
for product in products:
if product.Representation:
for x in lst_less_good_choice:
self.canvas2.clr_less_good_choice(x)
8.17 < score <= 14.12:
lst_not_advisable_choice.append(guid)
for product in products:
if product.Representation:
for x in lst_not_advisable_choice:
self.canvas2.clr_not_advisable_choice(x)
14.12 < score <= 24.4:
lst_bad_choice.append(guid)
for product in products:
if product.Representation:
for x in lst_bad_choice:
self.canvas2.clr_bad_choice(x)
score > 24.4:
lst_unacceptable_choice.append(guid)
for product in products:
if product.Representation:
for x in lst_unacceptable_choice:
self.canvas2.clr_unacceptable_choice(x)

# Stores the plots in a .png or .pdf file.
def save_plots(self):
formats = "Portable Network Graphics(*.png);;Adobe Acrobat (*.pdf)"
output_file = QtGui.QFileDialog.getSaveFileName(self, 'Save Plots',
'C:/Users/vangemes4898/Pictures',
formats)
if output_file == "":
return
else:
self.figure.savefig(output_file)
# Closes the application.
def close_application(self):
choice = QtGui.QMessageBox.question(self, "Exit MPG-ENVIE",
"Are you sure you want to exit?",
QtGui.QMessageBox.Yes | QtGui.QMessageBox.No)
if choice == QtGui.QMessageBox.Yes:
sys.exit()
else:
pass
if __name__ == "__main__":
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv)
gui_mpg = Main()
gui_mpg.show()
gui_mpg.canvas2.InitDriver()
sys.exit(app.exec_())
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Appendix III – GUI script MPG-ENVIE
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
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from PyQt4 import QtCore, QtGui
try:
_fromUtf8 = QtCore.QString.fromUtf8
except AttributeError:
def _fromUtf8(s):
return s
try:
_encoding = QtGui.QApplication.UnicodeUTF8
def _translate(context, text, disambig):
return QtGui.QApplication.translate(context, text, disambig, _encoding)
except AttributeError:
def _translate(context, text, disambig):
return QtGui.QApplication.translate(context, text, disambig)
class Ui_MainWindow(object):
def setupUi(self, MainWindow):
MainWindow.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("MainWindow"))
MainWindow.resize(933, 727)
icon = QtGui.QIcon()
icon.addPixmap(QtGui.QPixmap(_fromUtf8(":/Icons/logo3 (2).PNG")), QtGui.QIcon.Normal, QtGui
.QIcon.Off)
MainWindow.setWindowIcon(icon)
self.centralwidget = QtGui.QWidget(MainWindow)
self.centralwidget.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("centralwidget"))
self.gridLayout = QtGui.QGridLayout(self.centralwidget)
self.gridLayout.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("gridLayout"))
self.horizontalLayout_3 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_3.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_3"))
self.verticalLayout_2 = QtGui.QVBoxLayout()
self.verticalLayout_2.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("verticalLayout_2"))
self.labelLogo = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelLogo.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 0))
self.labelLogo.setTextFormat(QtCore.Qt.AutoText)
self.labelLogo.setScaledContents(True)
self.labelLogo.setWordWrap(True)
self.labelLogo.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelLogo"))
self.verticalLayout_2.addWidget(self.labelLogo)
self.verticalLayout = QtGui.QVBoxLayout()
self.verticalLayout.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("verticalLayout"))
self.horizontalLayout_17 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_17.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_17"))
self.labelIFCFile = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelIFCFile.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
self.labelIFCFile.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelIFCFile"))
self.horizontalLayout_17.addWidget(self.labelIFCFile)
spacerItem = QtGui.QSpacerItem(40, 20, QtGui.QSizePolicy.Expanding, QtGui.QSizePolicy.Minim
um)
self.horizontalLayout_17.addItem(spacerItem)
self.labelIFCFilePath = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelIFCFilePath.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(145, 0))
font = QtGui.QFont()
font.setBold(True)
font.setItalic(False)
font.setWeight(75)
self.labelIFCFilePath.setFont(font)
self.labelIFCFilePath.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelIFCFilePath.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelIFCFilePath"))
self.horizontalLayout_17.addWidget(self.labelIFCFilePath)
self.verticalLayout.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_17)
self.horizontalLayout = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout"))
self.labelBuildingType = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelBuildingType.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
self.labelBuildingType.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelBuildingType"))
self.horizontalLayout.addWidget(self.labelBuildingType)
spacerItem1 = QtGui.QSpacerItem(40, 20, QtGui.QSizePolicy.Expanding, QtGui.QSizePolicy.Mini
mum)
self.horizontalLayout.addItem(spacerItem1)
self.buildingTypeChoice = QtGui.QComboBox(self.centralwidget)
self.buildingTypeChoice.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(145, 20))
self.buildingTypeChoice.setMaximumSize(QtCore.QSize(145, 20))
self.buildingTypeChoice.setAutoFillBackground(False)
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72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
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self.buildingTypeChoice.setInsertPolicy(QtGui.QComboBox.InsertAtBottom)
self.buildingTypeChoice.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("buildingTypeChoice"))
self.buildingTypeChoice.addItem(_fromUtf8(""))
self.buildingTypeChoice.addItem(_fromUtf8(""))
self.horizontalLayout.addWidget(self.buildingTypeChoice)
self.verticalLayout.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout)
self.horizontalLayout_2 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_2.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_2"))
self.labelGFA = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelGFA.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelGFA"))
self.horizontalLayout_2.addWidget(self.labelGFA)
self.GFAInput = QtGui.QLineEdit(self.centralwidget)
self.GFAInput.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(125, 20))
self.GFAInput.setMaximumSize(QtCore.QSize(125, 20))
self.GFAInput.setLayoutDirection(QtCore.Qt.LeftToRight)
self.GFAInput.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.GFAInput.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("GFAInput"))
self.horizontalLayout_2.addWidget(self.GFAInput)
self.labelGFA_ = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelGFA_.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(14, 20))
self.labelGFA_.setMaximumSize(QtCore.QSize(14, 20))
self.labelGFA_.setLayoutDirection(QtCore.Qt.LeftToRight)
self.labelGFA_.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignRight|QtCore.Qt.AlignTrailing|QtCore.Qt.AlignVCe
nter)

95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.

self.labelGFA_.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelGFA_"))
self.horizontalLayout_2.addWidget(self.labelGFA_)
self.verticalLayout.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_2)
self.verticalLayout_2.addLayout(self.verticalLayout)
self.elementTreeCodes = QtGui.QTreeWidget(self.centralwidget)
self.elementTreeCodes.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 0))
self.elementTreeCodes.setMaximumSize(QtCore.QSize(16777215, 16777215))
self.elementTreeCodes.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("elementTreeCodes"))
item_0 = QtGui.QTreeWidgetItem(self.elementTreeCodes)
item_0.setCheckState(0, QtCore.Qt.Checked)
item_1 = QtGui.QTreeWidgetItem(item_0)
item_1.setCheckState(0, QtCore.Qt.Checked)
item_1 = QtGui.QTreeWidgetItem(item_0)
item_1.setCheckState(0, QtCore.Qt.Checked)
item_0 = QtGui.QTreeWidgetItem(self.elementTreeCodes)
item_0.setCheckState(0, QtCore.Qt.Checked)
item_1 = QtGui.QTreeWidgetItem(item_0)
item_1.setCheckState(0, QtCore.Qt.Checked)
item_1 = QtGui.QTreeWidgetItem(item_0)
item_1.setCheckState(0, QtCore.Qt.Checked)
self.verticalLayout_2.addWidget(self.elementTreeCodes)
self.horizontalLayout_19 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_19.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_19"))
self.btn_Run = QtGui.QPushButton(self.centralwidget)
font = QtGui.QFont()
font.setBold(True)
font.setWeight(75)
self.btn_Run.setFont(font)
self.btn_Run.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("btn_Run"))
self.horizontalLayout_19.addWidget(self.btn_Run)
self.verticalLayout_2.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_19)
self.verticalLayout_4 = QtGui.QVBoxLayout()
self.verticalLayout_4.setSpacing(0)
self.verticalLayout_4.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("verticalLayout_4"))
self.line_9 = QtGui.QFrame(self.centralwidget)
self.line_9.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Plain)
self.line_9.setFrameShape(QtGui.QFrame.HLine)
self.line_9.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Sunken)
self.line_9.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("line_9"))
self.verticalLayout_4.addWidget(self.line_9)
self.horizontalLayout_21 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_21.setSpacing(0)
self.horizontalLayout_21.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_21"))
self.labelCategory = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelCategory.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
font = QtGui.QFont()
font.setBold(True)
font.setWeight(75)
self.labelCategory.setFont(font)
self.labelCategory.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(169, 208, 142);"))
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145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.

self.labelCategory.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Plain)
self.labelCategory.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelCategory"))
self.horizontalLayout_21.addWidget(self.labelCategory)
self.labelImpact = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
font = QtGui.QFont()
font.setBold(True)
font.setWeight(75)
self.labelImpact.setFont(font)
self.labelImpact.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(169, 208, 142);"))
self.labelImpact.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelImpact.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelImpact"))
self.horizontalLayout_21.addWidget(self.labelImpact)
self.labelUnit = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
font = QtGui.QFont()
font.setBold(True)
font.setWeight(75)
self.labelUnit.setFont(font)
self.labelUnit.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(169, 208, 142);"))
self.labelUnit.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelUnit.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelUnit"))
self.horizontalLayout_21.addWidget(self.labelUnit)
self.labelSC = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
font = QtGui.QFont()
font.setBold(True)
font.setWeight(75)
self.labelSC.setFont(font)
self.labelSC.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(169, 208, 142);"))
self.labelSC.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelSC.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelSC"))
self.horizontalLayout_21.addWidget(self.labelSC)
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_21)
self.line_10 = QtGui.QFrame(self.centralwidget)
self.line_10.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Plain)
self.line_10.setFrameShape(QtGui.QFrame.HLine)
self.line_10.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Sunken)
self.line_10.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("line_10"))
self.verticalLayout_4.addWidget(self.line_10)
self.horizontalLayout_22 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_22.setSpacing(0)
self.horizontalLayout_22.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_22"))
self.labelResourceDepletion = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelResourceDepletion.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
font = QtGui.QFont()
font.setItalic(False)
self.labelResourceDepletion.setFont(font)
self.labelResourceDepletion.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("backgroundcolor: rgb(226, 239, 218);"))
191.
self.labelResourceDepletion.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelResourceDepletion"))
192.
self.horizontalLayout_22.addWidget(self.labelResourceDepletion)
193.
self.labelBlank1 = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
194.
self.labelBlank1.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(226, 239, 218);"))
195.
self.labelBlank1.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
196.
self.labelBlank1.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelBlank1"))
197.
self.horizontalLayout_22.addWidget(self.labelBlank1)
198.
self.labelBlank2 = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
199.
self.labelBlank2.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(226, 239, 218);"))
200.
self.labelBlank2.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
201.
self.labelBlank2.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelBlank2"))
202.
self.horizontalLayout_22.addWidget(self.labelBlank2)
203.
self.labelResourceDepletionTotal = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
204.
self.labelResourceDepletionTotal.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("backgroundcolor: rgb(226, 239, 218);"))
205.
self.labelResourceDepletionTotal.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
206.
self.labelResourceDepletionTotal.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
207.
self.labelResourceDepletionTotal.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelResourceDepletionTotal"))
208.
self.horizontalLayout_22.addWidget(self.labelResourceDepletionTotal)
209.
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_22)
210.
self.line_11 = QtGui.QFrame(self.centralwidget)
211.
self.line_11.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Plain)
212.
self.line_11.setFrameShape(QtGui.QFrame.HLine)
213.
self.line_11.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Sunken)
214.
self.line_11.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("line_11"))
215.
self.verticalLayout_4.addWidget(self.line_11)
216.
self.horizontalLayout_23 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
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self.horizontalLayout_23.setSpacing(0)
self.horizontalLayout_23.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_23"))
self.labelADPel = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelADPel.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
self.labelADPel.setStatusTip(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelADPel.setWhatsThis(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelADPel.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelADPel.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelADPel"))
self.horizontalLayout_23.addWidget(self.labelADPel)
self.labelADPelImpact = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelADPelImpact.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelADPelImpact.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelADPelImpact.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelADPelImpact.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelADPelImpact"))
self.horizontalLayout_23.addWidget(self.labelADPelImpact)
self.labelADPelUnit = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelADPelUnit.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelADPelUnit.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelADPelUnit.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelADPelUnit"))
self.horizontalLayout_23.addWidget(self.labelADPelUnit)
self.labelADPelSC = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelADPelSC.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelADPelSC.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelADPelSC.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelADPelSC.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelADPelSC"))
self.horizontalLayout_23.addWidget(self.labelADPelSC)
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_23)
self.horizontalLayout_24 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_24.setSpacing(0)
self.horizontalLayout_24.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_24"))
self.labelADPff = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelADPff.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
self.labelADPff.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelADPff.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelADPff"))
self.horizontalLayout_24.addWidget(self.labelADPff)
self.labelADPffImpact = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelADPffImpact.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelADPffImpact.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelADPffImpact.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelADPffImpact.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelADPffImpact"))
self.horizontalLayout_24.addWidget(self.labelADPffImpact)
self.labelADPffUnit = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelADPffUnit.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelADPffUnit.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelADPffUnit.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelADPffUnit"))
self.horizontalLayout_24.addWidget(self.labelADPffUnit)
self.labelADPffSC = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelADPffSC.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelADPffSC.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelADPffSC.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelADPffSC.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelADPffSC"))
self.horizontalLayout_24.addWidget(self.labelADPffSC)
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_24)
self.line_12 = QtGui.QFrame(self.centralwidget)
self.line_12.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Plain)
self.line_12.setFrameShape(QtGui.QFrame.HLine)
self.line_12.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Sunken)
self.line_12.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("line_12"))
self.verticalLayout_4.addWidget(self.line_12)
self.horizontalLayout_25 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_25.setSpacing(0)
self.horizontalLayout_25.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_25"))
self.labelEmissions = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelEmissions.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
font = QtGui.QFont()
font.setItalic(False)
self.labelEmissions.setFont(font)
self.labelEmissions.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(226, 239, 218);"))
self.labelEmissions.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelEmissions"))
self.horizontalLayout_25.addWidget(self.labelEmissions)
self.labelBlank3 = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelBlank3.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(226, 239, 218);"))
self.labelBlank3.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelBlank3.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelBlank3"))
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292.
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self.horizontalLayout_25.addWidget(self.labelBlank3)
self.labelBlank4 = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelBlank4.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(226, 239, 218);"))
self.labelBlank4.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelBlank4.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelBlank4"))
self.horizontalLayout_25.addWidget(self.labelBlank4)
self.labelEmissionsTotal = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelEmissionsTotal.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("backgroundcolor: rgb(226, 239, 218);"))
299.
self.labelEmissionsTotal.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
300.
self.labelEmissionsTotal.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
301.
self.labelEmissionsTotal.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelEmissionsTotal"))
302.
self.horizontalLayout_25.addWidget(self.labelEmissionsTotal)
303.
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_25)
304.
self.line_13 = QtGui.QFrame(self.centralwidget)
305.
self.line_13.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Plain)
306.
self.line_13.setFrameShape(QtGui.QFrame.HLine)
307.
self.line_13.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Sunken)
308.
self.line_13.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("line_13"))
309.
self.verticalLayout_4.addWidget(self.line_13)
310.
self.horizontalLayout_26 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
311.
self.horizontalLayout_26.setSpacing(0)
312.
self.horizontalLayout_26.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_26"))
313.
self.labelGWP = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
314.
self.labelGWP.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
315.
self.labelGWP.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
316.
self.labelGWP.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelGWP"))
317.
self.horizontalLayout_26.addWidget(self.labelGWP)
318.
self.labelGWPImpact = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
319.
self.labelGWPImpact.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
320.
self.labelGWPImpact.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
321.
self.labelGWPImpact.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
322.
self.labelGWPImpact.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelGWPImpact"))
323.
self.horizontalLayout_26.addWidget(self.labelGWPImpact)
324.
self.labelGWPUnit = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
325.
self.labelGWPUnit.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
326.
self.labelGWPUnit.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
327.
self.labelGWPUnit.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelGWPUnit"))
328.
self.horizontalLayout_26.addWidget(self.labelGWPUnit)
329.
self.labelGWPSC = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
330.
self.labelGWPSC.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
331.
self.labelGWPSC.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
332.
self.labelGWPSC.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
333.
self.labelGWPSC.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelGWPSC"))
334.
self.horizontalLayout_26.addWidget(self.labelGWPSC)
335.
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_26)
336.
self.horizontalLayout_27 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
337.
self.horizontalLayout_27.setSpacing(0)
338.
self.horizontalLayout_27.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_27"))
339.
self.labelODP = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
340.
self.labelODP.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
341.
self.labelODP.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
342.
self.labelODP.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelODP"))
343.
self.horizontalLayout_27.addWidget(self.labelODP)
344.
self.labelODPImpact = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
345.
self.labelODPImpact.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
346.
self.labelODPImpact.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
347.
self.labelODPImpact.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
348.
self.labelODPImpact.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelODPImpact"))
349.
self.horizontalLayout_27.addWidget(self.labelODPImpact)
350.
self.labelODPUnit = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
351.
self.labelODPUnit.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
352.
self.labelODPUnit.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
353.
self.labelODPUnit.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelODPUnit"))
354.
self.horizontalLayout_27.addWidget(self.labelODPUnit)
355.
self.labelODPSC = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
356.
self.labelODPSC.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
357.
self.labelODPSC.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
358.
self.labelODPSC.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
359.
self.labelODPSC.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelODPSC"))
360.
self.horizontalLayout_27.addWidget(self.labelODPSC)
361.
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_27)
362.
self.horizontalLayout_28 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
363.
self.horizontalLayout_28.setSpacing(0)
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self.horizontalLayout_28.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_28"))
self.labelPOCP = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelPOCP.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
self.labelPOCP.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelPOCP.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelPOCP"))
self.horizontalLayout_28.addWidget(self.labelPOCP)
self.labelPOCPImpact = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelPOCPImpact.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelPOCPImpact.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelPOCPImpact.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelPOCPImpact.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelPOCPImpact"))
self.horizontalLayout_28.addWidget(self.labelPOCPImpact)
self.labelPOCPUnit = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelPOCPUnit.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelPOCPUnit.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelPOCPUnit.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelPOCPUnit"))
self.horizontalLayout_28.addWidget(self.labelPOCPUnit)
self.labelPOCPSC = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelPOCPSC.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelPOCPSC.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelPOCPSC.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelPOCPSC.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelPOCPSC"))
self.horizontalLayout_28.addWidget(self.labelPOCPSC)
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_28)
self.horizontalLayout_29 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_29.setSpacing(0)
self.horizontalLayout_29.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_29"))
self.labelAP = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelAP.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
self.labelAP.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelAP.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelAP"))
self.horizontalLayout_29.addWidget(self.labelAP)
self.labelAPImpact = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelAPImpact.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelAPImpact.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelAPImpact.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelAPImpact.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelAPImpact"))
self.horizontalLayout_29.addWidget(self.labelAPImpact)
self.labelAPUnit = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelAPUnit.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelAPUnit.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelAPUnit.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelAPUnit"))
self.horizontalLayout_29.addWidget(self.labelAPUnit)
self.labelAPSC = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelAPSC.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelAPSC.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelAPSC.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelAPSC.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelAPSC"))
self.horizontalLayout_29.addWidget(self.labelAPSC)
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_29)
self.horizontalLayout_30 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_30.setSpacing(0)
self.horizontalLayout_30.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_30"))
self.labelEP = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelEP.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
self.labelEP.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelEP.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelEP"))
self.horizontalLayout_30.addWidget(self.labelEP)
self.labelEPImpact = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelEPImpact.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelEPImpact.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelEPImpact.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelEPImpact.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelEPImpact"))
self.horizontalLayout_30.addWidget(self.labelEPImpact)
self.labelEPUnit = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelEPUnit.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelEPUnit.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelEPUnit.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelEPUnit"))
self.horizontalLayout_30.addWidget(self.labelEPUnit)
self.labelEPSC = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelEPSC.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelEPSC.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelEPSC.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelEPSC.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelEPSC"))
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self.horizontalLayout_30.addWidget(self.labelEPSC)
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_30)
self.horizontalLayout_31 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_31.setSpacing(0)
self.horizontalLayout_31.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_31"))
self.labelHTP = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelHTP.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
self.labelHTP.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelHTP.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelHTP"))
self.horizontalLayout_31.addWidget(self.labelHTP)
self.labelHTPImpact = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelHTPImpact.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelHTPImpact.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelHTPImpact.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelHTPImpact.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelHTPImpact"))
self.horizontalLayout_31.addWidget(self.labelHTPImpact)
self.labelHTPUnit = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelHTPUnit.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelHTPUnit.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelHTPUnit.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelHTPUnit"))
self.horizontalLayout_31.addWidget(self.labelHTPUnit)
self.labelHTPSC = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelHTPSC.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelHTPSC.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelHTPSC.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelHTPSC.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelHTPSC"))
self.horizontalLayout_31.addWidget(self.labelHTPSC)
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_31)
self.horizontalLayout_32 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_32.setSpacing(0)
self.horizontalLayout_32.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_32"))
self.labelFAETP = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelFAETP.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
self.labelFAETP.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelFAETP.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelFAETP"))
self.horizontalLayout_32.addWidget(self.labelFAETP)
self.labelFAETPImpact = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelFAETPImpact.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelFAETPImpact.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelFAETPImpact.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelFAETPImpact.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelFAETPImpact"))
self.horizontalLayout_32.addWidget(self.labelFAETPImpact)
self.labelFAETPUnit = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelFAETPUnit.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelFAETPUnit.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelFAETPUnit.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelFAETPUnit"))
self.horizontalLayout_32.addWidget(self.labelFAETPUnit)
self.labelFAETPSC = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelFAETPSC.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelFAETPSC.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelFAETPSC.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelFAETPSC.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelFAETPSC"))
self.horizontalLayout_32.addWidget(self.labelFAETPSC)
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_32)
self.horizontalLayout_33 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_33.setSpacing(0)
self.horizontalLayout_33.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_33"))
self.labelMAETP = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelMAETP.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
self.labelMAETP.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelMAETP.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelMAETP"))
self.horizontalLayout_33.addWidget(self.labelMAETP)
self.labelMAETPImpact = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelMAETPImpact.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelMAETPImpact.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelMAETPImpact.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelMAETPImpact.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelMAETPImpact"))
self.horizontalLayout_33.addWidget(self.labelMAETPImpact)
self.labelMAETPUnit = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelMAETPUnit.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelMAETPUnit.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelMAETPUnit.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelMAETPUnit"))
self.horizontalLayout_33.addWidget(self.labelMAETPUnit)
self.labelMAETPSC = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
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self.labelMAETPSC.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelMAETPSC.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelMAETPSC.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelMAETPSC.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelMAETPSC"))
self.horizontalLayout_33.addWidget(self.labelMAETPSC)
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_33)
self.horizontalLayout_34 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_34.setSpacing(0)
self.horizontalLayout_34.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_34"))
self.labelTETP = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelTETP.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
self.labelTETP.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelTETP.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelTETP"))
self.horizontalLayout_34.addWidget(self.labelTETP)
self.labelTETPImpact = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelTETPImpact.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelTETPImpact.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelTETPImpact.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelTETPImpact.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelTETPImpact"))
self.horizontalLayout_34.addWidget(self.labelTETPImpact)
self.labelTETPUnit = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelTETPUnit.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelTETPUnit.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelTETPUnit.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelTETPUnit"))
self.horizontalLayout_34.addWidget(self.labelTETPUnit)
self.labelTETPSC = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelTETPSC.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelTETPSC.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelTETPSC.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelTETPSC.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelTETPSC"))
self.horizontalLayout_34.addWidget(self.labelTETPSC)
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_34)
self.line_14 = QtGui.QFrame(self.centralwidget)
self.line_14.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Plain)
self.line_14.setLineWidth(1)
self.line_14.setFrameShape(QtGui.QFrame.HLine)
self.line_14.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Sunken)
self.line_14.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("line_14"))
self.verticalLayout_4.addWidget(self.line_14)
self.horizontalLayout_35 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_35.setSpacing(0)
self.horizontalLayout_35.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_35"))
self.labelTotal = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelTotal.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
font = QtGui.QFont()
font.setBold(True)
font.setWeight(75)
self.labelTotal.setFont(font)
self.labelTotal.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelTotal.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelTotal"))
self.horizontalLayout_35.addWidget(self.labelTotal)
self.labelBlank5 = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelBlank5.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelBlank5.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelBlank5.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelBlank5"))
self.horizontalLayout_35.addWidget(self.labelBlank5)
self.labelBlank6 = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
font = QtGui.QFont()
font.setBold(True)
font.setWeight(75)
self.labelBlank6.setFont(font)
self.labelBlank6.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelBlank6.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelBlank6.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
self.labelBlank6.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelBlank6"))
self.horizontalLayout_35.addWidget(self.labelBlank6)
self.labelTotalSC = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
font = QtGui.QFont()
font.setBold(True)
font.setWeight(75)
self.labelTotalSC.setFont(font)
self.labelTotalSC.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelTotalSC.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelTotalSC.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
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586.
587.
588.
589.
590.
591.
592.
593.
594.
595.
596.
597.
598.
599.
600.
601.
602.
603.
604.
605.
606.
607.
608.
609.
610.
611.
612.
613.
614.
615.
616.
617.

self.labelTotalSC.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelTotalSC"))
self.horizontalLayout_35.addWidget(self.labelTotalSC)
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_35)
self.line_15 = QtGui.QFrame(self.centralwidget)
self.line_15.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Plain)
self.line_15.setFrameShape(QtGui.QFrame.HLine)
self.line_15.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Sunken)
self.line_15.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("line_15"))
self.verticalLayout_4.addWidget(self.line_15)
self.horizontalLayout_36 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
self.horizontalLayout_36.setSpacing(0)
self.horizontalLayout_36.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_36"))
self.labelResultBC2012 = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelResultBC2012.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
font = QtGui.QFont()
font.setBold(True)
font.setWeight(75)
self.labelResultBC2012.setFont(font)
self.labelResultBC2012.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelResultBC2012.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelResultBC2012"))
self.horizontalLayout_36.addWidget(self.labelResultBC2012)
self.labelBlank7 = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.labelBlank7.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
self.labelBlank7.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
self.labelBlank7.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelBlank7"))
self.horizontalLayout_36.addWidget(self.labelBlank7)
self.labelApprovedDeclined = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
font = QtGui.QFont()
font.setBold(True)
font.setWeight(75)
self.labelApprovedDeclined.setFont(font)
self.labelApprovedDeclined.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("backgroundcolor: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
618.
self.labelApprovedDeclined.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
619.
self.labelApprovedDeclined.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
620.
self.labelApprovedDeclined.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelApprovedDeclined"))
621.
self.horizontalLayout_36.addWidget(self.labelApprovedDeclined)
622.
self.labelSCFinal = QtGui.QLabel(self.centralwidget)
623.
font = QtGui.QFont()
624.
font.setBold(True)
625.
font.setWeight(75)
626.
self.labelSCFinal.setFont(font)
627.
self.labelSCFinal.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
628.
self.labelSCFinal.setLineWidth(-7)
629.
self.labelSCFinal.setText(_fromUtf8(""))
630.
self.labelSCFinal.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
631.
self.labelSCFinal.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelSCFinal"))
632.
self.horizontalLayout_36.addWidget(self.labelSCFinal)
633.
self.verticalLayout_4.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_36)
634.
self.line_16 = QtGui.QFrame(self.centralwidget)
635.
self.line_16.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Plain)
636.
self.line_16.setFrameShape(QtGui.QFrame.HLine)
637.
self.line_16.setFrameShadow(QtGui.QFrame.Sunken)
638.
self.line_16.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("line_16"))
639.
self.verticalLayout_4.addWidget(self.line_16)
640.
self.verticalLayout_2.addLayout(self.verticalLayout_4)
641.
self.horizontalLayout_3.addLayout(self.verticalLayout_2)
642.
self.gridLayout.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_3, 0, 0, 1, 1)
643.
self.tabWidget = QtGui.QTabWidget(self.centralwidget)
644.
self.tabWidget.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(610, 0))
645.
self.tabWidget.setMaximumSize(QtCore.QSize(16777215, 16777215))
646.
self.tabWidget.setContextMenuPolicy(QtCore.Qt.PreventContextMenu)
647.
self.tabWidget.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("tabWidget"))
648.
self.viewerTab = QtGui.QWidget()
649.
self.viewerTab.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("viewerTab"))
650.
self.verticalLayout_3 = QtGui.QVBoxLayout(self.viewerTab)
651.
self.verticalLayout_3.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("verticalLayout_3"))
652.
self.widgetViewer = QtGui.QWidget(self.viewerTab)
653.
self.widgetViewer.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("widgetViewer"))
654.
self.verticalLayout_3.addWidget(self.widgetViewer)
655.
self.horizontalLayout_18 = QtGui.QHBoxLayout()
656.
self.horizontalLayout_18.setSpacing(6)
657.
self.horizontalLayout_18.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("horizontalLayout_18"))
658.
self.labelBestChoice = QtGui.QLabel(self.viewerTab)
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659.
self.labelBestChoice.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
660.
self.labelBestChoice.setMaximumSize(QtCore.QSize(16777215, 17))
661.
font = QtGui.QFont()
662.
font.setBold(False)
663.
font.setWeight(50)
664.
self.labelBestChoice.setFont(font)
665.
self.labelBestChoice.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(25, 51, 0);\n"
666. "color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
667.
self.labelBestChoice.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
668.
self.labelBestChoice.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelBestChoice"))
669.
self.horizontalLayout_18.addWidget(self.labelBestChoice)
670.
self.labelGoodChoice = QtGui.QLabel(self.viewerTab)
671.
self.labelGoodChoice.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
672.
self.labelGoodChoice.setMaximumSize(QtCore.QSize(16777215, 17))
673.
font = QtGui.QFont()
674.
font.setBold(False)
675.
font.setWeight(50)
676.
self.labelGoodChoice.setFont(font)
677.
self.labelGoodChoice.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(51, 102, 0);\n"
678. "color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
679.
self.labelGoodChoice.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
680.
self.labelGoodChoice.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelGoodChoice"))
681.
self.horizontalLayout_18.addWidget(self.labelGoodChoice)
682.
self.labelAcceptableChoice = QtGui.QLabel(self.viewerTab)
683.
self.labelAcceptableChoice.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
684.
self.labelAcceptableChoice.setMaximumSize(QtCore.QSize(16777215, 17))
685.
font = QtGui.QFont()
686.
font.setBold(False)
687.
font.setWeight(50)
688.
self.labelAcceptableChoice.setFont(font)
689.
self.labelAcceptableChoice.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("backgroundcolor: rgb(102, 204, 0);\n"
690. "color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
691.
self.labelAcceptableChoice.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
692.
self.labelAcceptableChoice.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelAcceptableChoice"))
693.
self.horizontalLayout_18.addWidget(self.labelAcceptableChoice)
694.
self.labelLessGoodChoice = QtGui.QLabel(self.viewerTab)
695.
self.labelLessGoodChoice.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
696.
self.labelLessGoodChoice.setMaximumSize(QtCore.QSize(16777215, 17))
697.
font = QtGui.QFont()
698.
font.setBold(False)
699.
font.setWeight(50)
700.
self.labelLessGoodChoice.setFont(font)
701.
self.labelLessGoodChoice.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 255, 0);\n"
702. "color: rgb(0, 0, 0);"))
703.
self.labelLessGoodChoice.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
704.
self.labelLessGoodChoice.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelLessGoodChoice"))
705.
self.horizontalLayout_18.addWidget(self.labelLessGoodChoice)
706.
self.labelNotAdvisableChoice = QtGui.QLabel(self.viewerTab)
707.
self.labelNotAdvisableChoice.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
708.
self.labelNotAdvisableChoice.setMaximumSize(QtCore.QSize(16777215, 17))
709.
font = QtGui.QFont()
710.
font.setBold(False)
711.
font.setWeight(50)
712.
self.labelNotAdvisableChoice.setFont(font)
713.
self.labelNotAdvisableChoice.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("backgroundcolor: rgb(255, 127, 80);\n"
714. "color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
715.
self.labelNotAdvisableChoice.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
716.
self.labelNotAdvisableChoice.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelNotAdvisableChoice"))
717.
self.horizontalLayout_18.addWidget(self.labelNotAdvisableChoice)
718.
self.labelBadChoice = QtGui.QLabel(self.viewerTab)
719.
self.labelBadChoice.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
720.
self.labelBadChoice.setMaximumSize(QtCore.QSize(16777215, 17))
721.
font = QtGui.QFont()
722.
font.setBold(False)
723.
font.setWeight(50)
724.
self.labelBadChoice.setFont(font)
725.
self.labelBadChoice.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("background-color: rgb(255, 69, 0);\n"
726. "color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
727.
self.labelBadChoice.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
728.
self.labelBadChoice.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelBadChoice"))
729.
self.horizontalLayout_18.addWidget(self.labelBadChoice)
730.
self.labelUnacceptableChoice = QtGui.QLabel(self.viewerTab)
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731.
732.
733.
734.
735.
736.
737.

self.labelUnacceptableChoice.setMinimumSize(QtCore.QSize(0, 17))
self.labelUnacceptableChoice.setMaximumSize(QtCore.QSize(16777215, 17))
font = QtGui.QFont()
font.setBold(False)
font.setWeight(50)
self.labelUnacceptableChoice.setFont(font)
self.labelUnacceptableChoice.setStyleSheet(_fromUtf8("backgroundcolor: rgb(255, 0, 0);\n"
738. "color: rgb(255, 255, 255);"))
739.
self.labelUnacceptableChoice.setAlignment(QtCore.Qt.AlignCenter)
740.
self.labelUnacceptableChoice.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("labelUnacceptableChoice"))
741.
self.horizontalLayout_18.addWidget(self.labelUnacceptableChoice)
742.
self.verticalLayout_3.addLayout(self.horizontalLayout_18)
743.
self.tabWidget.addTab(self.viewerTab, _fromUtf8(""))
744.
self.overviewTab = QtGui.QWidget()
745.
self.overviewTab.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("overviewTab"))
746.
self.tabWidget.addTab(self.overviewTab, _fromUtf8(""))
747.
self.gridLayout.addWidget(self.tabWidget, 0, 1, 1, 1)
748.
MainWindow.setCentralWidget(self.centralwidget)
749.
self.menubar = QtGui.QMenuBar(MainWindow)
750.
self.menubar.setGeometry(QtCore.QRect(0, 0, 933, 21))
751.
self.menubar.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("menubar"))
752.
self.menuFile = QtGui.QMenu(self.menubar)
753.
self.menuFile.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("menuFile"))
754.
MainWindow.setMenuBar(self.menubar)
755.
self.statusbar = QtGui.QStatusBar(MainWindow)
756.
self.statusbar.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("statusbar"))
757.
MainWindow.setStatusBar(self.statusbar)
758.
self.actionOpen = QtGui.QAction(MainWindow)
759.
self.actionOpen.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("actionOpen"))
760.
self.actionClose = QtGui.QAction(MainWindow)
761.
self.actionClose.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("actionClose"))
762.
self.actionExit = QtGui.QAction(MainWindow)
763.
self.actionExit.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("actionExit"))
764.
self.actionProductCards = QtGui.QAction(MainWindow)
765.
self.actionProductCards.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("actionProductCards"))
766.
self.actionSave = QtGui.QAction(MainWindow)
767.
self.actionSave.setObjectName(_fromUtf8("actionSave"))
768.
self.menuFile.addAction(self.actionOpen)
769.
self.menuFile.addAction(self.actionSave)
770.
self.menuFile.addAction(self.actionExit)
771.
self.menubar.addAction(self.menuFile.menuAction())
772.
773.
self.retranslateUi(MainWindow)
774.
self.tabWidget.setCurrentIndex(0)
775.
QtCore.QMetaObject.connectSlotsByName(MainWindow)
776.
777.
def retranslateUi(self, MainWindow):
778.
MainWindow.setWindowTitle(_translate("MainWindow", "MPG-ENVIE", None))
779.
self.labelLogo.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p><img src=\":/Icons/l
ogo3(5).png\"/></p></body></html>", None))
780.
self.labelIFCFile.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "IFC-file:", None))
781.
self.labelIFCFilePath.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "No IFC-file uploaded", None))
782.
self.labelBuildingType.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Building type:", None))
783.
self.buildingTypeChoice.setItemText(0, _translate("MainWindow", "Residential", None))
784.
self.buildingTypeChoice.setItemText(1, _translate("MainWindow", "Utilitarian", None))
785.
self.labelGFA.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Gross floor area (GFA):", None))
786.
self.GFAInput.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "100", None))
787.
self.GFAInput.setPlaceholderText(_translate("MainWindow", "Insert GFA", None))
788.
self.labelGFA_.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>m<span style=\" vert
ical-align:super;\">2</span></p></body></html>", None))
789.
self.elementTreeCodes.headerItem().setText(0, _translate("MainWindow", "Elements:", None))
790.
791.
792.

__sortingEnabled = self.elementTreeCodes.isSortingEnabled()
self.elementTreeCodes.setSortingEnabled(False)
self.elementTreeCodes.topLevelItem(0).setText(0, _translate("MainWindow", "22.03 Massive wa
lls, non-load-bearing", None))
793.
self.elementTreeCodes.topLevelItem(0).child(0).setText(0, _translate("MainWindow", "22.03.0
01 Plaster with flax core", None))
794.
self.elementTreeCodes.topLevelItem(0).child(1).setText(0, _translate("MainWindow", "22.03.0
24 Brickwork", None))
795.
self.elementTreeCodes.topLevelItem(1).setText(0, _translate("MainWindow", "28.01 Massive wa
lls, load-bearing", None))
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796.

self.elementTreeCodes.topLevelItem(1).child(0).setText(0, _translate("MainWindow", "28.01.0
28 Rammed earth", None))
797.
self.elementTreeCodes.topLevelItem(1).child(1).setText(0, _translate("MainWindow", "28.01.0
29 Brickwork", None))
798.
self.elementTreeCodes.setSortingEnabled(__sortingEnabled)
799.
self.btn_Run.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Run MPG-ENVIE", None))
800.
self.labelCategory.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " Category", None))
801.
self.labelImpact.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Impact", None))
802.
self.labelUnit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Unit", None))
803.
self.labelSC.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "SC", None))
804.
self.labelResourceDepletion.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " Depletion", None))
805.
self.labelADPel.setToolTip(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>Abiotic depletio
n potential of elements</p></body></html>", None))
806.
self.labelADPel.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " ADPel", None))
807.
self.labelADPelUnit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "kg Sb eq", None))
808.
self.labelADPff.setToolTip(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>Abiotic depletio
n potential of fossil fuels</p></body></html>", None))
809.
self.labelADPff.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " ADPff", None))
810.
self.labelADPffUnit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "kg Sb eq", None))
811.
self.labelEmissions.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " Emissions", None))
812.
self.labelGWP.setToolTip(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>Global warming pot
ential</p></body></html>", None))
813.
self.labelGWP.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " GWP", None))
814.
self.labelGWPUnit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p> kg CO<span styl
e=\" vertical-align:sub;\">2</span> eq</p></body></html>", None))
815.
self.labelODP.setToolTip(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>Stratospheric ozon
e depletion potential</p></body></html>", None))
816.
self.labelODP.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " ODP", None))
817.
self.labelODPUnit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "kg CFK-11 eq", None))
818.
self.labelPOCP.setToolTip(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>Photochemical oxi
dation potential</p></body></html>", None))
819.
self.labelPOCP.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " POCP", None))
820.
self.labelPOCPUnit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p> kg C<span styl
e=\" vertical-align:sub;\">2</span>H<span style=\" verticalalign:sub;\">2</span> eq</p></body></html>", None))
821.
self.labelAP.setToolTip(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>Acidification poten
tial</p></body></html>", None))
822.
self.labelAP.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " AP", None))
823.
self.labelAPUnit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p> kg SO<span style
=\" vertical-align:sub;\">2</span> eq</p></body></html>", None))
824.
self.labelEP.setToolTip(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>Eutrophication pote
ntial</p></body></html>", None))
825.
self.labelEP.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " EP", None))
826.
self.labelEPUnit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p> kg PO<span style
=\" vertical-align:sub;\">4</span> eq</p></body></html>", None))
827.
self.labelHTP.setToolTip(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>Human toxicity pot
ential</p></body></html>", None))
828.
self.labelHTP.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " HTP", None))
829.
self.labelHTPUnit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "1.4-DCB eq", None))
830.
self.labelFAETP.setToolTip(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>Freshwater aquat
ic ecotoxicity potential</p></body></html>", None))
831.
self.labelFAETP.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " FAETP", None))
832.
self.labelFAETPUnit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "1.4-DCB eq", None))
833.
self.labelMAETP.setToolTip(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>Marine aquatic e
cotoxicity potential</p></body></html>", None))
834.
self.labelMAETP.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " MAETP", None))
835.
self.labelMAETPUnit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "1.4-DCB eq", None))
836.
self.labelTETP.setToolTip(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>Terrestrial ecoto
xicity potential</p></body></html>", None))
837.
self.labelTETP.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " TETP", None))
838.
self.labelTETPUnit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "1.4-DCB eq", None))
839.
self.labelTotal.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " Total", None))
840.
self.labelResultBC2012.setToolTip(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>Building
Decree 2012</p></body></html>", None))
841.
self.labelResultBC2012.setText(_translate("MainWindow", " BD2012", None))
842.
self.labelApprovedDeclined.setToolTip(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>Artic
le 5.9 of the Dutch Building Decree 2012 stipulates that the shadow costs of newly built residentia
l and utilitarian buildings with a GFA in excess of 100 m<span style=\" verticalalign:super;\">2</span> should be at most € 1.00 per m<span style=\" verticalalign:super;\">2</span> GFA per year.</p></body></html>", None))
843.
self.labelSCFinal.setToolTip(_translate("MainWindow", "<html><head/><body><p>m<span style=\
" vertical-align:super;\">2</span> GFA / year</p></body></html>", None))
844.
self.labelBestChoice.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Best", None))
845.
self.labelGoodChoice.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Good", None))
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846.
847.
848.
849.
850.
851.

self.labelAcceptableChoice.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Acceptable", None))
self.labelLessGoodChoice.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Less good", None))
self.labelNotAdvisableChoice.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Not advisable", None))
self.labelBadChoice.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Bad", None))
self.labelUnacceptableChoice.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Unacceptable", None))
self.tabWidget.setTabText(self.tabWidget.indexOf(self.viewerTab), _translate("MainWindow",
"Viewer", None))
852.
self.tabWidget.setTabText(self.tabWidget.indexOf(self.overviewTab), _translate("MainWindow"
, "Overview", None))
853.
self.menuFile.setTitle(_translate("MainWindow", "File", None))
854.
self.actionOpen.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Open", None))
855.
self.actionOpen.setShortcut(_translate("MainWindow", "Ctrl+O", None))
856.
self.actionClose.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Close", None))
857.
self.actionClose.setShortcut(_translate("MainWindow", "Ctrl+W", None))
858.
self.actionExit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Exit", None))
859.
self.actionExit.setShortcut(_translate("MainWindow", "Ctrl+Q", None))
860.
self.actionProductCards.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Product cards", None))
861.
self.actionSave.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Save", None))
862.
self.actionSave.setShortcut(_translate("MainWindow", "Ctrl+S", None))
863.
864. import Resources_rc
865.
866. if __name__ == "__main__":
867.
import sys
868.
app = QtGui.QApplication(sys.argv)
869.
MainWindow = QtGui.QMainWindow()
870.
ui = Ui_MainWindow()
871.
ui.setupUi(MainWindow)
872.
MainWindow.show()
873.
sys.exit(app.exec_())
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Appendix IV – Questionnaire results
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Name:
Company:
Function:
Date:

S.M.J. (Sander) van Gemert

Joop Zuur
Arcadis
Digital Innovation Engineer
07-01-2018

What is your role within Arcadis?
Digital innovation engineer; developing innovational scripts/programs for BIM
applications.

Have you had any prior experience with the Milieuprestatie Gebouwen (MPG)
methodology? If so, please elaborate.
Yes, made multiple GPR rapports including MPG and developing tools to extract
Revit/Solibri data to MPG.

What would be the added value of using MPG-ENVIE during the early design stages in your
opinion?
Use LOD 200 models to analyze MPG scores.

Could you think of any other functionalities that should be added to future versions of MPGENVIE to make it an application that better fits your needs? If so, please elaborate.
Live link with design software. Feedback and optimization loops. Interactive feedback,
suggestions for different materials.

Other remarks?
A good start to fill a gap in the design process. Especially now environmental issues get
more attention and regulation is increasing.
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Raluca Suru
Arcadis
BREEAM Expert, BIM Coordinator
10-01-2019

What is your role within Arcadis?
BREEAM Expert, BIM Coordinator.

Have you had any prior experience with the Milieuprestatie Gebouwen (MPG)
methodology? If so, please elaborate.
Yes, during BREEAM certification process. Used until now GPR.

What would be the added value of using MPG-ENVIE during the early design stages in your
opinion?
Choosing for better Material Options during design phase, less impact on the environment,
easy visualization of the building parts which score negatively on the environment.

Could you think of any other functionalities that should be added to future versions of MPGENVIE to make it an application that better fits your needs? If so, please elaborate.
Lifecycle cost analysis so that you can calculate not only the shadow price but also other
types of costs like maintenance. Coupling directly with Revit, Navisworks or also other
types of software.
Other remarks?
Great job!
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Wouter Huurman
Arcadis
Project Manager
25-01-2019

What is your role within Arcadis?
Project and Cost Manager

Have you had any prior experience with the Milieuprestatie Gebouwen (MPG)
methodology? If so, please elaborate.
I’ve been involved in multiple studies related to the MPG score of buildings.

What would be the added value of using MPG-ENVIE during the early design stages in your
opinion?
It would allow for different alternatives to be calculated, without the need for any manual
interference.

Could you think of any other functionalities that should be added to future versions of MPGENVIE to make it an application that better fits your needs? If so, please elaborate.
Combination with operational energy calculations and possible CO2 reductions.
Additionaly, on a strategic level it would be of added value to be able to compare actual
costs to environmental impacts.
Other remarks?
No.
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Appendix V – Case study results
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Revit – base scenario
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Revit – alternative scenario
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SketchUp – base scenario
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SketchUp – alternative scenario
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